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chapter 1. Introduction
The City of Grand Haven Master Plan serves as the official policy guide for Grand Haven’s future
development and growth, including the management of its assets and resources. Organized through a
series of relevant topics, goals, and objectives, the Master Plan provides the framework and basis for
sound community development and land use decision making. The City of Grand Haven Master Plan also
establishes clear direction and expectations for the City.

Purposes and Uses for the Master Plan
• Solidifies the vision for the City.
• Identifies and evaluates existing conditions and characteristics, community values, trends, issues,
and opportunities.
• Gives guidance to property owners, developers, neighboring jurisdictions, and county and state
entities about expectations and standards for public investment and future development.
• Provides support for the allocation and spending of funds.
• Establishes the basis for the zoning ordinance, capital improvements, land use policies, and other
implementation tools and programs.
• Provides the framework for staff’s day-to-day planning decisions and the Planning Commission’s
and City Council’s land use policy decisions.
• Provides the framework and foundation for creative problem solving and adapting to change – in
other words, becoming a resilient community.
• Builds partnerships between informed citizens, community stakeholder groups, non-profit
organizations and county and regional entities that help support and participate in plan
implementation.

The Master Plan is a guide for growth
and development within the City. Local
officials and planning staff need to adapt to
changing conditions with new, innovative
concepts and land use policies.

The Master Plan is intended to take a long-range view of the City, guiding growth and development for
the next twenty years and beyond, while also providing flexibility to respond to changing conditions,
innovations, new concepts, and available resources.
The Master Plan identifies and discusses important community trends like climate change, which
is redefining Grand Haven’s natural environment. The Master Plan also highlights resources that
help increase sense of place, by designing projects with placemaking strategies in mind. The Master
Plan pinpoints where new development should be directed and identifies the design standards for
new homes and buildings. In addition, the Master Plan identifies the preferred characteristics of
neighborhoods, and lays a groundwork for healthier lifestyles through neighborhood design and
improvements to the transportation system. Lastly, The Master Plan also identifies how the City can
increase resiliency and better respond to unanticipated events and adverse situations.
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A C o l l a b o r at i v e P l a n n i n g P r o c e s s
The Master Plan Process

The Joint Planning Committee, consisting
of the full planning commissions of
the City and Township, oversaw and
participated in the planning process.

The Master Plan was developed with unique collaboration between public officials from the City of
Grand Haven and Grand Haven Charter Township. While local officials from the City and Township
have collaborated on joint planning issues before (e.g. Robbins Road Corridor), this marked the first
time they collaborated in the development of their Master Plans. This collaborative planning effort also
resulted in an updated Master Plan for Grand Haven Charter Township.
The Joint Planning Committee, consisting of the full planning commissions of both the City and Township,
the respective community development staff, and LIAA, the consultant team, helped oversee and
facilitate the planning process. In addition, the Joint Planning Committee acted as a sounding board for
new ideas and information and a venue for reviewing and considering new materials.
Although the Master Plan was developed under this collaborative approach, ultimately, the final
components and content of this Master Plan were established and approved by City of Grand Haven
staff members, the City of Grand Haven Planning Commission, and the Grand Haven City Council.
This collaborative planning process sets the groundwork for continued dialogue between local officials
from the City and Township on community-wide land use issues, planning policies, community
development, zoning matters, and future Master Plan amendments.

Planning for a Unique Focus
Because the City and Township were willing to discuss and consider how climate trends might impact
their community and how they might respond to those impacts, portions of the Master Planning
Process were funded through a grant from the Coastal Zone Management (CZM) Program. In addition,
under a grant of services from the University of Michigan Water Center, City and Township staff members
and the Joint Planning Committee worked with a team of professors and researchers from the University
of Michigan’s Taubman College of Architecture and Urban Planning to study and determine the
potential physical and environmental impacts of dynamic coastline processes. More information about
their activities and conclusions, and how it impacts the Master Plans are described in more detail in
Chapter 9 and in Appendix B.

Outreach and Civic Engagement Activities
Because the Master Plan should reflect the values and vision of the community, engaging the public was
a critical component of the community-wide planning process. Outreach and engagement activities for
the Master Plan were designed to:
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• Build awareness and promote the community-wide planning process.
• Encourage City and Township residents to talk about issues of mutual concern and interest.
• Engage citizens and community stakeholders about the future of the community.
• Make connections and build partnerships between community stakeholders, non-profits and civic
organizations.
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• Build awareness about local, state, regional and national issues that impact the community.
• Determine if more detailed information about coastline processes influence coastal land use policy.

Outreach & Civic Engagement

An interactive project website was developed to
raise awareness for the master planning effort.

The following civic engagement activities were conducted during the community-wide planning effort:

Project Website
In an effort to raise awareness about the planning project, the consultant team developed an
interactive project website (www.resilientmichigan.org/grand_haven.asp). The website provided
information about upcoming public meetings, notes from past meetings, draft documents, links to
videos and presentations, news articles, and an interactive forum. At the conclusion of the planning
process, the City and Township Master Plans were placed on their respective websites.

Public Meetings
Over 200 members of the public directly contributed to the Master Plan by participating in the
Leadership Summit, Community Action Team Meetings, and a Public Open House.
Leadership Summit
Nearly 100 people participated in the Leadership Summit, a multi-faceted workshop designed
to engage citizens, public officials, and community stakeholders in an in-depth discussion about
community resilience. During the Summit, experts from the University of Michigan, the Michigan
State Land Policy Institute and the State’s Climatologist Office, among others, delivered presentations
on how the community could become more resilient to challenges associated with a changing climate,
shoreline processes, and the dynamic global economy.
Community Action Team Meetings
Over 120 people participated in three successive public meetings to help develop recommendations
for the community. Local stakeholder organizations presented on specific issues facing the community
like transportation, local economy, and families in need. Then, participants were organized into topic
specific groups, referred to as Community Action Teams.
Community Action Teams
1. Access and Transportation

Leadership Summit

During the Leadership Summit, several wellregarded state-wide experts discussed how
the community could become more resilient
to future climate and economic challenges.

Community Action Team Meetings

Over the course of three meetings, citizens
and community stakeholders mapped
community assets and developed goals
and objectives for six community topics.

2. Energy and Economy
3. Neighborhoods and Infrastructure
4. Agriculture and Food
5. Human and Social Systems
6. Parks and Natural Systems
3
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Over the course of the three meetings, participants of the six Community Action Teams (CAT) identified
and mapped assets and threats pertaining to their specific topic and created goals and objectives. These
meetings helped to create the goals and objectives outlined in Chapter 12.
Public Open House
An open house was held on October 20th, 2015 to introduce the Plan to the public. Many residents
attended the open house to view the draft plan, offer comments, and hear about the process.

Community Outreach

Youth Charrette

Members of the YAC worked to identify
community assets and illustrate a
vision for the community.

Key Person and Group Interviews
The consultant team met with staff members from different community organizations such as Harbor
Transit, the Grand Haven Area Community Foundation and the Chamber of Commerce, as well as City
staff members and local officials. These meetings and interviews helped identify current land use
trends, community development issues, and community visions for the future.
Youth Activities
In February 2015, about 30 members of the Grand Haven Area Community Foundation Youth Advisory
Committee (YAC) participated in a youth charrette. The YAC consists of high-school students from the
Tri-Cities area that regularly meet to discuss and assess youth issues. The youth charrette kicked off
with an interactive Resilient Bingo game, in which students were asked to identify fellow students who
were doing “resilient” things at home (e.g., “has ridden a bicycle to run an errand sometime in the last
six months”). Students then worked to identify and map community assets and illustrate their vision
for the community in an activity called Crayon Your Community.
At a second meeting in April, students worked to develop a preferred non-motorized map for the
community. Following the meeting, the YAC wrote a “Youth Chapter” for this Master Plan, which can be
found in Chapter 11.

Master Plan Framework: Guiding Principles of the Master Plan
The planning process fostered many ideas and conversations about the past, present, and future of
Grand Haven. During the planning process, these ideas coalesced into Nine Guiding Principles for the
creation of the plan and the direction of Grand Haven going forward.
The Nine Guiding Principles came from an iterative planning process that involved Grand Haven City
and Township staff members, the Joint Planning Committee, the consultant team, and the public. The
following nine guiding principles are organized by past, present, and future.
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Build On Our Past
1 ) B u i l d o n W h at ’ s W o r k i n g
Grand Haven’s last master plan was developed and adopted in 2010. The
master plan was a thorough and well-written document, describing the
current conditions of the community and identifying key community
goals and objectives. In the five years since the plan was adopted,
several of these goals and actions have been realized. At the same time,
Grand Haven continues to address many new challenges.
While the conditions and challenges of the City have changed, many
of the overarching goals and policies discussed in the 2010 Master Plan
remain applicable. In addition to incorporating language from the 2010
Master Plan, the City of Grand Haven Master Plan builds upon the existing
goals and strategies, as discussed in Chapter 12.

Shape the Present
Each of the guiding principles for shaping the present Grand Haven
came from current initiatives resounding themes in the State’s current
planning and community development efforts and were recognized as important to Grand Haven’s
planning process by officials, staff, and the public.
2 ) U n d e r s ta n d C o a s ta l P r o c e s s e s
Michigan’s beautiful coastline is more than an easy way to find Michigan on a map of the United States.
The water resources throughout the state provide an abundance of resources and impact coastal
communities in unique ways. Across the state, many efforts are underway to better understand our
Great Lakes.
Grand Haven has over two miles of Great Lakes shoreline and is framed by the Grand River. Many
residents live along water’s edges, enjoying scenic views and recreational opportunities.
For this planning process, a specialized team of researchers from the University of Michigan’s
Taubman College of Architecture and Urban Planning worked to determine the physical and fiscal
impacts of possible climate scenarios throughout the City, including the coastal areas. Their research
and recommendations influenced the planning process in a number of ways. More information on
University of Michigan’s involvement can be found in Chapter 9 and in Appendix B.

History of Grand Haven City

The City of Grand Haven originally formed around
the industrial trade routes of fur traders. Grand
Haven’s strategic location at the opening of the
Grand River served as an ideal entryway into the
Lower Peninsula.

In 1834, a minister named William Montague Ferry
became the first permanent European settler in
the City. By 1835, the name Grand Haven was used
to identify the village, and in 1839, Grand Haven’s
first lighthouses were built to signal traders into
the Grand River. A church, a tannery, a bank, and a
school were operational by 1851. By the mid-1800s,
the railroad was bringing industry and vacationers
to enjoy the City’s prime position and shoreline. In
1867, Grand Haven was incorporated.
By the 1890s, the lumber industry had dwindled,
but shipping and shipbuilding became the crux
of the growing economy. In the first half of the
twentieth century, Grand Haven produced furniture,
pianos, and eventually, automobiles. Volunteers
established the U.S. Life Saving Service along its
two miles of Lake Michigan shoreline in the early
1900s, eventually earning the City of Grand Haven
its official designation as “Coast Guard City U.S.A.”

3) Support Smart Growth
Smart Growth is a national movement with a strong presence in Michigan. According to the Smart
Growth Network, growing is smart when it creates great communities with more choices, greater
5
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return on public investment, a thriving natural environment, and a legacy for future generations.1
There are 10 key tenets of smart growth worth noting, as each of these are addressed to some degree in
planning efforts across the state and in this Master Plan.

Ten Tenets of Smart Growth
1. Mix land uses
2. Take advantage of compact building design
3. Create a range of housing opportunities and choices
4. Create walkable neighborhoods
5. Foster distinctive, attractive communities with a strong sense of place
6. Preserve open space, farmland and critical environmental areas
7. Strengthen and direct development toward existing communities
Coastal processes are influenced by natural systems
such as wind, waves, lake levels, sediment and
weather. Understanding coastal processes can
help jurisdictions plan for naturally-occurring
changes and activities along the shoreline.

Ten Tenets of Smart Growth

The ten tenets of smart growth have
been accepted and widely used by local
municipalities throughout Michigan.

8. Provide a variety of transportation choices
9. Make development decisions predictable, fair and cost-effective
10. Encourage community and stakeholder collaboration
For Grand Haven, smart growth is a key tool in shaping the current condition of the City’s land use,
housing, and transportation. As a result, Smart Growth principles are incorporated throughout each
section of this Master Plan.
4) Plan for Place
Where location refers to a particular geography, “place” refers to the physical components that make
a location recognizable. Placemaking, then, is the act of designing and managing elements of the
public realm to create places that are exciting, accessible, and comfortable. The State of Michigan has
promoted and supported placemaking efforts in various communities and has provided a guidebook for
communities looking to bring vibrancy back to neighborhoods and downtowns.
For Grand Haven, placemaking is a key strategy to help protect and increase vibrancy in Downtown and
throughout its core neighborhoods. For more on Placemaking, see chapter 8.
5) Be a Walkable Community
A city is walkable when its transportation infrastructure provides multiple ways for people to
travel to a variety of locations. Connected sidewalks, bike lanes, and public transit all serve to make
a community healthier and more accessible for all incomes and ages.2 There are currently many
initiatives across the state to increase awareness about walkability in all types of communities.
The Smart Growth Network, 2014. This is Smart Growth. http://www2.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2014-04/documents/this-is-smartgrowth.pdf
2 McCann, Barbara & Rynne, Suzanne. Complete Streets: Best Policy and Implementation Policies American Planning Association (2010)
1
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In Grand Haven, residents already have a number of transportation choices. Downtown and many
of its neighborhoods are highly accessible and walkable, but the City can protect, and in some areas,
increase its walkability. For more information on goals and recommendations related to walkability, see
Chapters 12 and 15.
6 ) C o l l a b o r at e R e g i o n a l ly
Many elements of a community- from economic health to air and water quality- are not defined by a
municipal boundary. City decisions have an impact on surrounding jurisdictions and vice-versa.
The Grand Haven community has recognized that ongoing collaboration is essential. Much of this
Master Plan comes from a joint collaboration between Grand Haven Charter Township and the City
of Grand Haven. There are also many tie-ins to regional efforts throughout the plan. For examples of
these, see chapters 2 and 12.

Plan for the Future

Public Realm

The public realm is the everyday spaces
(farmers markets, waterfronts, streets,
parks, neighborhoods and downtowns)
people move through and linger within.

Each of the guiding principles used to plan for Grand Haven’s future come from research on future
trends to our climate, economy, and areas of public concern throughout the State. As with the other
guiding principles, a culmination of input from officials, staff, and the public helped identify these as
resounding themes.
7) Build Community Resilience
By their very nature, communities are continually complex and dynamic. People move and populations
shift, industries go out of business and new industries emerge, natural areas are converted to
neighborhoods, housing values fluctuate, and shorelines shift and change. Sometimes these changes
emerge over a long period of time. Other changes can be quite sudden. Community resilience, then, is
a measure of the sustained ability of a community to use available resources to withstand and recover
from adverse situations.3
Many strategies can be adopted to increase Grand Haven’s ability to learn from adversity, creatively
solve problems, and adapt to change. Many qualities of a resilient community, listed on the next page,
will be used throughout the plan.4 Resiliency is mentioned throughout the plan, especially in Chapters
9 and 10.

Walkability

The City should consider pedestrian access
and connectivity in all future community
development and land use decisions.

8 ) P r e p a r e f o r C l i m at e Va r i a b i l i t y
There is no longer doubt in the scientific community over whether the global climate is changing.5 A
changing climate will mean generally warmer temperatures, increased rains, and more severe storms
in the Great Lakes region. For Grand Haven, responding to climate change is a challenge in the shortterm and the long-term. It requires City officials and community stakeholders to consider how they
3 Rand Corporation, 2015. Community Resiliency Featured. http://www.rand.org/topics/community-resilience.html
4 Rockefeller Foundation, 2014. Resilience Framework. https://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/our-work/topics/resilience/
5 NASA, 2016. Global Climate change: Vital Signs of the Planet. http://climate.nasa.gov/evidence/
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Qualities of Resilient Systems

According to the City Resilient
Framework established by the Rockefeller
Foundation, a resilient community is:
Reflective
Robust
Redundant
Flexible
Resourceful
Inclusive
Integrated

Chapter 1. Introduction
plan for new development, transportation, infrastructure, natural resource preservation, energy
production, and community health.
For a summary of climate change research globally, regionally, and statewide, see Chapter 9. A number
of goals and implementation strategies are intended to address climate change concerns, as seen in
Chapter 15.
9) Compete in the New Economy
The economic drivers of Michigan’s economy have changed. While the recovering manufacturing
sector will continue to remain a component of Michigan’s economy, most of the manufacturing jobs
lost will not return. Most of the future economic growth in Michigan will come from a variety of
industries, most of which are high-technology and service-oriented. According to Michigan State
University’s Land Policy Institute (LPI), sectors like health care, financial management, highly-skilled
manufacturing, human service sectors, and the food industry will become the backbone of what is
called the “New Economy”.
Competing in the New Economy is a way to increase economic resiliency and proactively attract
growing industries. Many strategies to compete in the New Economy are included in Chapter 15.
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CHAPTER 2. Environmental Conditions
The City of Grand Haven is blessed to have some of the most diverse and unique natural environments
in Michigan. The following chapter summarizes the water and land assets of the City.

FIGURE 2.1

G r a n d H av e n ’ s E n v i r o n m e n ta l A s s e t s
Grand Haven is located along the beautiful shores of Lake Michigan, in the northwestern portion of
Ottawa County. The City is bounded on the north and east by the Grand River, Spring Lake Township
and Grand Haven Township, on the south by Grand Haven Charter Township and on the west by Lake
Michigan. Because of Lake Michigan and the Grand River, Grand Haven is also home to beautiful sand
dunes, wetlands, native vegetation, and rich soils.

G r a n d H av e n ’ s W at e r A s s e t s
Lake Michigan
Grand Haven’s identity formed largely around Lake Michigan and the Grand River. Water’s presence in
the City has been central to Grand Haven’s history and its legacy as well. Lake Michigan and the Great
Lakes are truly one of the most special and unique natural resources on the planet and Grand Haven
is fortunate to sit right on its doorstep! Home to 18 percent of the world’s supply of freshwater and 90
percent of the United States’ supply of freshwater,1 the Great Lakes has been and continues to be the
foundation of Michigan’s DNA and our most defining feature. Native Americans and early settlers used
the Great Lakes to transfer food and goods to settlements and distant trading posts. In the 18th and
19th century, the Great Lakes powered the lumber mills that helped build our cities and the factories
that built the goods that formed the foundation of our economy.2
Today, the Great Lakes are center stage for the state’s tourism industry and the Pure Michigan
campaign. In addition, leaders from around the state are working to utilize the Great Lakes to
further the “Blue Economy” – an economy where the Great Lakes provide for clean energy, promote
sustainable systems, and create new food and mobility systems. According to a report from the
Michigan Economic Center and the Grand Valley State University Annis Water Resource Institute,3
“Michigan can be that unrivaled playground if the water is clean and our communities
reconnect to it. It’s our ‘blue’ alongside our ‘green’ And Innovation in water makes
Michigan the world center of education, research, invention and new “smart water”
technologies and business development, the World’s Freshwater and Freshwater
Innovation Capital. It can propel a new era of economic growth and job creation.”

The Great Lakes

The Great Lakes are one of the most important and prominent features on earth.

1 Great Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory, NOAA. About our Great Lakes www.glerl.noaa.gov/pr/ourlakes/intro.html
2 Michigan Blue Economy, Making Michigan the World’s Freshwater and Freshwater Innovation Capital. John Austin. Michigan Economic Cen-

ter at Prima Civitas and Alan Steinman, Grand Valley State University Annis Water Resource Institute
3 Michigan Blue Economy, Making Michigan the World’s Freshwater and Freshwater Innovation Capital. John Austin. Michigan Economic Center at Prima Civitas and Alan Steinman, Grand Valley State University Annis Water Resource Institute
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Chapter 9 of this plan discusses coastal processes and shoreline management strategies in detail.
The Grand River
The Grand River is Michigan’s longest river winding 256 miles from Jackson to Grand Haven, and spans
19 counties with 12 major tributaries. The river forms part of the eastern and northern borders of the
City, emptying into Lake Michigan in the northwestern portion of the City. The river is a navigable
stream, although early rapids and downstream dams have limited the development of riverboat
commerce.
Much of the Grand River near Grand Haven is bordered by large wetlands. These wetlands and the
broad floodplain areas have helped to limit intense development in close proximity to much of the
riverbank within parts of the City.

The Grand River

The Grand River continues to support shipping, providing coal to the power plant
and other materials for local businesses.

The Grand River supported the development of the region by providing a means of conveying logs
to sawmills located on the banks of the Grand River. Steamboats ferried finished products between
Grand Rapids and Grand Haven. In addition, gypsum, limestone, sand, and gravel were mined from the
banks of the Grand River, and clams were harvested for commercial button production. After largescale logging ceased in the 1890s, the City of Grand Rapids became a significant manufacturing center,
discharging industrial and municipal wastes into the Grand River. Environmental legislation, initiated
in the late 1960s, provided the impetus for cleanup of the Grand River and its tributaries.4
Today, the Grand River still serves Great Lakes shipping, providing coal to the local power plant and
shipping sand and aggregate from local businesses to markets elsewhere. This economic use of the
river requires continued maintenance and, at times, dredging to keep shipping channels open.

What is a Watershed?
A watershed is a region of land that
is drained by a particular river or
river system.Typically these systems
include many smaller tributaries
such as creeks and streams that
feed into a larger river and are
influenced by the land’s elevation.

T h e G r a n d R i v e r W at e r s h e d
The Grand River watershed covers 5,660 square miles and drains portions of Muskegon, Newaygo,
Mecosta, Montcalm, Gratiot, Ottawa, Kent, Ionia, Clinton, Shiawassee, Barry, Eaton, Ingham, Livingston,
and Jackson counties. The watershed also includes several major sub-tributaries including the Lower
and Upper Grand Rivers, Maple River, and Thornapple River. Local watersheds directly affecting Grand
Haven are illustrated on Map 2.1 in Appendix C.
Water quality within The Grand River watershed is directly related to land management practices
in the region. For example, if new development creates a large amount of impervious surface (i.e.
asphalt) and stormwater is not properly managed on site, flow from the run-off into the creek, stream,
or river deteriorates water quality and quickens erosion on stream banks.
Approximately 53 percent of the land within the Grand River watershed is agricultural, 27 percent is
urban, and 20 percent is forested.5 Since Grand Haven lies at the mouth of the Grand River, activities
that occur upstream have a significant impact on the quality of the river and riparian areas in the City.
While Grand Haven should continue to work towards improving the water quality of the lower Grand
River, this task will require cooperation from numerous upstream stakeholders, including agencies and
4 Lower Grand River Watershed Management Plan, September 2004. Prepared for the Grand Valley Metropolitan Council.
5 Grand River and Nature Discovery Learning Network, 2015. The Grand River Watershed- Michigan.
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governmental units.

Sand Dunes
Michigan’s dunes are one of the most striking environmental features in the world. Together, they
represent the largest freshwater dune ecosystem in the world.6 The dunes provide unique habitats for
rare and endangered species and hold enormous environmental and recreational value.7
There are about 250,000 acres of sand dunes in Michigan. Of that, the Michigan Department of
Environmental Quality classifies 70,000 acres of dunes as Critical Dune Areas (CDAs). 8 Development
on CDAs is regulated by the state, and a property owner must receive a permit for many activities that
either alter the appearance or contours of a CDA.
The City of Grand Haven has 600 acres of Critical Dune Areas. They are primarily located east of North
Shore Drive and north of the Grand River. Critical Dune Areas are illustrated on Map 2.2 in Appendix C.
For more information on current regulation and maps of Critical Dunes in Grand Haven, please see
Appendix B.

Wetlands

The City of Grand Haven has 600
acres of Critical Dune Areas.

Wetlands play a critical role in regulating the movement of water within watersheds. Wetlands are
also incredible flood absorbers. The water-holding capacity of a specific wetland varies by the size,
slope, type of vegetation, location relative to flooding path, and the water levels in the wetland prior
to flooding.9 Coastal wetlands also control the severity of erosion along a shoreline during a storm.10
Perhaps more than any other environmental asset, wetlands absorb high energy waves and break the
flow of currents.11 Michigan has coastal, tree, and shrub wetlands, each covered with water either all or
part of the year. 12
This diversity of wetlands was misunderstood as European settlement began, and many wetlands were
dredged, drained, and converted to serve industry. Today, less than half of the state’s wetlands remain,
and in a time of changing climate, the need to conserve and restore wetlands is paramount.13
In Michigan, development in some wetlands is regulated through a permitting process. Generally, a
wetland is regulated if it is connected to or within 1,000 feet of a Great Lake shoreline, is connected to
or within 500 feet of an inland lake, pond, or river, or is at least 5 acres in size.
In Grand Haven, wetlands constitute about 20% of the natural features identified by the City, or about
270 acres. Wetlands are generally found in the northern portion of the City (north of Madison), and
6 Michigan Conservation Districts, 2010. Michigan’s Critical Dunes. http://macd.org/critical-dunes.html
7 Ibid.
8 Part 353 of NREPA, PA 451 of 1994
9 Environmental Protection Agency (2001). Functions and Values of Wetlands: Wetland Fact Sheet. Web. Accessed July 2015.
10 Ardizone, Katherine A. and Mark A. Wyckoff, FAICP. FILLING THE GAPS: Environmental Protection Options for Local Governments, 2nd Ed.

December 2010.
11 Ibid.
12 Ibid.
13 Ibid.
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sporadically in the southern and eastern portions of the City near the Grand River. It is important to
note that available data on existing wetlands is collected at a large-scale and may not be accurate.
Map 2.3 in Appendix C illustrates the location of wetlands in the City of Grand Haven. This map is
intended to illustrate the general location of wetlands and the exact location of any wetland should be
determined through a field site inspection by a qualified scientist.
For more information and detailed analysis on wetlands regulation and wetland analysis specific to
Grand Haven, see Chapter 9 and Appendix B.

S I G N I F I C A N T V E G E TAT I O N
Natural vegetation, along with other natural features, contributes to the high quality of life and beauty
of Grand Haven. The areas containing significant vegetation in Grand Haven include: Critical Dune
Areas, Harbor Island, Mulligan’s Hollow, Duncan’s Woods, Lake Forest Cemetery, private preserves, the
southeastern bayous and much of the domesticated tree canopy over the City, planted through the
City’s successful tree planting and replacement program.
In 2010, at the request of City Council, the City of Grand Haven set a goal to plant 1,000 trees before
2015. This goal was achieved in the fall of 2015 by planting trees in the rights-of-way on City streets and
at the request of residents. The trees have diversified the existing tree canopy.
Whenever possible, existing mature vegetation should be preserved as development occurs, and
additional plantings may be added in selected areas where aesthetics do not meet the standards
established elsewhere in the community. For maps and a discussion of Grand Haven’s tree canopy, see
Chapter 9 and Appendix B.

Soil Types
Grand Haven contains several different classifications of soils and varying slopes. The majority of the
soils with steep slopes are found generally in the western portion of the City where the sand dunes are
located. Overall, the City contains soils in eight different classifications, which are described below and
illustrated on Map 2.4 in Appendix C, according to the Soil Survey of Ottawa County.

••The Adrian-Houghton classification consists of very poorly drained soils that occur together as
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a complex. Available water capacity for both soils is very high and the surface runoff on both soils
is very slow or ponded. These soils have a seasonal high water table at or near the surface from
November to May.
••The AuGres-Saugatuck classification are somewhat poorly drained soils that occur together as a
complex. The available water capacity is low and the surface runoff is slow. These soils have a seasonal high water table from .5 to 1.5 feet below the surface from December to June.
••Blown-out land consists of sandy soils that were cleared of their original forest cover and left
exposed to the erosive action of water and wind. Some areas have been stabilized, while others are
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actively eroding.
••The Chelsea classification is a somewhat excessively drained soil. Permeability is very rapid.
Available water capacity is low. Runoff is slow to medium depending on slope.
••The Croswell and AuGres classification are sandy soils that occur together as a complex. Croswell
soils are moderately well drained and AuGres soils are somewhat poorly drained. Permeability is
rapid, surface runoff is slow and available water capacity is low. These soils have an apparent seasonal high water table between .5 and 5.0 feet from November to May.
••The Deer Park classification is described as an excessively drained sandy soil. Permeability is
rapid and the available water capacity is low. Surface runoff is slow to rapid, depending upon slope,
and the natural fertility is very low.
••The Granby classification is described as a poorly drained sandy soil. Permeability is rapid and the
available water capacity is low. Surface runoff is very slow or ponded. The seasonal high water table
is near or above the surface from late fall to early spring.
••The Rubicon classification is described as an excessively drained sandy soil. Permeability is rapid
and the available water capacity is very low. Surface runoff is slow and the natural fertility is low.

MANAGEMENT EFFORTS
After summarizing the environmental assets in the City of Grand Haven, this chapter will now outline
some of the management efforts in place to protect and safeguard these resources. The following is not
an exhaustive list of environmental management strategies in place. Rather, selected policies and plans
are outlined that have significance to the goals, objective, and implementation strategies in Chapter 15.

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT
A river, stream, lake, or drain may occasionally overflow its bank and inundate adjacent lands, and
the land that is inundated by water is defined as a floodplain. Floodplains also serve as water recharge
areas and natural water retention basins during periods of heavy precipitation or spring snow thaws.
Development within the 100-year floodplain requires an exhaustive permit process.
The National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) is an optional program managed by the Federal
Emergency Management Agency where communities can receive flood insurance for disaster relief
by agreeing to regulate floodplain development. Most coastal communities participate in the NFIP,
including the City of Grand Haven.
Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs) are created and released by the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA), using event-based modeling and lake level elevations determined by a single storm
event, for various return periods.14 It is important to note that individual property owners can petition
to change the flood zone designation for their property, so FIRMs may not be fully scientifically
derived.
14 The Great Lakes Coastal Flood Study Website, 2015. http://www.greatlakescoast.org
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The FIRMs for Ottawa County, were adopted in 2011 by the City of Grand Haven and Grand Haven
Charter Township (Map 2.5 in Appendix C).
For an analysis of properties, fiscal, and environmental features that fall in floodplains based on the
FIRMs, see Chapter 9 and Appendix B.

G r e at L a k e s C o a s ta l F l o o d S t u d y
In 2010, FEMA and the United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) began the Great Lakes Coastal
Flood Study. The project seeks to update existing FIRMs to account for revised lake levels, wave setup,
and wave energy. The process to create the drafted maps differs significantly from the process to create
existing FIRMs. The existing FIRMs are based on event-based modeling, where the projected flooding
impacts are based on the influences of a selected historical storm.15 The updated approach is statisticalbased, where the influences of wave energy and wave setup are modeled using refined 100-year lake
level elevations provided by the USACE.
The Great Lakes Coastal Flood Study is scheduled to release maps for public comment and adoption in
2016. Preliminary drafted maps are available for Ottawa County and are used in the analysis further
described in the UM project in Appendix B.16

T H E L O W E R G R A N D R I V E R W AT E R S H E D M A N A G E M E N T P L A N
In 2011, the 2004 Grand River Watershed Management Plan was updated for the Grand Valley
Metropolitan Council. The Plan is a broad document that builds upon and elevates existing water
quality improvement efforts in the watershed. The members of the Grand River Forum, held in support
of the plan, recognized it should take a holistic, ecosystem approach, and provide a vision and broad
strategic plan for the entire Watershed under which to operate.
The plan developed goals for the watershed that are based on improving or restoring the designated
uses of the Watershed and attaining compliance with established total maximum daily loads.
The Grand River Watershed Management Plan’s goals are:
Restore and maintain water bodies for…
••Recreational use
••Indigenous aquatic life and wildlife use
••Cold water and warm water fisheries
Protect and preserve water bodies for…
••Agricultural, navigational, industrial, and public use
••Conserving existing high quality areas
Promote and support desired uses identified during the planning process

14

15 Ibid.
16 FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Maps. Accessed in 2015 from FEMA.Gov
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Educate stakeholders about protection efforts for the Watershed

T H E C L E A N W AT E R L E G A C Y P L A N
The Clean Water Legacy Plan of the Greater Tri-Cities Area in Northwest Ottawa County is an action
and education program with emphasis on restoring and preserving the waterways of the Lower Grand
River Watershed in West Michigan. The plan was developed in 2008 for the City of Grand Haven with
funding from the Michigan Coastal Management Program and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration.
The program’s two-pronged approach of restoration and education addresses the existing problems
by cleaning up pollution, reducing sedimentation, and reestablishing eroded riverbanks, and
prevents future recurrences with public education, involvement, and directing public policy. This is
accomplished with a series of individual location specific target actions, where surrounding property
owners, businesses, and policymaking officials are encouraged to become involved with clean up or
restoration efforts. Along with correcting physical water quality problems, these groups are educated
on the impacts of farming, construction, or personal actions on the creek, river, or watershed.
The program also evaluates the impacts of previous restoration projects, including the separation of
stormwater and sanitary sewer systems as evidence that public policy can have a significant impact on
the water quality in the Lower Grand River Watershed.

S E N S I T I V E A R E A S O V E R L AY D I S T R I C T P L A N
Grand Haven’s natural features add to the character and charm of the City while providing important
habitat for wildlife, scenic views, and in some instances, recreational opportunities. The City collected
and mapped an inventory of natural features. This inventory was used to create the Sensitive Overlay
District in Map 2.6 in Appendix C. The Sensitive Overlay District allows the City to protect important
natural features through development standards and other controls.

P L A N N I N G I M P L I C AT I O N S
In general, planning decisions in the City must always balance the legitimate desire of property
owners to make economic use of their lands with broader stewardship objectives to protect and
enhance natural features. Achieving this balance need not stifle development, but it should assure that
development decisions are made in the context of the long-term viability of key features, even if shortterm economic interests are impacted.
Many initiatives and programs could be employed to enhance and protect Grand Haven’s natural
resources. A more detailed discussion of those resources is available in Chapter 9 and Appendix B.
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chapter 3. demographic conditions
The following chapter uses data from various sources to describe Grand Haven’s population. In many
cases, recent Census data was compared to the Census data from 1990 and 2000 to identify demographic
trends. Beyond the Census, this analysis also uses other data sources, like population projections from
the West Michigan Regional Planning Commission.

summary of demographic trends
G r a n d H av e n ’ s P o p u l at i o n c o n t i n u e s t o d e c r e a s e . In 2010, there were 10,142 people living in the
City, marking the second straight decade of population loss and the first time the population fell below
11,000 people since the 1950s.
R E S I D E N T S A R E M O V I N G O U T O F T H E C I T Y ’ S D O W N T O W N N E I G H B O R H O O D S . Although each area of the City
has experienced population loss, neighborhoods in census tracts closest to downtown lost about 9% of
their residents between 2000 and 2010.
G r a n d H av e n ’ s y o u n g a d u lt p o p u l at i o n i s s i z a b l e , b u t d e c r e a s i n g . In 2010, 18% of City residents
were between 20 and 34 years old. This is slightly below Ottawa County (20%) and on par with the State
of Michigan (18%).
G r a n d H av e n i s p r e d o m i n at e ly w h i t e , b u t n o n w h i t e p o p u l at i o n s a r e i n c r e a s i n g . Although only
about 6% of the City’s population was nonwhite in 2010, every race and ethnicity other than white
gained population from 2000 to 2010.
H o u s e h o l d m a k e u p i n G r a n d H av e n i s c h a n g i n g . From 2000 to 2010, the proportion of single parent
households and people living alone has increased.
E d u c at i o n a l At ta i n m e n t R at e s i n G r a n d H av e n a r e h i g h . In 2010, the proportion of residents with a
Bachelor’s Degree or higher was 31.2%, compared to 30.9% for Ottawa County and 25.9% for the State of
Michigan.
T h e p o v e r t y r at e i s i n c r e a s i n g i n G r a n d H av e n . The poverty rate for City residents increased by
3.5% percent between 2000 and 2010, growing to 12%.
A g r e at e r n u m b e r o f c h i l d r e n i n G r a n d H av e n a r e l i v i n g i n p o v e r t y. The proportion of children
under 18 living below the poverty level increased from 3.8% in 2000 to 19% in 2010, some 377 children.
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P O P U L AT I O N C H A N G E
Population Distribution

As highlighted by Figure 3.1, between 2000
and 2010 the City lost population, especially
in many of the neighborhoods adjacent to
downtown. During the same time period, the
City gained population in neighborhoods
on the southeast side of the City.

Figure 3.1

The overall population in Grand Haven in 2010 was 10,412. This is nearly a 7% decrease in total
population since 2000 and is in line with population trends in the City since 1990. In fact, Table 3.1
shows that between 2000 and 2010 all of the cities and villages in the Tri-Cities area lost population.
However, during the same time period, the population in the two neighboring townships increased.
According to Figure 3.1, three of the four census tracts in the City lost population between 2000 and
2010.

Table 3.1 Population Change, 1970 to 2010
City of Grand Haven

Population

Change (2000 to 2010)

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

#

%

11,844

11,763

11,951

11,168

10,412

-756

-6.8

Grand Haven Township

5,489

7,238

9,710

13,278

15,178

1,900

14.3

Village of Spring Lake

3,034

2,731

2,537

2,514

2,323

-191

-7.6

Spring Lake Township

8,013

9,588

10,751

13,140

14,300

1,160

8.8

2,196

2,440

2,919

3,040

2,892

128,181

157,174

187,768

238,314

263,801

City of Ferrysburg
Ottawa County

-148

-4.9

25,487

10.7

Source: US Census Bureau 1970 to 2010.

Grand Haven, like many communities along the Lake Michigan coastline, has a substantial seasonal
population in addition to the year-round population. This seasonal population is not counted in the
total population figures. In 2010, 8.6% of the housing units in the City were designated as seasonal
properties that are used for part of the year.

P o p u l at i o n P r o j e c t i o n s
Although there is no way to predict changes in total population with certainty, projection methods
(based on recent population trends) can be used to obtain useful estimates. The West Michigan Regional
Planning Commission (WMRPC) publishes population projections for each community in Ottawa
County, including the City of Grand Haven. According to WMRPC, it is likely that the overall population
in the City will continue to decrease over the next several decades. Table 3.2 shows that the City could
expected to lose about 10% of its population between 2010 and 2030. This projected loss of population
could have important implications for school funding, neighborhood stability, housing, service delivery
and the City’s operating budget.
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Table 3.2 Projected Population, 2015 to 2030
Actual Population

% Change

Projected Population

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

2010 to 2030

City of Grand Haven

10,412

10,136

9,859

9,583

9,306

-10.6

Grand Haven Township

15,178

16,953

18,728

20,502

22,277

46.8

Ottawa County

263,801

290,236

316,671

343,106

369,541

40.1

Source: US Census 2010, West Michigan Regional Planning Commission

Age Profile
The age distribution of the City’s population is an important factor in identifying social, economic, and
public service needs. Eight age ranges, or life stages, are described below. Table 3.3, on the next page,
summarizes the distribution of these stages from 2000 to 2010.
L i f e S ta g e s i n G r a n d H av e n
Preschool

This age range includes children under 5 years old.
E l e m e n ta r y

This age range includes children from 5 to 14 years old.
secondary

This age range includes teenagers from 15 to 19 years old.
college

This age range includes youth from 20 to 24 years old. It is worth noting that college students
typically do not change residency to be counted in the U.S. Census.
Y o u n g F a m i ly

This age range includes residents from 25 to 34 years old.
e s ta b l i s h e d f a m i ly

This age range includes residents from 35 to 54 years old.
m at u r e f a m i ly

This age range includes residents from 55 to 64 years old.
retired

This age range includes residents over 64 years old.
Overall, the Established Family Group is the largest of the City’s population, both in terms of number
of people (2,622) and share of the total population (25.2%). The Established Family Group was also
the largest group in 2000. However, the number of people and share of the total population of the
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Established Family life stage declined over the 10 year period. Notably, the Mature Family Group grew
from 9% of the City’s population in 2000 to 14.8% in 2010. Figure 3.2 suggests that the amount of young
or middle-aged families with children has somewhat leveled off or declined whereas the City’s older
population has increased.

Table 3.3 Life Stages, 2000 to 2010

2000

Life Stage

600
Figure
3.2 Change in Life Stage Population, 2000 to 2010

2010

400

#

% of total

#

% of total

591

5.3

623

6

Elementary

1,205

10.8

1,189

11.4

-200

Secondary

731

6.5

542

5.2

-400

College

753

6.7

591

5.7

-600

12.6

Preschool

Young Family

1,525

14.7

1,312

Established Family

3,166

28.3

2,622

25.2

Mature Family

1,007

9.0

1,545

14.8

Retired

2,190

19.6

1,988

19.1

200
0

Source: US Census 2000, 2010.

RACE AND ETHNICITY
The population of Grand Haven was predominately white (95%) in 2010. Less than 3% of the population
identified as Hispanic or Latino in the 2010 census (see Table 3.4). Although the overall population
within the City is shrinking, the non-white populations are growing. Still, minorities make up only
about 6% of the City’s total population. Figure 3.3 shows that Grand Haven has a significantly lower
proportion of non-white residents than Ottawa County and Michigan, but tends to be slightly more
racially diverse than Grand Haven Charter Township.

Table 3.4 Racial Composition, 2000 to 2010
2000

Race/Ethnicity

2010

25

#

% of total

#

% of total

10,654

95.4

9,745

93.6

Hispanic or Latino

9

1.6

249

2.4

Asian

96

0.9

104

1

American Indian

56

0.5

76

0.7

Black

49

0.4

65

0.6

Other, More than One Race

136

1.2

173

1.7

White

Source: US Census 2000, 2010.
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Household Structure
Table 3.5 Types of Households by % of Total HOUSEHOLDS
The number and types of households help characterize the
social and economic forces at work in the City. Table 3.5 shows
2000
that between 2000 and 2010, the number and proportion of
#
% of total households
single parent households and persons living alone increased
N/A
N/A
Unmarried male, with children
overall. The proportion of single-mother households stayed
294
5.9
Unmarried female, with children
the same, and though data on single-father households was
1,459
29.3
Married couple, no children
not available in 2000, in 2010, these households comprised
1,027
59.3
Persons Living Alone Under 65
705
40.7
about 2.2% of all households in the City. In addition, the
Persons Living Alone Over 65
4,979
100
Total Number of Households
number and proportion of people living alone showed a small
Source: US Census Bureau, 2000, 2010.
increase between 2000 and 2010. In general, the household
changes in the City are somewhat consistent with reported
national increases in non-traditional and single-person households.

2010
#

% of total households

106

2.2

282

5.9

1,317

27.6

1,062

59.9

711

40.1

4,769

100

HOUSEHOLD INCOME

2000
2013

% of All Households

Household income is a key measure of the economic condition of a community. Income helps
determine how much a household can spend on housing, retail, and local investments. These
expenditures and investments directly and indirectly determine the amount of money available for
public facilities and services, primarily through property tax revenue collected by City agencies.
Between 2000 and 2010, the median household income in the City of Grand Haven increased 1.5% to
$40,967. Based on American Community Survey data from the US Census Bureau between 2000 and
2013 (see Figure 3.4), the percentage of households
living on less than $25,000 a year has increased. On
Figure 3.4 % of Households by Income, 2000 to 2013
the opposite end of the economic spectrum, the
% of Households by Income, 2000 to 2013
percentage of households living on more than $75,000
25%
a year decreased dramatically. During the same
time period, the percentage of households living on
20%
$25,000 to $75,000 a year either increased or remained
15%
fairly stable. These figures suggest that the number
of the City’s middle class households has remained
10%
relatively stable whereas the number of households
struggling to afford basic needs continues to increase.
5%
Furthermore, the number of households that once had
0%
high incomes has decreased significantly.
Household Income In Thousands
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E d u c at i o n A L AT TA I N M E N T

Young Professionals

According to a 2013 report from the Detroit
Regional Chamber, only about 63% of recent
college graduates from Michigan public
universities stay in Michigan after they graduate.
Of the graduates who stayed, just over 6% moved
to the greater Grand Rapids region (including
the greater Grand Haven Community).
Of the graduates that stayed, 43% said it
was because of Michigan’s recreational
activities and 37% said it was because
of Michigan’s physical attributes.
The City of Grand Haven, in partnership with
Grand Haven Township and other neighboring
communities, should continue to invest in projects
that support and expand recreational opportunities
and projects that protect the community’s natural
resources. In doing so, the community can better
position itself to compete for young professionals.

Numerous studies have shown that educational attainment is related to an individual’s earning
capacity.1 In other words, people with more education tend to make higher total incomes over their
lifetime. Therefore, a City’s average educational achievement can be an indicator of its economic
capacity. Table 3.6 shows that, in general, over half the City’s adult population has at least some college
education. In fact, a greater percentage of the City’s population has at least a Bachelor’s degree (31.2%)
than in Ottawa County (30.9%) or the State of Michigan overall (25.9%).

TABLE 3.6 EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT
Educational Attainment

%, out of total population 25 years old and over

Less than High School Diploma

5.5

High School Diploma

27.9

Some College, no Degree

26.5

Associate's Degree

7

Bachelor’s Degree

21.6

Graduate or Professional Degree

9.6

Source: American Community Survey (2009 to 2013)

Poverty

Financial Stability

According to the United Way 2015 Community
Assessment for Ottawa County, 45% of the
households within the City of Grand Haven
have incomes above the federal poverty level
but below the basic survival threshold that
includes being able to pay for basic necessities.

In general, poverty rates in Ottawa County are increasing. According to the 2012 Ottawa County
Community Assessment from the United Way of Ottawa County, poverty rates are growing significantly
throughout the county, especially among children. This holds true in Grand Haven, where the total
poverty rate increased from 4.5% in 2000 to almost 8.0% 2010.

TABLE 3.7 Percentage of Population in Poverty, by Age, 2000 to 2013
2000

2010

2013

2000 to 2010, % Increase

2010 to 2013, % Increase

Under 18

3.8

12.0

19.0

215.8

58.3

18 to 64

3.6

7.4

10.3

105.6

39.2

Over 65
Total Population

3.6

5.5

10.4

52.8

89.1

4.5

8.0

12.0

77.8

50.0

Source: US Census 2000,
2010.
American
Community
Survey,
2013.
Source:
US Census
2000,
2010. American
Community
Survey, 2013.
1 United States Census Bureau, American Community Survey Reports, Education and Synthetic Work-Life Earning Estimates. 2011. <https://www.census.gov/
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Poverty rates are growing the fastest among children and seniors. The proportion of children (ages
18 and below) living below the poverty line grew from 3.8% in 2000 to approximately 19% in 2013 (see
Table 3.7). In other words, 82 children lived below the poverty line in 2000, while an estimated 377
children lived below the poverty line in 2013. In addition, the number and percentage of people over
the age of 65 who live in poverty doubled between 2000 and 2013 (see Table 3.7)

F i g u r e 3 . 5 N U M B E R A N D P E R C E N TA G E O F
FAMILIES BELOW THE POVERTY LINE

P L A N N I N G I M P L I C AT I O N S
As surrounding townships continue to experience population growth, demand for expanding City
services may increase.
A decline in traditional family formations and an aging population means demand for senior housing,
affordable multi-family dwellings, and social services like transit may increase.
Increased poverty, especially among children, will require greater social services and coordination to
address.
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Chapter 4. Housing and Economic Conditions
This chapter provides a summary and analysis of the City’s housing characteristics and economic
conditions. The housing and economic conditions profile also helps to inform and shape land use and
development decisions. Additionally, these conditions help to inform opportunities for both public and
private investment.

Employment
The City of Grand Haven is the county seat of Ottawa County and home to the County Courthouse. Part
of what’s often referred to as the “Grand Rapids Metro Area”, Grand Haven along with the cities of
Grand Rapids, Holland and Muskegon is the second largest economic engine within Michigan and one
of the 100 largest metro areas in the United States.1
Efficient transportation connections between Grand Haven, Grand Rapids, Holland and their
surrounding communities have created a strong economic tie between Ottawa and Kent counties, as
well as the Muskegon area to the north.
The diverse economy of Grand Haven has helped it through recessionary periods, while communities
in other areas have suffered more significant economic downturns. Nevertheless, the layoffs of
autoworkers in all portions of the state, as well as government policies and the vitality of other western
Michigan communities continue to affect Grand Haven’s economy.

Grand Haven’s downtown is one of the
region’s most important commercial centers

Unemployment
Table 4.1 below illustrates the annual unemployment rate in Ottawa County from 2008 to 2014, as
compared to that of the state for the same period. Data is reported at the county level rather than the
Metropolitan Statistical Area because Grand Haven was incorporated into the Grand Rapids- Wyoming
Metropolitan Statistical Area at the start of 2015. The June 2015 unemployment rate was 4.0 percent in
Ottawa County and 5.8 percent in the state. Generally, the unemployment rate in Ottawa County has
been consistently lower than the state’s average.

TABLE 4.1 Annual Unemployment Rates, 2008 to 2014
Ottawa County
Statewide

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

6.8

12.5

10.3

8.1

6.7

6.2

4.7

8

13.7

12.6

10.4

9.1

8.9

7.3

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics

1

Brookings Institute, Metro Monitor – July 2015 http://www.brookings.edu/research/interactives/metromonitor#/M24340
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Top Employers
The diverse employment base of the Grand Haven region is reflected by the list of the largest
employers. According to the Grand Haven Chamber of Commerce, the largest employers in the Grand
Haven area in 2014 included manufacturers, retail establishments and a hospital system, and are listed
in Table 4.2. Employment statistics are based on the number of full time, or full time equivalent jobs.2

TABLE 4.2 Largest Employers in the Grand Haven Region
Employer

Number of Full Time Equivalent Employees

Shape Corporation

1,500

Herman Miller

1,300

Grand Haven Area Public Schools

766

North Ottawa Community Health Systems

478

GHSP

387

Automatic Spring Products

315

Casting Technology Company

270

Meijer

250

West Michigan Molding

250

Engine Power Componenets

188

Brilliance Publishing

153

Source: Grand Haven Chamber of Commerce, 2014

Housing and Neighborhoods
Most Grand Haven neighborhoods are older, established neighborhoods, and this is supported by
the fact that more than one third of the City’s housing units (27.7%) were built before 1939. Table 4.3
illustrates the percentage of housing units built during various time periods in the City of Grand Haven.
In 2010, there were a total of 5,815 housing units in the City. The majority consisted of single-family
dwellings, while nearly a third of the City’s housing units are multi-unit buildings (see Table 4.4).

TABLE 4.3 Age of Housing Stock
Year Built

TABLE 4.4 Housing Types, City of Grand Haven, 2000 to 2010

Percent of Total Housing Units

1939 or Earlier

33.5

1940 to 1959

19.3

1960 to 1979

26.5

1980 to 1999

13.6

2000 to 2009

7.1

2000

Housing Type
#
3,530

2 Units

547

9.8

435

7.7

-20.5

1,088

19.5

1,143

20.1

5.1

400

7.2

432

7.6

8

5,565

100

5,653

100

1.6

Mobile Home
Source: US Census Bureau, 2000, 2010.
2

#

2000 to 2010

% of total

1 Unit

Total Housing Units
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% of total
housing units
63.5

3 or More Units

Source: American Community Survey, 2009 to 2013.

Percent Change

2010

Grand Haven Chamber of Commerce, 2014. Top Employers Sheet.

3,643

housing units
64.4

3.2
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Like most of the urban areas throughout Michigan, the median housing value in the City has fluctuated
greatly over the past five years. In 2000, the median housing value was $113,000. In 2010, Census data
indicated that the median housing value in the City was $136,400, an increase of about 20% over the ten
year period. 2013 American Community Survey data, produced by the U.S. Census Bureau, estimates
the median housing value in the City was $117,700, about a 13% decrease in just three years.
Table 4.5 demonstrates that the City has a fairly high proportion of rental units. According to the 2010
U.S. Census, 1,530 of the City’s 4,772 occupied housing units (32%), are renter-occupied. The percentage
of owner-occupied and renter occupied housing units stayed about the same over this twenty-year
period. By comparison, in Ottawa County and in Michigan overall, renters comprise 21.8% and 27.9%,
respectively.
There is also a limited amount of seasonal housing in the City, which is typical of a lakefront
community. Seasonal rentals are classified as vacant by the U.S. Census Bureau. In 2010, there were
approximately 499 seasonal rentals in the City, which was about half of all vacant housing units.3
According to the County’s Housing Needs assessment, “a high degree of seasonality can be a concern
for communities.” However, the proportion of seasonal housing units in Grand Haven is similar to the
rest of Michigan.

TABLE 4.5 Occupancy and Tenure, 1990 to 2010
1990

2000

% of total
#

housing

2010

% of total
#

units

housing

% of total
#

units

housing
units

Owner Occupied

3,623

68.4

3,366

60.8

3,239

67.9

Renter Occupied

1,509

31.6

1,613

29.2

1,530

32.1

Seasonally Vacant

221

4.2

250

4.5

547

9.4

All Other Vacant

245

4.7

303

5.5

499

8.6

5,218

100

5,532

100

5,815

100

Total Housing Units

Source: US Census Bureau, 1990 to 2010.

3 Note that currently, the City has a total of 636 registered rental properties accounting for 1,562 total units. Of these, the majority (1,409
units) are registered as long-term rentals and 153 are registered as short-term, or seasonal.
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E q u a l i z e d Va l u e G r o w t h
Property values are a key measure of economic growth and the financial strength of a community.
Property values reflect both investment in new development and the degree of growth in the value
of those investments. Annually, the assessors of each jurisdiction report total valuation within their
respective jurisdictions. These are broken down by property classification and these reports can
provide an illuminating impression of the character of a community.

TABLE 4.6 Equalized Value Change, 2009 to 2015, In Millions of Dollars
City of Grand Haven
Ferrysburg

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

589.5

559

535.4

502.4

513.5

533.3

563.9

206.5

186.7

181.9

175.5

172.1

181.7

196

Holland

760.7

671.3

625.9

589.5

604.9

652.9

700.5

Grand Haven Township

835.1

737.7

725.6

730.9

739.7

768.4

794.8

Spring Lake Township
Crockery Township

Wright Township

780

747.2

689.6

693.7

691.9

716.3

762.2

157.7

153.6

147.5

149.5

152.5

158

163.3

141.5

133

131.3

129.2

129.8

131.6

145.3

Source: Ottawa County
Equalization
Reports,Equalization
2009-2015 Reports, 2009-2015
Source:
Ottawa County

Grand Haven’s equalized values are recovering from the housing recession in 2008. From 2009 to 2015,
equalized value in Grand Haven decreased from nearly $590 million to nearly $564 million. In 2012,
equalized values reached their lowest point during this time frame, at $502 million. Table 4.6 and
Figure 4.1 illustrate the growth in real property in Grand Haven and other nearby communities. It does
not distinguish by real property classification nor does it report on personal property (i.e., furniture,
fixtures and equipment in commercial or industrial property). Overall, personal property accounts for
about $978 million in Ottawa County (about 8.2% of total SEV) and about $61.6 million in Grand Haven
(9.8% of total SEV).

TABLE 4.7 Equalized Value Change by Real Property Categories
2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Residential

398.2

379.4

535.4

502.4

513.5

533.3

563.9

Industrial

50.2

43.2

181.9

175.5

172.1

181.7

196

Commercial

141

136.4

625.9

589.5

604.9

652.9

700.5

Source: Ottawa County Equalization Reports, 2009-2015

Table 4.7 shows that residential, industrial, and commercial equalized values increased in recent years
Overall, Grand Haven’s equalized values are recovering similar to the surrounding communities in
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Ottawa County as reflected in Figure 4.1. Though equalized
value is not at pre-recession levels, Grand Haven is
recovering as well as nearby communities.

Figure 4.1 Equalized Value, 2009 to 2015
900

Regional Trends

750

Commercial development in Grand Haven serves residents,
visitors, and motorists from the Greater Grand Rapids
Region. While these groups are somewhat distinct, the
vitality of the Grand Haven economy is dependent on each.

600

Since Grand Haven serves as the commercial center for
much of the rapidly-developing areas surrounding the City,
commercial development in the City is important and serves
the residents’ everyday needs for goods and services.
Grand Haven’s accessibility and abundant recreational
features have also fostered the development of tourismrelated commercial uses. Establishments serve visitors who
spend a day, or longer, visiting Grand Haven.
In addition to the commercial needs of residents and
visitors, there is a third group of consumers who have
created a demand for commercial uses - motorists traveling
through the City. With the opening of M-231, there are now
four crossings over the Grand River in Ottawa County. Increased
traffic volumes and increased commercial development in Grand
Haven Township, as well as the general increase in population
in the region, has influenced the development of a strip of fast
food restaurants, gas stations, motels, and other highway-related
commercial development.

450
300
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Grand
Haven

Ferrysburg
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Holland

2011

Grand Spring Lake Crockery
Haven
Township Township
Township
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2013

2014

Wright
Township

2015

P l a n n i n g I m p l i c at i o n s
• Generally, the jobless rate in the Grand Haven-Holland region
has been consistently better than the state’s average.
• Property values in the City are rebounding from the 2008
recession, suggesting that development and investment in the
City will increase in the years ahead.
• Much of the past investment in the City may be a result of
numerous planning efforts that have been undertaken by
the City, including the Waterfront Strategic Plan, Downtown

Grand Haven’s abundant recreational opportunities
strengthens the City’s economy
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Blueprints, the Downtown Vision Plan, and the Housing Needs Assessment. These efforts have
helped to define a clear vision for the future of the City.
Grand Haven also functions as a center for employment and recreation in the West Michigan region.
As a result, many influences outside the City’s boundaries can have a significant impact on the
City’s economy. To meet the needs of this diverse base of residents, businesses and visitors, it will be
important that the City continue to provide a healthy and varied housing stock and employment base.
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Chapter 5. Community FACILITIES AND SERVICES
The quality, availability and reliability of community services and municipal facilities play an
important role in attracting and retaining residents and businesses. Some community facilities (e.g.,
parks and libraries) contribute to the quality of life and general character of the community, while
other community facilities (e.g., police, fire and light and power) support the health, safety and welfare
of area residents and contribute to the expansion of new development and businesses. The location and
timing of new infrastructure should be planned in advance to minimize unnecessary costs and promote
efficiency of service.

P a r k s a n d R e c r e at i o n
High quality recreational facilities and programming are important quality-of-life indicators in Grand
Haven. The City contains parks of various sizes, public school buildings, day care facilities, and a
variety of other quasi-public and private recreational and cultural facilities. In addition to recreational
facilities, public schools provide local spaces for interaction, learning, and community building, and
safety services provide a compulsory service to the community.

The splash pad at Bicentennial Park
and other nearby waterfront parks
support community activities and
contribute to the City’s quality of life.

In 2015, the City adopted “Explore the Grand Region”, a new community-wide Parks and Recreation
Plan developed in partnership with Grand Haven Charter Township, the City of Ferrysburg, Spring
Lake Township and the Village of Spring Lake. The plan outlines six specific goals for the City of Grand
Haven over the next five years.

C i t y o f G r a n d H av e n G o a l s
One. To provide multi-generational recreational opportunities within the community as the
City is comprised of persons of all ages.
Two. To provide recreational facilities for persons of all mental and physical abilities.
Three. As growth continues within and around the City, our public outdoor areas continue
to grow in significance and usage. The City will continue to provide diversified outdoor
experiences for the residents.
Four. To continue to provide, as much as possible, maximum use of the parks and facilities by
residents.
Five. To seek cooperative efforts with adjoining governmental units in providing the public
with parks, recreation facilities, and programming.
Six. To support, as appropriate, non-profit organizations and citizens who choose to provide
recreational facilities and programming for the residents.
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Parks Resources
According to the Parks and Recreation Master Plan, the City has four mini parks, two neighborhood
parks, eight community wide parks, nine special use parks, two linear parks and seven public school
buildings. Map 5.1 in Appendix C contains the location of parks and trail facilities in Grand Haven.

Mini Parks
Mini Parks are specialized facilities that serve a limited population, or a specific group of citizens such
as small children or seniors. Typically, the service area for a mini park is less than a quarter-mile and
the size is less than one acre. Grand Haven has four mini parks:
Bolt Park. Bolt Park is located on the corner of Pennoyer Avenue and Beechtree It has an area
of slightly less than one acre and is considered passive in use. Currently, it is maintained as
lawn space with large trees, flower beds and a stone memorial.
Johnston Park. Located at the corner of Pennoyer and Sheldon, Johnston Park has an area of
about 4,500 square feet and is an urban green space.
Klaver Park. Klaver Park is located at the corner of Pennoyer Avenue and Seventh Street. It
has an area of less than ¼ acre and is best described as urban green space.
Klempel Park. Located at the corner of Pennoyer and Grant Street, Klempel Park’s area
is about 7,500 square feet. Klempel Park is considered to be urban green space, with water
frontage.

Neighborhood Parks
William Hatton Park

A neighborhood park is used for intense recreational activities such as field games, court games, crafts,
playgrounds, skating and picnicking. Grand Haven has three neighborhood parks:
East Grand River Park. East Grand River Park is about 5 ½ acres in size and located at the
end of Franklin and Eastern Avenues, adjacent to the wetlands along the Grand River. Located
within the park is Scott Flahive Boat Launch, restrooms, a picnic shelter, parking, a playground,
picnic tables, benches and grills. Additionally, there is a barrier-free boardwalk along the
wetland area near the Grand River. Many of the park’s amenities (including a new dog park)
were added in 2010 through a grant from the Michigan Natural Resources Trust Fund.
William Hatton Park. Located on Jackson Street in Old Town, William Hatton Park has
historical significance. The park was named William Hatton Park in 1937, although it was
not owned by the City until 1989. William Hatton was the president of Eagle Ottawa Leather
Company in the early 1900s and was instrumental in the establishment of the City’s first
hospital in 1919. Currently, Hatton Park has an open structure, walkways, picnic tables and
some playground equipment. It has an area of slightly less than 1 acre.
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Community Parks
Community Parks provide a range of facilities capable of supporting community recreation that would
not be feasible in neighborhood parks. Community parks may also provide specialized recreational
facilities such as swimming pools, community centers and lighted baseball diamonds. Currently, there
are eight community parks in Grand Haven:

The commercial boat dock at Chinook Pier Park

Central Park. Central Park is located on Washington Avenue in the center of downtown,
it is about 2 ½ acres in size. It is a passive park that contains walkways, benches and a small
fountain focal point.
Chinook Pier Park. Chinook Pier Park is about 1 acre is size and is located along Harbor
Avenue on the Grand River. It contains both active and passive uses, including a commercial
boat dock, fish cleaning station, playground equipment, farmer’s market, miniature golf, and a
historic steam train Engine No. 1223.
City Beach Park. City Beach Park is located on Harbor Avenue south of Grand Haven State
Park along Lake Michigan. It has an area of about 20 acres and the facilities that are available
relate to the park resources, focusing on special event uses such as the regular amateur
and professional volleyball events, sand sculpture competitions, sand soccer, kite flying
competitions and others.
Duncan Woods Park. Located off Sheldon Road, Duncan Woods is about 38 acres in size. It is a
nature preserve that consists of beech and hemlock trees. Facilities at the park include a small
picnic area and natural walking trails.
Harbor Island. Located along US-31 and Coho Drive, Harbor Island is a 23-acre park that
provides many recreational opportunities including a boat launch and an open area that is
suitable for a number of community events and impromptu activities. Harbor Island also
contains a paved bicycle/pedestrian path, soccer field, restrooms and transfer dock.
Mulligan’s Hollow Park. Mulligan’s Hollow is a ski bowl located on 80 acres just west of
downtown. Established in 1960, the mission of Mulligan’s Hollow is “to provide area youth with
affordable winter snow sports in a family oriented environment.” Mulligan’s Lodge was built
in 2005 with assistance from the Grand Haven Rotary, City of Grand Haven, the Grand Haven
Area Community Foundation, the Ski Bowl support group, area businesses and volunteers.
Mulligan’s Hollow also provides leagues for youth skiing, as well as ski and snowboarding
lessons.
Other areas of the park contain a lighted softball field, an Imagination Station structure,
basketball courts, trails, tennis courts, and a picnic area with grills. The park also includes a
13,000 square foot premier skate-park built for bikes, blades and boards. Constructed of superslick-cement, this facility features a view of Lake Michigan, full sized bowl, quarter pipe, hubba
box, box, rails, c-rails, 2 five stairs, and one 7 stair rail.

Getting some “air” at the skatepark at Mulligan’s Hollow Park
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Sluka Field. Located at the corner of Waverly and Beechtree, Sluka field is a 5 ½ acre full-size
baseball facility used by soccer and baseball leagues each year, in addition to other sporting
teams. The baseball field’s outfield fence can also be removed, allowing the site to also be used
as a full-size soccer field. Sluka Field also contains a barrier-free playground and an ice rink in
the winter.
Veterans Memorial Park. Located along Harbor Drive, adjacent to Mulligan’s Hollow,
Veterans Memorial Park features a memorial with an eternal flame honoring war veterans.

Special Use Parks
Waterfront Stadium plays host to several
unique sporting events, like the “Battle of the
Boardwalk” high-school volleyball event

Tourism in Grand Haven has spurred the development of several special use parks, which are parks that
service a single purpose. Examples of special use parks include golf courses, nature centers, marinas
and outdoor theaters. Special use parks in Grand Haven are outlined below:

Harbor Parks
Bicentennial Park/Riverview. Bicentennial Park is located along Harbor Drive on the
Grand River channel and is an urban green space/commercial park and includes a boardwalk
extension, benches, small tourist shops and temporary mooring for transient boaters.
Escanaba Park. Escanaba Park is incorporated within the Lighthouse Connector Park on the
Grand River Channel. It is approximately one acre in size and is a designated historic site and
memorial to men and women that have served in the U. S. Coast Guard. The park features
walks, interpretive exhibits, and historic plaques.
Flahive Boat Launch. The Flahive Boat launch is located within East Grand River Park along
the Grand River. The launch is very popular as it is one of only two public boat launches in the
City where residents and visitors can launch smaller boats (20 feet or less) without paying a
fee. Currently, the site includes restrooms, a picnic shelter, a children’s play area, picnic tables,
benches a raised wetland walkway, and a floating fishing dock.
Grand Haven Municipal Marina. Grand Haven Municipal Marina is located on the Grand
River and is approximately 4 ½ acres in area. Currently, this marina contains public restrooms,
lighting, benches and 54 boat slips that serve a large private sport fishing fleet.
Harbor Island Boat Launch. Harbor Island Boat Launch is also located on the Grand River.
It is just over 3 acres in size. Currently the site contains ten launch ramps, a transfer dock and
regular and overflow parking for trailers.
Musical Fountain. The Musical Fountain is nearly 4 acres in area and located on Dewey Hill,
within the City-owned North Shore Dunes. The Fountain itself is large and nationally renowned
with specialized lighting systems. The musical fountain plays daily during the summer months
at dusk and attracts spectators from throughout the neighboring counties.
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North Shore Fisherman’s Parking Lot. This lot is just over 1 acre in size, and contains a
parking lot and restrooms on the Grand River channel adjacent to the Grand River north pier
head.

Flahive Boat Launch

Rix Robinson Park. Rix Robinson Park is located on 5.5 acres along Harbor Island and Grand
Isle Drive. The park has a foot bridge and open lawn area. The Tri-Cities connector pathway
traverses the park on the south side of the bascule bridge, linking pedestrian and bicycle traffic
between Grand Haven, Spring Lake and Ferrysburg.
Waterfront Stadium. Waterfront Stadium is located on Harbor Drive near downtown. The site
is about 1/2 acre in size and contains bleachers for the Musical Fountain and a boardwalk. The
stadium is often used for civic activities, unique sporting events and other public programs.

Linear Parks
A linear park is an area developed for one or more varying modes of recreation travel, such as hiking,
biking, snowmobiling, horseback riding, cross-country skiing, or canoeing. Linear Parks may also
include active play areas, shopping, concessions, interpretive exhibits or picnicking and others. Parks
fitting this category are listed below.
Harbor Island Linear Park. Harbor Island Linear Park is about 5½ acres in size and contains
a 252 foot paved bike path along the Grand River South Channel. A picnic shelter, benches
and boardwalk sections are also located within the park as well as extensive landscaping. A
bituminous parking area is adjacent to the park at the trail head.
Lighthouse Connector Park. Lighthouse Connector Park on Harbor Avenue is a boardwalk
connecting Bicentennial Park with the Lake Michigan south pier and runs along the Grand
River channel. It is about 170 feet long and has benches, specialty shops, restaurants and
parking along the boardwalk.

Undeveloped Park Land

Lighthouse Connector Park

The City of Grand Haven is home to additional properties in various stages of development. Some are in
public ownership and others are owned as part of the City’s parks system. These include:
• Friant Street and Pennoyer Avenue
• Grant Street Overlook
• Highland park (private preserve)
• Hofma Preserve/Green Space (adjoining the Hofma Preserve in Grand Haven Township.)
• North Shore Dunes
• Pottawattomie Bayou Wetland and Waterfront
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Other Parks
The following parks are located within the City of Grand Haven but are not owned by the City.
Grand Haven State Park. Located along Harbor Drive, Grand Haven State Park is 52 acres with
open, sandy Lake Michigan beach and improved camp sites that are open for spring, summer
and fall camping. The park is owned and operated by the State of Michigan and draws visitors
from the entire region.
Franklin Street Open Play Area. Located next to the City wastewater treatment facility, this
open area is owned by the Grand Haven Sewer Authority and maintained by the City. The park
is available for public use and contains a softball field, basketball court, play equipment, and
open space which is suitable for soccer and other field sports.
Kieft Island and Suits Island. Totaling 15 acres, Kieft Island and Suits Island contain
protected nesting sites for several bird species in the Grand River floodplain. The property
is owned by the Michigan Audubon Society and administered by the local Audubon Society
committee.

Grand Haven Waterfront Trail

Kitchel/Lindquist Dune Preserve. Located along North Shore Road, the Kitchel/Lindquist
Dune Preserve consists of 112 acres of open dunes, Interdunal Wetlands and Great Lakes
Barrens. It also contains state and federally threatened plants, and is protected as a natural
area. This park is owned by the City of Ferrysburg and managed by the Kitchel/Lindquist Dunes
Preserve Committee.

Trails
The following trails are located within the City of Grand Haven.
Grand Haven Waterfront Trail. The Grand Haven Waterfront Trail provides a 2.5 mile scenic
route from the shores of Lake Michigan to Harbor Island and Coho Drive, along the Grand River
and area shops.
Lakeshore Connector Path. The Lakeshore Connector Path is a beautiful 20 mile trail near the
shoreline connecting the City of Grand Haven with the City of Holland
Linear Trail Park. The Linear Trail park runs 16.9 miles through many of the City’s
neighborhoods, from the east and connects at two points of the Lakeshore Connector Path on
the west.

R e c r e at i o n a l P r o g r a m m i n g
Responding to calls for increased cooperation in providing for new and expanded recreation
opportunities, four local municipalities and the Grand Haven Area Public Schools came together to
create the Northwest Ottawa Recreation Authority (NORA) in 2009 under the Public Act 321 of 2000 with
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the State of Michigan.
The intergovernmental body is responsible for providing recreational programming throughout the
Greater Grand Haven Community. NORA annually operates over 100 youth and adult recreational
programs. In addition, the Recreation Authority is charged with exploring opportunities for the
construction, operation, maintenance and management of new or under-used recreational facilities.

Coast Guard History Exhibit at the track depot,
part of the Tri-Cities Historical Museum

NORA is guided by a 9-member board of trustees consisting of appointed and elected officials from the
City of Grand Haven, Grand Haven Charter Township, Robinson Township, the City of Ferrysburg and
the Grand Haven Area Public Schools. NORA is a professional agreement with the Grand Haven Area
Public Schools for the administration of the Authority.

Community Facilities
The Community Center. In 2007 the Community Center underwent a major transformation
from a small meeting site to a large multi-purpose facility. The Community Center is located in
downtown Grand Haven and hosts many events including business seminars, training sessions,
corporate retreats, receptions and family events. Muskegon Community College also offers
several classes in the Community Center.
The Loutit District Library. Located at 407 Columbus Avenue, the Loutit District Library is
managed by an eight member Board of Trustees of appointed officials from the City of Grand
Haven, Grand Haven Charter Township, Robinson Township, the City of Ferrysburg, and the
Grand Haven Area Public School District. Library operation and long-term expansion is funded
by a millage approved by district voters in 2000 and a bond issue approved in 2007.
The library’s mission is to “provide exceptional library services and resources to the public
that increase knowledge, inspire imagination, and strengthen the community.” The library is
a member of the Lakeland Library Cooperative, a consortium serving 1.3 million residents of
West Michigan through resource sharing, services, and expertise for the benefit of individuals
and communities.

Community Asset
A number of organizations add to the City’s
comprehensive community programming. Two
organizations of note are the Four Pointes Center for
Successful Aging and the North Ottawa Community
Health System. Four Pointes Center for Successful
Aging offers wellness programming for over 1,200
individuals in the region aged 50 years and older.
Programming includes day trips, care management,
medical counseling, cultural events, and exercise
activities. In addition to comprehensive medical
services, North Ottawa Community Health System
offers community programming including support
groups, health screenings, and community and
volunteer events.

Completely restored and expanded to 50,000 square feet in 2009 through a $10 million bond
issue, the library is open seven days per week during the school year. It plays a key role in the
community as a place where computers can be used for free by those without home or work
access to the Internet, as a space for people to gather, as a focal point for community education,
and as a place where residents can research local history and their genealogy. The library
advocates for children and under-served populations and fosters community resilience, selfreliance, and a culture of sharing.
The Tri-Cities Historical Museum. Located in downtown Grand Haven, the history museum
attracts people from all around the region. Exhibits covering Native Americans, early pioneers,
lumberjacks, and French voyageurs illustrate the life and times of the people, places, and events
that have shaped the region’s history. The third floor of the museum features an authentically
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restored soda fountain. The museum also includes temporary exhibits and maintains a second
off-site location on the track depot located at First and Jackson with transportation exhibits.

E d u c at i o n a l F a c i l i t i e s
Ferry Elementary Playground

Grand Haven Area Public Schools. The City of Grand Haven is served entirely by the Grand
Haven Area Public Schools (GHAPS). This school district reaches beyond the City’s municipal
boundaries, serving all or parts of Ferrysburg, Spring Lake Township, Grand Haven Charter
Township, Port Sheldon Township, and Robinson Township.
Enrollment in GHAPS is growing steadily in recent years. However, based on the demographic
analysis in Chapter 3, it is reasonable to conclude that the growth in enrollment is not taking
place in the City of Grand Haven, but rather in nearby townships. Enrollment statistics for
GHAPS for the last four years are shown in Table 5.1.
The following Grand Haven Public Schools facilities are located within the City of Grand Haven:
• Central School, 106 S 6th Street

TABLE 5.1 School Enrollment
2011

2012

2013

2014

5,930

5,963

6,046

6,141

Source: Grand Haven Area Public Schools

• Ferry Elementary, 1050 Pennoyer Avenue
• Lakeshore Middle School, 900 Cutler Street
• Mary A. White Elementary, 1400 Wisconsin Avenue
• White Pines Middle School, 1100 S Griffin Street
• Griffin Elementary, 1700 S Griffin Street
Higher Learning Institutions. While Muskegon Community College offers classes in Grand
Haven, there is no other institution of higher learning (a facility educating beyond a high
school level) in the City. However, several colleges and universities are located within a short
driving distance. These include Muskegon Community College (in Muskegon), Grand Valley
State University in Allendale and Hope College in Holland. Additionally, Grand Rapids is home
to several colleges and universities including Calvin College, Aquinas College, Grand Rapids
Community College, and Cornerstone University. These academic facilities provide higher
education opportunities and provide employment to some City residents.

Community Services
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Police, fire and hospital services are necessary for any community, as they protect the general
welfare, help alleviate crime, and provide treatment when needed. Law Enforcement, Fire Protection
and Medical First Responder services in the City of Grand Haven are all contained within the Grand
Haven Department of Public Safety. Routine daily activities include enforcement of search and rescue,
hazardous materials response and many others. As a first responding agency for both police and fire
operations, they are the primary agency to all critical incidents .
In addition to the local public safety departments, the Michigan State Police Post #64 is located in
Grand Haven. The Michigan State Police develops and coordinates state-level programs, technologies,
and specialized services that enhance enforcement and emergency response capabilities.

Utilities
W at e r F i lt r at i o n P l a n t
A safe, secure, plentiful and reliable source of water is vital to a community’s growth and development.
Water for drinking, sanitation, fire suppression and industrial uses are the hallmarks of modern
society. Grand Haven operates the Northwest Ottawa Water Treatment Plant. In addition to Grand
Haven residents, the plant serves residents in Grand Haven Township, Spring Lake Township, the City
of Ferrysburg and Village of Spring Lake. Map 5.2 in Appendix C illustrates the locations of water-main
installations in Grand Haven.

The Northwest Ottawa Water
Treatment Plant produces about 3.8
million gallons of water per day

The source of water for the Northwest Ottawa Water Treatment Plant is Lake Michigan. Water is
collected by submerged intakes and is pre-filtered as it enters the treatment facility. The submerged
intakes are located several feet under the lake bottom. The natural sand above the intakes provides a
pre-filter barrier, which complements the direct filtration process.
The plant, a direct filtration facility, was constructed in 1986 and has two intakes. Each intake can
consistently process about 14 million gallons per day. Total system production is responsive to demand,
and in 2014, the Plant processed over 2.1 billion gallons of water, or about 5.8 million gallons per day.
To ensure that tap water is safe to drink, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency establishes
regulations that reduce certain contaminants in public water systems. The water supplied by the
Northwest Ottawa Water Treatment Plant has and continues to meet all federal and state requirements.
W a s t e w at e r T r e at m e n t P l a n t
The Grand Haven-Spring Lake Sewer Authority processes wastewater for Grand Haven. The Authority
was established in 1970 by agreement between the City of Grand Haven and the Village of Spring Lake
to provide regional wastewater treatment. The City of Ferrysburg and Spring Lake Township joined
the Authority in 1982, and Grand Haven Township joined in 1986. In 1972, the current wastewater
treatment plant was built and over the years has been upgraded and modified to its current capacity.
The Authority serves a population of more than 20,000 and in 2011 it operated at an average capacity of
50%.
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Map 5.3 in Appendix C illustrates the location of sewer mains within the City of Grand Haven. The
Grand Haven-Spring Lake Wastewater Treatment Plant is a Class A activated sludge facility with a
design flow of 6.67 million gallons per day. The plant has an average load of 4.37 million gallons per day
and has sufficient organic and hydraulic capacity for large-scale industrial users. The Treatment Plant
currently disposes of biosolids via the land application process.
The land application process is an approved approach that consists of applying biosolids to rural
farmland soils either by injecting into the soil or spraying on the land surface with subsequent tilling.
The process used will depend on the type of biosolid and the type of soils present. The primary benefit
of land application is that it recycles wastewater and returns valuable nutrients to the soil, which
enhances conditions for vegetative growth.
There are potential disadvantages to land application as well, including cost, public opposition
(usually due to odor) and potential environmental degradation if the process is not properly managed.
The Grand Haven-Spring Lake Sewer Authority is currently updating disinfectant and odor control
processes at the plant. These updates will enable the plant to treat wastewater with solar lighting
rather than chemicals and are funded through bonds and local money. Currently, the Plant’s biosolids
are disposed using this process several times a year at sites that have been approved by the Michigan
Department of Environmental Quality. The Authority plans to continue using the land application
process for the foreseeable future.

The Sims Generating Station Unit III
consumes 550 tons of coal each day

G r a n d H av e n B o a r d o f L i g h t & P o w e r
The Grand Haven Board of Light & Power (BLP) was created in 1896 by the residents of Grand
Haven. The BLP generates, purchases, sells, and distributes electricity to customers in Grand Haven,
Ferrysburg, Grand Haven Township, Robinson Township, and Spring Lake Township. The Grand Haven
BLP currently owns and operates two electric generating facilities, six substations, and approximately
220 miles of electric distribution lines. In 2014 BLP served about 13,750 customers.
The BLP is one of more than 2,000 community-owned electric utilities serving homes and businesses
across the United States. The BLP is locally controlled by a five-member Board of Directors that is
elected by Grand Haven residents.
The BLP owns and operates two electric production facilities in Grand Haven. The J.B. Sims Generating
Station Unit III is located on Harbor Island, between the main and south channels of the Grand River,
just west of the US-31 Bridge. Constructed in the early 1980s, Sims Unit III began commercial operation
in 1983. The Sims Unit III is a 80 MW coal-fired power plant and is equipped with an electrostatic
precipitator and a wet flue gas desulfurizer (FGD) system for emission controls. Fuel is delivered to the
plant by lake vessel during the annual Great Lakes shipping season, and the plant receives 12 shipments
of coal each shipping season.
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The BLP Diesel Plant is located at 520 Harbor Drive in Grand Haven, across from the U.S. Coast Guard
facility. The Diesel Plant currently houses seven diesel engines, five of which are still operational and
are used as standby generators. These engines are operated periodically for maintenance and testing
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purposes, and to generate power during hot summer days when the demand for electricity is high.
State and federal environmental standards govern the production and distribution of electricity by
the BLP. At the Sims Unit III, more than $20 million in emission control equipment helps to protect the
environment.
BLP has made a number of environmentally sustainable improvements. In 2009, selective noncatalytic
reduction was installed at the Sims Unit III, resulting in a 30% decrease in Nitrogen Oxide. Additionally,
BLP purchased a PHEV Bucket Truck, an electric hybrid utility truck with an anticipated annual fuel
savings of approximately 55 percent.
The Grand Haven BLP is active in supporting a number of community events. The BLP offers tours of
both the Sims Unit III and the Diesel Plant, and provides safety training to elementary school children
in the Grand Haven area.

P l a n n i n g I m p l i c at i o n s
The City of Grand Haven participates in the respective regional authorities that own and operate the
water and wastewater plants that serve the City as well as some of the surrounding municipalities. The
source of the local water supply is Lake Michigan.
With nearly all of the City served by public utilities, geographic expansion of the existing systems
is unlikely. However, upgrades may be necessary as redevelopment occurs in certain areas, or as
residential density increases with new development. It will be important for the City to ensure that the
water supply and wastewater systems are responsive to demands as development and redevelopment
occurs.
The Grand Haven BLP is owned by the City of Grand Haven and generates and distributes electricity to
City residents. The BLP facilities generate and distribute sufficient electricity to meet current demands
of the community. Recent upgrades to these facilities ensure that the BLP will continue to generate
power in accordance with state and federal environmental standards. It is recommended that the City
continue to pursue environmentally sensitive and sustainable power generation.
Grand Haven contains a wealth of high-quality recreational opportunities for residents and visitors
alike. The parks contain a variety of facilities and equipment, including playgrounds, ball fields, open
spaces, boardwalks and beaches that appeal to the City’s entire population.
The City falls within the Grand Haven Public Schools district. Enrollment in the district has been
steadily growing over the last five years. Six of the district’s school facilities are located within the City
limits.
It is likely that Grand Haven’s abundant recreational opportunities, together with the City’s proximity
to Lake Michigan and the Grand River, will continue to be one of the strengths of the community, and
will attract visitors from within and from well outside the City’s boundaries.
Grand Haven’s recreational opportunities and community facilities contribute significantly to the
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Grand Haven’s identity and character. These facilities have also played a significant role in enhancing
the City’s profile in the region, fostering economic development and attracting residents, businesses
and tourists. Looking ahead, it will be critical for the City to continue emphasizing these strengths if
Grand Haven is to solidify its position as an anchor of the West Michigan region.
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Chapter 6. Transportation
A good transportation network provides multiple ways for people to move around the City and
connect to surrounding communities and the larger region. A transportation network with a variety
of transportation options has a number of community benefits. For example, a well designed grid
system of streets can help disperse traffic congestion and ease the load of higher capacity streets.
Trails, pathways and sidewalks support active and healthier lifestyles and reduce the need to use cars
for short trips. Public transit provides people without the ability or means to drive an environmentally
friendly option to access work, school and other community amenities. The following chapter
summarizes the transportation network in Grand Haven.

R e g i o n a l t r a n s p o r tat i o n p l a n n i n g
While the focus of this chapter is the local transportation network within the City of Grand Haven,
it is important to note that transportation planning in West Michigan also happens at the regional
level. The West Michigan Shoreline Regional Development Commission (WMSRDC) is the Metropolitan
Planning Organization (MPO) that coordinates the metropolitan transportation planning program for
Muskegon and Northern Ottawa County, including the City of Grand Haven. In addition to planning
for regional transportation systems, WMSRDC also manages and administers the homeland security
program for a number of counties including Ottawa. WMSRDC’s mission is to promote and foster
regional development in West Michigan through cooperation amongst local governments and other
regional partners.

A City’s road network plays a critical role in
determining the nature and intensities of land
uses that occur throughout a community.
For example, the narrow width, bump-outs
and slow speeds of Washington Avenue and
Ferry Street in Washington Square allow
for a more walkable urban environment

roads
Grand Haven’s road network is largely laid out in a grid pattern, providing residents and visitors
with multiple ways to navigate around the City. Residents’ transit experiences vary from quiet,
neighborhood streets to gridlocked and congested rush hour traffic along US 31.

R o a d C l a s s i f i c at i o n s
One approach to gaining a better understanding of the City’s road network is to classify each road
based on the role or function they play. The United States Department of Transportation classifies all
roads by their transportation function. This system is called the National Functional Classification
(NFC) System. Map 6.1 in Appendix C shows the road classifications for the City of Grand Haven. Several
types of road classifications in the City of Grand Haven include:
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Ta b l e 6 . 1 S t r e e t C l a s s i f i c at i o n
From

To

City Limits (North)

City Limits (South)

168th Avenue

Robbins Rd

City Limits (South)

5th Street

Franklin Ave

Howard Ave
Robbins Rd

U.S. or State Highways
US-31 (Beacon Blvd)
Arterial Streets

Traffic backups are common occurrences
on US 31, especially during the summer.
The picture below was taken in 2002
when motorists turned around and
drove in the wrong direction upon
learning it might take up to three hours
to cross the US 31 draw-bridge.

Beechtree St

Fulton Ave

Columbus Ave

Harbor Dr

US-31

Franklin Ave

Harbor Dr

5th Street

Fulton Ave

US-31

Beechtree St

N Griffin St

Jackson Ave

Fulton Ave

Jackson Ave

Harbor Dr

Griffin St

Robbins Rd

Sheldon Rd

City Limits (East)

Sheldon Rd

Howard Ave

Robbins Rd

Waverly Ave

US-31

City Limits (East)

Minor arterials
Minor Arterials are similar in function to principal arterials, except they carry trips of shorter distance
and to lesser traffic generators.
Other Principal Arterials
Roads in this classification tend to serve major centers of metropolitan areas and provide mobility for
populations in urban and rural areas.
Collectors
Collector roads tend to provide more access to property than do arterials. Collectors also funnel traffic
from residential or rural areas to arterials.
Local roads
Local roads primarily provide access to property.
Table 6.1 on this page lists the US and State Highways and arterial streets in Grand Haven.

Major Roads
Photo Credit: John Hausman, MLIVE
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The majority of roadways in Grand Haven are laid out in a traditional grid format and the City is bisected
by US-31 (Beacon Blvd), which carries heavy traffic volumes, especially during the summer months.
Beacon Boulevard (US-31). Beacon Boulevard is a four-lane boulevard that serves as the primary
link between the City of Grand Haven and neighboring communities (especially in the summer).
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As a result, Beacon Boulevard carries the bulk of local and regional traffic. High volume of traffic
using this roadway, coupled with several turning movements, cause congestion on a fairly regular
basis.

Washington Avenue serves as downtown
Grand Haven’s Main Street

According to 2013 average daily traffic counts from the Michigan Department of Transportation,
US-31 carries approximately 50,700 vehicles a day near the Taylor Avenue intersection. Traffic
volume increases to 55,500 vehicles a day on the north side of the City, just south of the
drawbridge. The US-31 drawbridge opens at scheduled intervals during the boating season which
regularly cause traffic backups both north and south.
Robbins Road. Robbins Road forms much of the southern border of Grand Haven. It is the entry
point to the City for many residents living in Grand Haven Township. According to the Ottawa
County Road Commission, traffic volumes in 2013 on Robbins Road were around 6,480 vehicles per
day. Robbins Road shares important intersections with Mercury Drive/Waverly Avenue, Beechtree
Street, Beacon Boulevard and Sheldon Road.
Fulton Avenue. Fulton Avenue runs east and west across the northern portion of the City,
connecting the industrial areas on the east end of Beacon Boulevard to the commercial areas to
the west.
Washington Avenue. Washington Avenue is a major link between Beacon Boulevard and the
lakeshore and serves as downtown Grand Haven’s “main street”. Washington Avenue volumes on
the east side of Beacon Boulevard are much lower than on the west side.
Beechtree Street. Beechtree Street provides north-south access to many employers on the east
side of the City. Beechtree has important intersections with Robbins Road, Waverly Avenue, and
Fulton Avenue.
Sheldon Road. Sheldon Road provides north-south access west of Beacon Boulevard. It connects
the commercial areas at the City’s center to neighborhoods to the south. It also provides access to
North Ottawa Community Hospital.
Harbor Drive. Harbor Drive is a major route on the western side of Grand Haven. It is
particularly important to the City’s tourist areas and connects the City to Grand Haven State Park
and other destinations.
Jackson Avenue. With development increasing on either side of Beacon Boulevard south of the
drawbridge, Jackson Avenue has become an even more important link for commuters. It serves as
an alternate connection from the Beechtree corridor and the Airport industrial area to the south
and it provides a direct connection to Harbor Drive, the downtown, waterfront, and the State
Park.
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US-31 Study and US-31 Bypass
US 31 Bypass, under construction

US-31 is a primary route for both long distance travelers and local Holland to Muskegon trips, and
experiences high traffic volumes in the Grand Haven area. US-31 has been identified as part of
Michigan’s “Priority Commercial Network” and is considered a critical link in the local economy and
county-wide development plans. In the early 1990s, a number of factors prompted a study of US-31 in
Ottawa County, between Holland and Grand Haven. A few of the key factors were:
• A high instance of traffic congestion due to high traffic volumes.
• Double the rate of traffic crashes compared to other road segments in the region.
• Existing and future conditions for US-31 in Ottawa County indicated that without increasing the
capacity or decreasing travel demand in urban areas and across the Grand River, mobility within
Ottawa County would be negatively affected.
• Recurring instances of mechanical and electrical failures that caused the US-31 bridge in Grand Haven to close improperly, sometimes for hours, causing severe congestion in the Grand Haven area.
• Expected traffic growth on US-31 would exacerbate current traffic problems.
The purpose of the study was to determine alternative ways to reduce traffic congestion and improve
safety on and around US-31. In 1994, an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) was initiated by the
Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT). The EIS proposed several alternatives to meet and
balance the transportation needs of US-31, between I-196 in northwestern Allegan County and I-96 in
southwestern Muskegon County. In 2002, Michigan State University completed a Land Use Study that
examined the potential land use impacts of the Michigan Department of Transportation’s (MDOT)
Draft EIS. Employing land use forecasting models, the study examined five alternatives proposed by the
EIS. Ultimately, a design to construct a freeway bypass was selected. However, in 2006, due to limited
funding and a shift in priorities from MDOT, the project was scaled down from the original plan for a
four-lane limited-access highway.

C o m m u t i n g P at t e r n s
According to data collected in the 2009 to 2013 American Community Survey, about 76% of workers who
live in the City of Grand Haven work in Ottawa County. The remaining 24% work in either Muskegon or
Kent County. In 2012, about 1,250 people, or about 30% of the City’s working population worked within
the City. About 16% worked in Grand Haven Township, 8% worked in Grand Rapids, 8% worked in Spring
Lake Township, 6% worked in Muskegon, and about 6% worked in the City of Holland.1
In 2012, about 16% of Grand Haven’s workers come from Grand Haven Township, and about 8% come
from Spring Lake Township. Others come from Norton Shores, Robinson Township, Muskegon, and
nearby townships. According to data collected in the 2009 to 2013 American Community Survey, about
60% of Grand Haven’s working population commute less than 20 minutes to work.
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US Census, Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics On The Map Tool, 2012
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While most workers in the City of Grand Haven drive alone
to work (82.7%, see Table 6.2), a fair percentage (16.5%)
of workers carpool, bike, walk, or take public transit to
work. According to American Community Survey 2009 to
2013 data, the median age of those who drive to work is
44, while the median of age of those who prefer to bike,
take transit, or walk to work is 38, 29, and 26 years old
respectively.

Ta b l e 6 . 2 C o m m u t e M o d e s
Means of Transportation To Work

P u b l i c T r a n s p o r tat i o n

%, Out of all Workers Living In Grand Haven

Car

82.7

Carpooled

6.2

Bicycled

3.2

Walked

3.2

Work From Home

2.7

Public Transit

1.2

Harbor Transit. Harbor Transit is a public demandOther
response transportation system that serves the City of
Source:
American
Community
Survey,
2009
to
Source: American Community Survey, 2013.
2009 to 2015.
Grand Haven, the City of Ferrysburg, the Village of Spring
Lake and Grand Haven Charter Township. Harbor Transit
operates a fleet of 23 buses, two vans and two seasonal trolleys traveling over 420,000 miles per year. In
November of 2015, voters in Spring Lake Township approved 0.7 mills over 10-years to expand the diala-ride service into the Township.

F i g u r e 6 . 1 A n n u a l R i d e s b y L o c at i o n

0.8

Figure 6.2 Ridership Demographic Comparison
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According to their 2013 Annual Report, 200,437 people utilized Harbor Transit in 2013, with over 120,000
trips originating in the City of Grand Haven (see Figure 6.1). This marked a 6.4% increase in ridership
from the previous year and set an all-time record for the 40-year old public transit system. Also, 2013
marked the third consecutive year Harbor Transit has increased its ridership. In fact, the number of
riders has increased by almost 60% since 2010. According to the report, ridership was up in all major
ridership categories (see Figure 6.1), with the most significant increases coming from those riders 50
years of age and over and students. A 2013 survey of riders also found that 37.9% of survey responders
used Harbor Transit on a daily basis and that 22% responders used Harbor Transit to get to work.
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In an effort to move to more environmentally
friendly and sustainable practices Harbor Transit
has purchased four liquid-propane buses and
an on-site LP fueling station. These help reduce
emissions by generating 12% less carbon
dioxide, 75% less nitrogen oxide and 42%
less carbon monoxide than gasoline buses.

A i r T r a n s p o r tat i o n
Grand Haven Memorial Airport. Located near the City’s southern boundary, Grand Haven
Memorial Airport is a U-5 General Aviation all-weather facility, licensed by the Michigan Bureau
of Aeronautics. The Airport is served with a paved primary runway 3,750 feet long and a paved
cross-wind runway 2,100 feet long. The Airport is operated through a management agreement
that provides a Fixed Base Operator (FBO) for service, maintenance and general day-to-day airport
management. While commercial passenger airline service is not available at this airport, some
private charter service is provided.
Muskegon County Airport. The nearest commercial airport to the City of Grand Haven is
the Muskegon County airport, which has six daily flights connecting residents to regional
destinations. Regional airline services are provided by Northwest Airlines.
Gerald R. Ford International Airport. Located on the southeast side of metro Grand Rapids and
about an hour’s drive from Grand Haven, Gerald R. Ford International Airport is Michigan’s second
busiest airport, serving about 2 million passengers annually. The airport offers non-stop service to
airports throughout the Country.

N o n - M o t o r i z e d T r a n s p o r tat i o n

Grand Haven Memorial Airport

The City of Grand Haven contains numerous non-motorized trails and pathways, offering residents and
visitors an alternative to automobile travel. The network provides connections to Spring Lake Village
and Township, Grand Haven Township, the Cities of Holland and Ferrysburg and Fruitport Township.
An effective non-motorized trail network offers numerous benefits to a community such as personal
satisfaction, health, and recreation. Trails also have an economic benefits like increased revenues from
tourism and increased business activity and employment.
Grand Haven has several forms of non-motorized transportation. Bike paths in Grand Haven are
located along portions of 168th Avenue, Beechtree, Waverly, Franklin, Columbus, Beacon Boulevard and
Harbor Drive. A boardwalk is located on the south side of the Grand River from Lake Michigan east to
Wharfside Marina. A Boardwalk has also been constructed along the Grand River at Linear Park and East
Grand River Park. Map 5.1 in Appendix C illustrates the location of the City’s non-motorized trails and
pathways.

P l a n n i n g I m p l i c at i o n s
Traffic in Grand Haven is generally manageable, with the heaviest traffic volumes occurring on
Beacon Boulevard (US-31). Other important streets in the City include Robbins Road, Fulton Avenue,
Washington Avenue, Beechtree Street and Harbor Drive. The “grid” layout of City’s streets aids
significantly in the relatively limited amount of traffic congestion of the City’s major corridors.
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Before the construction of M-231, also known as the US-31 bypass, the US-31 bridge over the Grand
River was one of only three crossings in all of Ottawa County. The bypass was constructed to address the
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heavy regional traffic along US-31. It is likely that the construction of this bypass has attracted some of
this regional traffic, further reducing congestion along US-31 in the City.
The number of Harbor Transit riders within the community has increased steadily over the last several
years, suggesting City officials should continue to work with the Harbor Transit Board to discuss the
potential of a fixed-routes system.
The City also contains a network of non-motorized trails and pathways, which offers residents and
visitors an alternative to automobile transportation. Trails within the City also connect to a Countywide network of trails and pathways, connecting users to a wider range of recreational opportunities.
Three-fourths of Grand Haven’s labor force work within Ottawa County and don’t travel far for
work, suggesting that many weekday trips are local and highlight the potential for future expansion
of transportation options. Additionally, it is likely that many of these trips could be made via nonmotorized means. Grand Haven should continue to create walkable neighborhoods and business
centers that are built to accommodate pedestrians, instead of automobiles, first.
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Grand Haven’s development pattern has been well-established for many years, but this is not to say
that many changes have not occurred. The City continues to pursue the adaptive reuse of old buildings
and empty lots into mixed use developments in the immediate downtown area. New multi-unit
housing developments continue to rise in the Northside and Southside neighborhoods just outside
the downtown area. In addition, the City invested in streetscaping improvements along Washington
Avenue between 7th Street and US 31, creating a more pedestrian-friendly and secondary retail hub in
the downtown.

New multi-unit housing development

Over the last decade, several year-round homes have been converted to seasonal, or short-term
rentals and traffic-oriented commercial uses along Beacon Boulevard have grown. The downtown
has maintained its role as the heart of the City, which is reflected in its high retail occupancy rate
and regional draw as a tourist destination. Additional outside impacts, such as the steady population
growth and new retail development experienced in Spring Lake Township and Grand Haven Charter
Township have not diminished the value and prominence of downtown Grand Haven.
Grand Haven contains a variety of land uses laid out in a traditional grid format with a mixture of
housing types, commercial development, established industries, new industrial parks, redeveloped
areas, a wealth of community facilities, and an abundance of natural features. The City’s historic
development has resulted in a pattern of defined neighborhoods, distinct commercial areas, and
scattered industrial uses.

Land Use
Existing land use categories are generalized and are based on property classification data contained in
the parcel database, zoning data, mapping tools and general knowledge of the community.
•

The Single Family Residential category consists of single-family homes. This is the largest land use
category in the City, comprising about 28.6% of the City’s total parcels.

•

The Multiple Family Residential category occupies about 5.1% of the City’s total parcels and
consists of apartments, condominiums, duplexes, multiple-unit dwellings and manufactured
housing communities. While multiple-family land uses are located throughout the City, the bulk of
this land use category is located in the eastern portion of the City.

•

Commercial land uses consist primarily of retail establishments and offices. The largest commercial
areas in the City are the downtown and surrounding areas, Beacon Boulevard, Robbins Road,
Beechtree Street, Jackson Street and the northern portion of Ferry Street. Commercial uses
comprise about 12% of the City’s total land area.

•

Institutional land includes schools, hospitals, churches, government facilities and similar uses, and
are located throughout the City. This land use occupies about 6.1% of the City’s land area.

Single family homes comprise
about 28% of the City
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Grand Haven contains many autooriented commercial uses, particularly
along Beacon Blvd (US-31)
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•

The City’s Recreational uses are primarily public parks and vacant, publicly-owned properties
located throughout the City. This land use comprises about 21.8 % of the City’s parcels, with the
majority of these lands consist of large contiguous parcels east of North Shore Drive near Dewey
Hill and the Kitchel-Lindquist Dune Preserve, Mulligan’s Hollow, Grand Haven State Park, Forest Hill
Cemetery, and Duncan Park.

•

The Industrial classification consists of industrial parks, power plants, and the airport and
comprises 26.1% of the City’s parcels.

Figure 7.1 summarizes existing generalized land uses in the City. Map 7.1 in Appendix C illustrates the
breakdown of land uses in Grand Haven.

FIGURE 7.1 Land Use Breakdown, 2015

Historic Districts
There are six historic districts in Grand Haven, five of which are located on the west side of Beacon
Boulevard. Map 7.2 in Appendix C illustrates the location of historic districts in the City, and they are
described below:
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• The Downtown Historic District is located between Harbor Drive to the west, 7th Street to the east,
Franklin Street to the South, and Columbus Street to the north. This 14-block area includes City
Hall, Central Park, the core downtown area, Harborfront Place, and many other commercial and
government buildings.
• The East End Historic District is the City’s newest and largest Historic District covering over 24
blocks. This district is concentrated between Fulton to the north, Pennoyer to the south, Beacon to
the west, and Beechtree to the east. Included in this area are tannery houses associated with Eagle
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Ottawa and the City’s first drive-up restaurant, Ray’s.
• The Highland Park Historic District is located just east of Northshore Drive, concentrated between
Lake Avenue to the north and Grand Avenue to the south. This historic district is located in a
sensitive area overlay district. Development in the district dates back to the 1880s, when it was
developed as a summer resort community.
• The Northwest Historic District is located between Columbus Street to the south, Jackson Avenue to
the north, First Street to the west and Fifth Street to the east. This is approximately a 12-block area
just north of the Downtown Historic District.
• The Riverfront Historic District is a long narrow strip of land that runs between Harbor Drive
and the Grand River. Its southern boundary is Grand Haven State Park and Harbor Drive and its
northern boundary is the Wharf Marina and the Grand River. This district includes the U.S. Coast
Guard station, the Waterfront Stadium, the Tri-Cities Museum, the boardwalk, and Chinook Pier
Park.
• The Southwest Historic District is between Howard Street/Pennoyer Avenue to the south and
Franklin Street to the north. Its western and eastern boundaries are Harbor Drive and Beacon
Boulevard. The area is approximately 22 blocks.

The Northside Historic District

These historic districts are not registered as historic districts with the State Historic Preservation
Office or the National Park Service. Since these districts are not registered, development protections do
not exist. In order to qualify for tax incentive programs for rehabilitation of historic properties, local
historic districts would need to be established pursuant to the provisions of the Local Historic Districts
Act (Act 169 of 1970).

Master Plan Sub-Areas
During the 2010 Master Planning process, land uses were analyzed in six predefined sub-areas within
Grand Haven: the Beechtree Corridor, Centertown, the Robbins Road Corridor, the Southwest Business
Corridor, Washington Square, and North Beechtree. The following paragraphs describe land use
characteristics in each of these areas. Sub-area plans have also been completed for each of these areas
and can be found in Appendix A. Appendix A also includes a summary of the 2004 Downtown Vision
Plan and the 2005 Waterfront Strategies Plan.
Beechtree Corridor
The Beechtree Corridor sub-area runs along Beechtree from the City’s southern boundary north
to Fulton Street. Beechtree contains a mix of land uses, including a dance studio, various auto
repair shops, single-family dwellings, a medical clinic and a park. The corridor is characterized by a
predominance of auto-oriented land uses. The majority of the buildings are set back from Beechtree
with parking areas located in the front yards. Few of the parking areas are interconnected or serve
multiple parcels, and most of the properties in this sub-area are accessed via Beechtree Street.
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Centertown
The Centertown sub-area is located west of Beacon and is bounded by 6th Street, Franklin, Beacon and
Jackson. It is characterized by a good mix of residential, retail, service and office uses. Building setbacks
are consistent for the mixture of land uses. In several places, parking lots are interconnected and serve
multiple parcels. Additionally, several properties in the southern portion of this sub-area are in need
of additional landscaping between parking areas and the street. This sub-area also contains a historical
marker at the intersection of Fulton and 7th Street. In 2014, the Centertown Vision Plan was created to
help identify areas in need of property improvements, street landscaping, and marketing initiatives.

Beechtree

Robbins Road Corridor
The Robbins Road Corridor sub-area forms a part of the southern boundary of the City and is bounded
by Beacon Blvd on the west and Beechtree on the east. This corridor contains a mixture of land uses,
with a wide variety of building masses, scales and setbacks. Robbins Road experiences relatively
high traffic volumes, and signage along the corridor is varied. Many properties in this sub-area can
be accessed from two or more streets, and automobile circulation patterns are poorly-defined in
other areas. Many of the land uses in this sub-area are regional in scope and serve a large area of the
community, including much of Grand Haven Charter Township, and the sub-area plan was completed in
conjunction with the Township.
Southwest Business Corridor
The Southwest Business Corridor sub-area is located along the west side of Beacon Blvd, and is bounded
on the north by Marion and the south by Robbins Road. The majority of land uses in this sub-area are
major retail establishments, hospitality, restaurants and automobile sales facilities. One manufacturing
facility is also in this sub-area. West of the railroad right-of-way, some former manufacturing faculties
are being adapted for smaller businesses, and new office facilities are taking advantage of the proximity
of residential uses and the US-31 corridor.
Washington Square
The Washington Square sub-area is located along Ferry Street, generally between Madison and
Washington. This sub-area contains a variety of land uses including retail establishments, offices,
clinics, auto service stations and residences. In some areas, access management is poor and there
is little separation of parking areas and areas devoted to pedestrian circulation. However, there are
several properties that have been improved or developed, and sidewalks connect most properties
within this sub-area. In some instances, additional landscaping is needed between parking areas and
the street.
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North Beechtree
The North Beechtree sub-area is located in the northeast portion of the City, immediately north of
Beechtree Street along the Grand River. Several existing land uses are industrial in nature including
several foundry facilities. The former Eagle-Ottawa tannery facility is now an RV resort community. The
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area is challenged by traffic and poor connections to the larger community, and fails to capitalize on
its Grand River frontage. The North Beechtree sub-area offers a great opportunity for redevelopment,
with suggested improvements including increased access to the river, improved traffic circulation and a
mixing of land uses.

Washington Square

Zoning
In 2007, Grand Haven adopted a hybrid zoning ordinance. The central purpose of the ordinance was
to build on the strengths of the existing patterns of development in the City, while emphasizing the
aesthetic and functional elements of the community. Another tenet of the ordinance was to minimize
obstacles to rational and appropriate development in the City.
The ordinance combines traditional use-based standards with elements of form and building design,
resulting in a unique “hybrid” that meets the challenges presented by Grand Haven’s existing
neighborhoods, commercial centers and industrial areas. The Zoning Map is shown on Map 7.3 in
Appendix C.
In recognition of the importance of building consensus on land use regulation, the process to develop
the hybrid Zoning Ordinance involved significant public input. This included a community meeting
centered on a visual preference exercise, as well as a series of focus group discussions to address the
needs of particular neighborhoods or areas. In addition, the effort worked to identify and codify the
unique characteristics of each neighborhood of the City. These included the physical characteristics
as well as particular land uses and landmark features. The result was the development of building
form and architectural standards for those portions of the community where these characteristics
contributed significantly to the personality of an area. Eventually, these standards were codified and
included in the particular zoning districts that govern those areas.

P l a n n i n g I m p l i c at i o n s
Grand Haven contains a mix of residential, commercial, industrial and recreational uses. More than
a third of the City’s land area is occupied by single-family residential land uses, and about 16% of
the City’s land area is commercial in use. Consistent with Grand Haven’s image as that of a tourist
destination, about 30% of the City’s land area is used for recreational purposes.
The Master Plan sub-areas – the Beechtree Corridor, Centertown, the Robbins Road Corridor, the
Southwest Business Corridor, Washington Square, and North Beechtree – contain a mix of land uses and
development patterns. While each area possesses its own character and identity, there are several land
use issues that the City should consider in each of those areas. These land use issues include walkability
and pedestrian safety, landscaping, shared parking areas and building placement and setbacks.
While there are historic areas of the City, none are either state- or nationally-recognized historic
districts. This means that protection from demolition or neglect is not available. Furthermore,
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without a designated and registered historic district, property owners are missing out on valuable tax
incentives for rehabilitation.
Regionally, Grand Haven is one of four significant urban centers in the greater Grand Rapids area,
which implies that economic activity in Grand Haven affects the rest of the region as well. Additionally,
cooperation with other regional jurisdictions and planning agencies will be needed to protect the
important natural and cultural features in order to enhance the quality of life for all residents.
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Chapter 8. PLACEMAKING
Every community is unique in one way or another. For some communities, it is their proximity to a
lake or river. For others, it is their active downtown, vibrant festivals, or walkable neighborhoods.
Each attribute is part of a collage of placed-based community assets that shape the identity, quality of
life, and livability of the community. The City of Grand Haven is fortunate to have a number of unique
community assets that shape its character and define its sense of place.

W h y i s P l a c e m a k i n g I m p o r ta n t ?
Placemaking is not a new concept or community development tool in Grand Haven. In fact, the City
has been actively pursuing place-based projects for many years - the preservation of historic buildings,
downtown streetscaping and the splash pad to name a few. Each of these projects, along with others,
make Grand Haven a distinctly interesting and unique place.
“Place” has always been an important element in sustaining long-term economic activity. It
used to be that prosperous places were solely based on their proximity to natural resources (e.g.,
navigable waterways, extractable minerals). Navigable waterways and industrial areas are still
important.1 However, in the 21st century, prosperous places are also based on their ability to attract
entrepreneurial and knowledge-based workers. More and more, these knowledge-based workers (and
other segments of the population as it turns out) want to live in communities with interesting and
vibrant urban settings,2 outdoor recreational amenities, entertainment, cultural diversity and walkable
neighborhoods. In essence, these placemaking attributes make up part of a new strategy for attracting
and retaining talented workers and establishing a knowledge-based economy.

Placemaking Elements
During his first term, Michigan Governor Rick Snyder made placemaking a key platform in his plans to
revitalize the state. He continues to ask each community to make a more concerted effort and take a
more deliberate approach to placemaking. In response, a number of statewide municipal organizations
established place-based planning initiatives (e.g., MIPLACE Initiative) to help cities better think about
how to apply placemaking elements in local projects and position themselves for success in today’s
economy.

What is Placemaking?

Placemaking is both a process and tool to
collectively design and manage elements of
the public realm (markets, waterfronts, squares,
streets, parks, neighborhoods and downtowns,
etc.) to create places that are appealing,
accessible, comfortable, and support social
activity. Placemaking helps to define the pattern
and use of the built environment and the manner
and ease in which people are able to access,
connect and move around in it. Placemaking
can also help build and enhance sense-ofplace by creating spaces that encourage social
interaction and support interesting activities.

This Plan highlights how the City of Grand Haven has and can continue to implement elements of one
such initiative - the Michigan Municipal League’s Eight Assets of 21st Century Communities.3
1 Dr.

Soji Adelaja & Mark Wyckoff - Why the economics of “place” matters. The Economic of Place Michigan Municipal League (2011)
Next Real Estate Boom. Patrick C. Doherty and Christopher B. Leinberger. http://www.brookings.edu/research/articles/2010/11/real-estate-leinberger 2010
3 Michigan Municipal League. http://placemaking.mml.org/21st-century-communities/
2 The
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Downtown’s wide sidewalks encourage
social interaction around public
seating areas and outdoor cafes.

The City should continue to employ lowimpact development techniques, like
this green roof, throughout the City.

Chapter 8. Placemaking
Physical Design and Walkability
Market analysis shows that today’s millennials, young professionals, Baby Boomers and empty nesters want
to live in neighborhoods with walkable downtowns, access to culture and entertainment opportunities and
a variety of transportation options. As described in Chapters Five and Six, Grand Haven is a very walkable
community, featuring an extensive system of sidewalks and pathways that connect neighborhoods to the
downtown, the waterfront and other community and regional assets. Downtown Grand Haven has wide
sidewalks that encourage social interaction around public seating areas and outdoor cafes. The City should
continue to explore ways in which it can expand its pedestrian infrastructure in areas of the City that are
not already served by sidewalks, bike lanes or pathways.
G r e e n I n i t i at i v e s
Green Initiatives are critical for any community intending to be viable in today’s economy. The way
cities use energy and natural resources impacts quality of life and the financial bottom line. Grand Haven
continues to explore ways to implement sustainable land use practices. The City continues to employ lowimpact development techniques like green roofs, underground detention systems and grass swales to better
manage storm water runoff. As discussed in more detail in Chapter Ten, the City will continue to study how
sustainable practices may better protect residential areas from coastal flooding and the impacts of climate
change.
C u lt u r a l E c o n o m i c D e v e l o p m e n t
Arts and culture are essential components of a thriving, knowledge-based economy. A healthy creative
sector attracts and retains residents and businesses, and produces economic benefits including jobs, a
stronger tax base, downtown and neighborhood revitalization, and tourism. The City has been a very active
supporter of local artists by displaying a number of public art pieces around the downtown and waterfront
areas. In addition, the City continues to work with the Grand Haven Area Arts Council to host several
community events.
Entrepreneurship
Growing knowledge-based jobs in “ones and twos” creates sustainable economies in the 21st century.
Strategies that solely focus on seeking out large manufacturers and big box retailers overlook the positive
impact that entrepreneurs and small businesses have on local communities. The Grand Haven, Ferrysburg
and Spring Lake Chamber of Commerce, often referred to as “the Chamber” through initiatives like
E-Merge, the Small Business Development Center (SBDC) and six specialized networking groups are helping
entrepreneurs start and expand small businesses. The City of Grand Haven will continue to support these
efforts by creating desirable neighborhoods, an active downtown and community assets that attracts
talented and entrepreneurial workers.
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M u lt i c u lt u r a l i s m
Creating and sustaining a genuine commitment to diversity and multiculturalism is vital to attracting
key demographics and global businesses. Today’s fluid, mobile and global workforce is seeking out
places that embrace people of all religions, ethnicities, national origins and races. Grand Haven
will continue to support and embrace cultural events within the City. In addition, City officials
and their community partners can help support a more diverse community by providing adequate
transportation choices, affordable housing options and continuing education opportunities.
Messaging and Technology
Internet and communication technologies are connecting people and allowing them to share
information in the virtual world in unprecedented ways. Social networking applications like Twitter,
Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube, as well as communication platforms like blogs and Wikis, can build
stronger relationships between people and local government. The City of Grand Haven currently has a
Facebook page in which it posts information about public meetings, public safety notices and pictures.
The City will continue to explore additional communication technologies as a mode to disseminate
information to residents and visitors.

The City should continue to embrace cultural
events and programs within the City.

Transit
Developing effective public transit options is a necessary tool for attracting and retaining residents,
workers, and businesses. Research shows that people across the nation are choosing to reside in
communities that offer various transportation options, have easy access to the places they live, work,
and play, and provide opportunities to travel without having to rely on a car. As previously mentioned
Grand Haven is a very walkable community, featuring an extensive system of sidewalks and pathways.
In addition, 2014 saw the largest number of people use the Harbor Transit system in its history. City
officials should continue to work with the Harbor Transit Board to discuss how to better serve this
growing number of public transit riders and explore the potential and feasibility of a fixed-route
system.
E d u c at i o n
Educational institutions play a central role in growing a knowledge-based economy and encouraging
a more engaged citizenry. As anchor institutions, colleges and universities bring opportunities
for entertainment, arts and culture, healthcare and recreation, and serve as engines of economic
development. The Grand Haven Community Center serves as a satellite campus for the Muskegon
Community College. The City will continue to explore partnerships with community colleges and
universities throughout Michigan to bring relevant trainings and courses to Grand Haven.
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Chapter 9. Planning for Coastal and Climate Trends
T h e I m p o r ta n c e o f P l a n n i n g i n C o a s ta l C o m m u n i t i e s
It is no secret the Great Lakes are one of the most unique and precious environmental features in
the world. In fact, “the Great Lakes basin contains more than 20% of the world’s surface freshwater
supplies and supports a population of more than 30 million people.”1 Michigan is home to nearly 3,300
miles of Great Lakes shoreline, with 36,000 miles of rivers and streams, and 11,000 inland lakes.2
Yet in general, riparian land throughout Michigan is not adequately protected from development
pressures.3 Coastal communities especially have an important role to play in protecting the Great
Lakes. In 2001, the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality acknowledged “fragmentation
of coastal habitats, loss of agricultural and forest lands, increased impervious surfaces and resulting
stormwater runoff, and the increased development in coastal hazard areas, wetlands, and Great Lakes
Islands, could be improved through better coastal land use planning.”4
Planning for coastal areas at the local level requires knowledge of both local conditions and state and
federal regulations. This chapter aims to address these challenges for the Grand Haven community and
provide clear, well-founded recommendations for future land use planning.

O v e r v i e w o f C o a s ta l D y n a m i c s a n d t h e G r e at L a k e s
The Great Lakes function differently than other inland water bodies and tidal oceans. Understanding
these dynamics can help Grand Haven Township plan for naturally occurring changes along the
shoreline.
C h a n g i n g W at e r L e v e l s o f t h e G r e at L a k e s
Great Lakes water level changes result not from the moon’s gravitational pull, but from cyclical
changes in rainfall, evaporation, and river and groundwater inflows.5 These factors work together to
raise and lower the water levels of the Great Lakes in small increments daily, and larger increments
seasonally and over the course of years and decades. Long-term water levels fluctuate by multiple feet
as shown in Figure 9.1.
The Great Lakes are in a period of rising lake levels. Since the early 2000s, water levels have remained
1 Mackey, S. D., 2012: Great Lakes Nearshore and Coastal Systems. In: U.S. National Climate Assessment Midwest Technical Input Report. J.
Winkler, J. Andresen, J. Hatfield, D. Bidwell, and D. Brown, coordinators.
2 Ardizone, Katherina A. and Mark A. Wyckoff, FAICP. Filling the Gaps: Environmental Protection Options for Local Governments, 2nd Edition.
2010.
3 As cited by Norton 2007- Michigan Department of Environmental Quality. 2001. 309 Enhancement Grants Assessment/Strategy. Lansing, MI:
DEQ Coastal Management Program.
4 Ibid.
5 Norton, Richard K. , Meadows, Lorelle A. and Meadows, Guy A.(2011) ‘Drawing Lines in Law Books and on Sandy Beaches: Marking Ordinary
High Water on Michigan’s Great Lakes Shorelines under the Public Trust Doctrine’, Coastal Management, 39: 2, 133 — 157, First published on:
19 February 2011 (iFirst)

FIGURE 9.1 Water Levels of The Great Lakes

Source: NOAA, 2011
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low, but historical patterns over the last century indicate higher water levels are sure to return.6 Lake
Michigan’s water level in August of 2015 averaged 579.79 feet, which is equal to the water levels in fall
of 1998.7
The changes in water levels are not solely responsible for the movement of the shoreline landward and
lakeward over time. The velocity and height of waves, erosion of shorelines, and pace of changing water
levels also contribute to coastal dynamics on the Great Lakes.
W av e E n e r g y a n d H e i g h t
The Great Lakes experience high energy waves and wave setup along the coastline. High energy waves
are high in speed and strong in intensity and are primarily created as fast winds move across the
surface of the water for extended distances.8 Wave setup is the height of the water as waves reach the
shore. High wave setup results as regional storms create high winds on the Great Lakes.9 Powerful and
tall waves can quicken the rate of erosion and damage structures near the shoreline.10
Erosion
The shorelines of Lake Michigan are mostly made of gravel and sands that easily erode during times
of high energy waves.11 Coastal erosion can flood and damage infrastructure along bluffs and beaches.
Erosion is caused mainly by storms and winds, not necessarily by rising lake levels.12
Q u i c k ly C h a n g i n g C o n d i t i o n s
The Great Lakes are contained in gradually shifting and tilting basins. This tilting results as the Earth
slowly decompresses and rebounds from the immense weight of the glaciers that created the Great
Lakes.13 This shifting causes water levels to change more quickly in some places than others, because
the shape of the water basin varies along the coast.14 This attribute of the Great Lakes makes it difficult
to predict the pace of shoreline movement. Therefore, it is safest to plan for great variability and
rapid change in water levels.15 Figure B.2 shows the movement of the shoreline in the Grand Haven
community.
6 Meadows,
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Guy A., and Meadows, Lorelle A., Wood, W.L., Hubertz, J.M., Perlin, M. “The Relationship between Great Lakes Water Levels, Wave
Energies, and Shoreline Damage.” Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society Series 78: 4. (1997): 675-683. Print.
7 http://www.glerl.noaa.gov/data/dashboard/GLWLD.html
8 National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. “Coastal Currents.” Ocean Service Education. NOAA, 25 March 2008. Web. Accessed July
2015.
9 Norton, Richard K. , Meadows, Lorelle A. and Meadows, Guy A.(2011) ‘Drawing Lines in Law Books and on Sandy Beaches: Marking Ordinary
High Water on Michigan’s Great Lakes Shorelines under the Public Trust Doctrine’, Coastal Management, 39: 2, 133 — 157, First published on:
19 February 2011 (iFirst)
10 Ibid.
11 Ibid.
12 Meadows, Guy A., and Meadows, Lorelle A., Wood, W.L., Hubertz, J.M., Perlin, M. “The Relationship between Great Lakes Water Levels, Wave
Energies, and Shoreline Damage.” Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society Series 78: 4. (1997): 675-683. Print.
13 Dorr, J. A., and D. F. Eschman. 1970. Geology of the Great Lakes. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press.
14 Wilcox, D.A, Thompson, T.A., Booth, R.K., and Nicholas, J.R., 2007, Lake-level variability and water availability in the Great Lakes: U.S. Geological Survey Circular 1311, 25 p
15 Ibid.
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FIGURE 9.2 Movement of the shoreline in Grand Haven, 2015 Photo

Source: Google Earth Pro, 2015 Imagery
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C l i m at e C h a n g e a n d t h e G r e at L a k e s
Powerful waves, erosion, and changing shorelines on the Great Lakes have been well-documented
throughout history, and each has implications for planning efforts along the coast. Climate change,
however, augments these natural processes, and requires preemptive planning in coastal communities.
This section will discuss climatologist predictions of increased precipitation and storminess in the
Great Lakes region, variable lake water levels, and rising water temperature. First, it is important to
understand the global context of climate disruption.

FIGURE 9.3 Changes in Temperature, Sea
Level, and Snow cover

g l o b a l c h a n g e s i n c l i m at e
Climate and weather are directly related, but not the same thing. Weather refers to the day-to-day
conditions in a particular place, like sunny or rainy, hot or cold. Climate refers to the long-term
patterns of weather over large areas. When scientists speak of global climate change, they are referring
to changes in the generalized, regional patterns of weather over months, years and decades. Climate
change is the ongoing change in a region’s general weather characteristics or averages. In the long
term, a changing climate will have more substantial effects on the Great Lakes than individual weather
events.
Evidence collected over the last century shows a trend toward warmer global temperatures, higher sea
levels, and less snow cover in the Northern Hemisphere (see Figure B.3). Scientists from many fields
have observed and documented significant changes in the Earth’s climate.16 Warming of the climate
system is unequivocal and is now expressed in higher air and ocean temperatures, rising sea levels, and
melting ice.17
To help predict what the climate will be in the future, scientists use computer models of the Earth to
predict large-scale changes in climate. These General Circulation Models (GCM) have been improved
and verified in recent years, resulting in relatively reliable predictions for climate changes over large
regions.18 Scientists downscale these techniques to predict climate change for smaller regions.

Source: International Panel on Climate Change, https://www.
ipcc.ch/publications_and_data/ar4/syr/en/mains1.html

C l i m at e C h a n g e o n t h e G r e at L a k e s
The Great Lakes Integrated Sciences + Assessments Center (GLISA) is a consortium of scientists and
educators from the University of Michigan and Michigan State University that provides climate models
for the Great Lakes Region in support of community planning efforts like this Master Plan. According to
GLISA, the Great Lakes region experienced a 2.3 degree Fahrenheit increase in average air temperatures
from 1900 to 2012.19 An additional increase of 1.8 to 5.4° F in average air temperatures is projected
by 2050. Although these numbers appear relatively small, they are driving very dramatic changes in
Michigan’s climate and greatly impact the Great Lakes.20
The National Climate Assessment for 2009 included a number of illustrations to help us understand
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16 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. (2007). Observed changes in climate and their effects.
17 Ibid.
18 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (2013). What is a GCM? Web. Accessed July 2015.
19 Great Lakes Integrated Sciences and Assessments (2015). Temperature. Web. Accessed July 2015.
20 Ibid.

Web. Accessed July 2015.
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the extent and character of anticipated climate change impacts.21 One of these illustrations, Figure 9.4,
shows Michigan under several emissions scenarios, each leading to changes in Michigan’s climate. Just
by maintaining current emission levels, Michigan’s climate will feel more like present-day Arkansas or
Oklahoma by the end of the century.22

FIGURE 9.4

I n c r e a s e d P r e c i p i tat i o n a n d S t o r m i n e s s
There is strong consensus among climate experts that storms, greater in number and intensity, will
occur in the Great Lakes region.23 This is already happening as “the amount of precipitation falling
in the heaviest 1% of storms increased by 37% in the Midwest and 71% in the Northeast from 1958 to
2012.”24 As storms drop more precipitation and generate stronger sustained winds, the Great Lakes will
see stronger and higher waves.25 In addition to direct damage caused by storms, sustained increases in
the number of storms and their intensity can both directly and indirectly pollute waters by overloading
sewage and stormwater capabilities.26 Increases in the intensity of storms also quickens the pace of
erosion on Great Lakes shorelines. In fact, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) projects
approximately 28% of structures within 500 feet of a Great Lakes shoreline are susceptible to erosion by
2060.27
Va r i a b i l i t y o f L a k e W at e r L e v e l s
The natural ups and downs in the water levels of Lake Michigan will continue regardless of the impacts
of climate change.28 However, climate change is likely to augment this natural process resulting in
more variable water levels as warmer air temperatures result in fewer days of ice cover and faster
evaporation.29 In other words, lake levels will rise and fall faster and with less predictability than in the
past. Fortunately, much of Michigan’s coastal infrastructure was built in previous decades during times
of high water levels.30 However, fast rising waters can erode shorelines, damage infrastructure, and
cause extensive flooding in inland rivers.31 When lake levels fall, access to infrastructure like docks may
be restricted and navigation hazards in shallow waters may be exposed. Low lake levels pose a threat to
coastal vegetation and can reduce the pumping efficiency of drinking water intake pipes.32 Additional
Global Change Research Program. Global Climate Change in the United States, 2009. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge,
MA.
22 Ibid.
23 Ibid.
24 Mackey, S. D., 2012: Great Lakes Nearshore and Coastal Systems. In: U.S. National Climate Assessment Midwest Technical Input Report. J.
Winkler, J. Andresen, J. Hatfield, D. Bidwell, and D. Brown, coordinators.
25 Great Lakes Integrated Sciences and Assessments. Climate Change in the Great Lakes Region. GLISA, 2014. Web. Accessed July 2015.
26 Cruce, T., & Yurkovich, E. (2011). Adapting to climate change: A planning guide for state coastal managers–a Great Lakes supplement. Silver
Spring, MD: NOAA Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management.
27 The Heinz Center. (2000). Evaluation of Erosion Hazards. Web. Accessed July 2015.
28 Dinse, Keely. Preparing for Extremes: The Dynamic Great Lakes. Michigan Sea Grant. Web. Accessed July 2015.
29 Cruce, T., & Yurkovich, E. (2011). Adapting to climate change: A planning guide for state coastal managers–a Great Lakes supplement. Silver
Spring, MD: NOAA Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management.
30 Dinse, Keely. Preparing for Extremes: The Dynamic Great Lakes. Michigan Sea Grant. Web. Accessed July 2015.
31 Ibid.
32 Ibid.

Source: National Climate Assessment, 2009

21 U.S.
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ramifications of changing lake levels include a drop in water supply,33 restricted fish habitats,34 more
invasive species,35 faster erosion, and an overall decline in beach health.36 Climate change is likely to
augment the natural highs and lows of lake levels, causing more variability and a faster rate of change,
making each of these potential ramifications both more likely and less predictable.
W at e r T e m p e r at u r e
Climatologists predict there will be fewer days below freezing in Michigan and other Great Lakes states.
As temperatures remain warm for a greater part of the year, the winter season will shorten and the
lake ice cover that accompanies winter weather will decline. Lake ice cover allows heat radiation to be
reflected, and when it declines, the surface water temperature will increase as more heat is absorbed
by the water. The ice coverage on the Great Lakes and Lake St. Claire declined by 71% from 1973 to 2010,
and ice covers the lake for an average of 15 fewer days each year.37
The associated impacts of rising water temperature include changes to where fish and other aquatic
animals can live, increased vulnerability to invasive species, and increased risk of algae blooms.38
Rising water temperature also enables winds to travel faster across the surface of the lake, increasing
the vulnerability of coastal communities to damaging waves as storms and winds increase.39 Lastly, ice
cover protects the shoreline during winter storms. With less ice cover, the shoreline is more susceptible
to erosion and habitat disruption.

University of Michigan Research Study
As part of this master planning process, the University of Michigan has analyzed shoreline ecosystem
and physical dynamics to help Grand Haven manage its shoreline. A brief summary of the team’s
framework, results, and recommendations are presented in this chapter. Much more detail on this
process, methodology, and results are presented in Appendix B.
Overview of Research Framework
The Research Framework of this study uses scenario planning to assess environmental and land use
conditions under different management options and Climate Futures. Scenario planning, in general,
identifies driving forces to inform a range of scenarios that are then analyzed and evaluated. In this
context, the project team identified two driving forces: (1) rising levels of flood waters and (2) local
government management options. These forces informed the creation of multiple Climate Futures each
of which are managed differently. Each Climate Future was tested against each management option
33 Cruce,
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34 Ibid.
35 Ibid.
36 Dinse, Keely. Preparing for Extremes: The Dynamic Great Lakes. Michigan Sea Grant. Web. Accessed July 2015.
37 Austin, J. A., & Colman, S. M. (2007). Oceans- L06604 - Lake Superior summer water temperatures are increasing more rapidly than regional
air temperatures: A positive ice-albedo feedback (DOI 10.1029/2006GL029021). Geophysical Research Letters, 34, 6.).
38 Dinse, Keely. Preparing for Extremes: The Dynamic Great Lakes. Michigan Sea Grant. Web. Accessed July 2015.
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and evaluated for impacts on the environment and land use in the community. This framework is
presented visually in Table 9.1.

Table 9.1 Research Framework
Lucky

Expected

Perfect Storm

Climate Future

Climate Future

Climate Future

Current Structures and Infrastructure
Build-Out According to Current Zoning
Build-Out According to Current Master Plan
Build-Out According to Best Management Practices

C l i m at e F u t u r e d e f i n i t i o n s
• “Lucky” Future – Under the Lucky Climate Future, Great Lakes water levels will continue to stay
relatively low. Although there will be wave and wind action, major storm events and wave impacts
will not encroach on properties landward of current beaches. A Lucky flood projection is shown in
Map 9.1.
• “Expected” Future – Under the Expected Climate Future, Great Lakes water levels will continue
to fluctuate according to long-term decadal patterns, including recent extreme storm events
incorporated into FEMA’s ongoing Great Lakes Coastal Flood Study. There will be periods of high
water levels similar to the long-term highs recorded in 1986, with Great Lakes still-water elevation
closer to that of long-term average (580 feet). There will also be more frequent large storm events
than in the past. Map 9.2 shows an Expected flood projection.
• “Perfect Storm” Future – Under the Perfect Storm Climate Future, Great Lakes water levels will
continue to fluctuate according to decadal patterns, consistent with assumptions made for
the Expected future. However, still-water elevation will be higher than the long-term average
and closer to the long-term high (583 feet). The Perfect Storm Climate Future also accounts for
flooding from rivers. Map 9.3 shows a Perfect Storm flood projection.
Management Options
1. Current Practices
Under this option, the Grand Haven Community will continue to manage land in the same
manner it currently employs, in accordance with adopted plans, zoning ordinances, and
relevant local ordinances.
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2. Build-out According to Current Zoning
Under this option, the community will undergo a full build-out of residential development
according to its existing zoning code. Additional homes are built in areas at the base flood
elevation and are at risk for flooding. This is not an exact picture of the development capacity
in the community; rather, this work equates to an estimate of where development may possibly
occur under the current zoning, with additional land set aside for open space, driveways,
streets, and yards. See Map 9.4 for a visual of where these points are located.
3. Build-out According to Master Plan
Under this option, the community will achieve a full build-out in accordance with guidelines
set forth in its master plan. This experimental option was intended to capture measurable
differences between a master plan and a zoning ordinance, which could help local jurisdictions
identify opportunities to improve both documents.
4. Build-out According to Best Management Practices (BMPs)
Under this option, the Grand Haven community will adopt and implement Best Management
Practices to preserve natural resources and protect private property. See Map 9.4 for a visual
of where these points are located. For this study, only several Best Management Practices are
modeled. The selected BMPs were chosen as they have a significant spatial effect that can be
easily modeled using CommunityViz software. Additionally, each has a policy or regulatory
impact achieved through a zoning ordinance.
The intent of including this management option is to present several amendments that 		
could be adopted that may influence the impact on land use and the environment in the
community.
The BMPs modeled in this management option are:
•
•
•

50-foot buffers around any inland water like rivers, lakes, and streams.
50-foot buffers around any wetland 5 or more acres in size, as defined by the 		
State of Michigan’s Final Wetland Inventory data.
A complete restriction of any development within a wetland 5 or more acres in size, as
defined by the State of Michigan’s Final Wetland Inventory data.

Each Climate Future was tested against each management option for its impact on the land use and
environmental conditions in the Grand Haven community. The experimental “Build-out According
to Master Plan” management option served as a useful conceptual aid during the planning process,
but it did not yield enough measurable data to be effectively modeled. Therefore, only the results of
the “Current Practices,” “Build-out According to Current Zoning,” and “Build-out According to Best
Management Practices” management options are discussed in this chapter.
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s c e n a r i o p l a n n i n g t o a s s e s s l a n d u s e a n d e n v i r o n m e n ta l c o n d i t i o n s
Each management option can be analyzed in each of the three Climate Futures. This creates an array
of scenarios the City could reasonably encounter in the foreseeable future regarding flooding and
local government management options. Each scenario has a different impact on the land use and
environmental conditions in the City of Grand Haven. The remainder of this chapter presents the
results of the modeling, derived by pairing each management option with each Climate Future. Land
use impacts include the acreage, parcels, structures, and critical facilities that would be impacted
under different Climate Futures for each management option. Environmental conditions include the
acreage of wetlands, tree canopy, impervious surface, Critical Dune Areas, and High Risk Erosion Areas
impacted in each Climate Future for each management option.

L a n d U s e R e s u lt s
T o ta l A c r e s
The total acres of land impacted by flooding increases from the Lucky Climate Future to the Perfect
Storm Climate Future. The number of acres impacted increases the most between the Lucky and
Expected forecast (68%). Between the Expected and Perfect Storm, the total acres impacted increases
by about 7%. Table 9.2 shows the total acres of land impacted under each future flood forecast in the
City of Grand Haven.

Table 9.2 Total Land Acres impacted by flooding
City of Grand Haven

Lucky

Expected

Perfect Storm

336

565

606

Parcels
As Table 9.3 shows, between 667 and 985 parcels are impacted depending on the severity of the climate
future in the City of Grand Haven.
In the Lucky climate future, about 30% of the parcels impacted are zoned Waterfront. An additional
23% (154 parcels) are ‘other’, which are largely unclassified under current zoning. An additional 17%
(112 parcels) are zoned for planned development. About 12% (77 parcels) of the parcels impacted in the
lucky climate future are in some type of residential zone.
In the Expected climate future, the number of residential parcels impacted increased by 122%, to a
total of 171 parcels. A greater number of parcels zoned as Waterfront, North Shore, and parcels that are
publicly owned are impacted.
In the Perfect Storm climate future, 985 parcels are impacted. Only about 21% (236 parcels) are zoned
waterfront. A greater mix of industrial, residential, North Shore, and Old Town parcels are impacted.
In general, as the future climate causes more severe flooding, greater numbers of residential and
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Table 9.3 Total Parcels Impacted by Zone
Lucky

Expected

Perfect Storm

Planned Development

112

112

182

Old Town

24

24

33

Waterfront

197

201

211

Waterfront 2

0

25

25

North Shore

4

99

99

Commercial

2

2

2

Traditional Industrial

60

60

61

Industrial

37

37

40

Moderate Density Residential

46

46

51

Multiple Family Residential

31

53

53

Dune Residential

0

72

72

Publicly Owned Impacted (118 total)

0

27

40

Other

154

156

156

Total Parcels Impacted

667

887

985

industrial parcels may be impacted. While waterfront parcels are likely zoned to anticipate some
measure of flooding, as flooding increases, a greater mix of residential and industrial properties may be
impacted. Commercial parcels seem to bear the least impact across all future climate forecasts.
Maps 9.5, 9.6, 9.7 in Appendix C visualize the type of parcels impacted under the lucky, expected, and
perfect storm.
Structures
Between 78 and 497 structures may be impacted in the City depending on the severity of the climate
and the management practices the City pursues. Table 9.4 summarizes the total number of structures
impacted under the climate futures and management options.
In the Lucky climate future, if no Best Management Practices are implemented and the City achieves a
full build-out, 228 structures could be built in areas subject to inundation. This number reduces to just
80 properties, 78 of which are currently built, if the City implements Best Management Practices.
In the Expected climate future, 287 properties could be impacted if Best Management Practices
are implemented for future development. If no Best Management Practices are implemented, 441
structures could be subject to inundation.
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In the Perfect Storm climate future, 305 properties could be impacted if Best Management Practices
are implemented for future development. If no Best Management Practices are implemented, 497
structures could be subject to inundation.
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Table 9.4 Number of Structures Impacted by flooding
Current Infrastructure and Development
Build-out According to Current Zoning
Ordinance (Additional Structures Impacted)
Build-out According to Best Management
Practices (Additional Structures Impacted)

Perfect

Lucky

Expected

78

239

150

202

241

2

48

49

Storm

256

In general, as the future climate causes more severe flooding, implementing Best Management
Practices prove to be reduce the number of structures damaged by about 60% as the community grows.
Critical Facilities
There were no critical facilities impacted under any future climate forecast. Again, the critical facilities
analyzed included the current locations of police and fire stations, schools, places of worship, utilities,
public facilities, and water treatment plants.

E n v i r o n m e n ta l R e s u lt s
Wetlands
Wetlands are an important tool for community resilience, particularly for benefits related to flood
control and water quality. GIS was used to compare existing wetlands to areas of potential wetland
restoration in each Climate Future to give the City a broader picture of areas that could best provide
the flood-control benefits of wetlands. Additionally, unprotected wetlands (i.e., under 5 acres in size)
were counted using GIS. It is important that this analysis is an overall, generalizable study useful to
compare one scenario to another. It should not be used to identify individual wetlands or areas of
private property suitable to wetland restoration.
Table 9.5 shows the number of acres of wetlands impacted by flooding in each Climate Future. Existing
wetlands are estimated using national and state data, and wetlands included in Maps 9.8, 9.9, and
9.10 either are, or are likely to be, a wetland. Table 9.5 shows the inundation of existing wetlands is
relatively stable across the Climate Futures. There are nearly 500 acres of existing wetlands impacted
by all three Climate Futures. These wetlands provide some flood protection by absorbing flood water.
While this study does not quantify the benefit of the existing wetlands to the City, studies have shown
one acre of coastal wetlands can hold up to one million gallons of water.
Over 90% of the City’s existing wetlands are likely to received flood waters in the Lucky Climate Future.
The existing wetlands compared to the three Climate Futures are shown in Maps 9.8, 9.9, and 9.10 in
Appendix C.
Potential wetlands are areas with hydric soils, are not currently developed, and have been identified
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Table 9.5 wetlands summary
Existing Wetlands (Acreage)
%, out of total existing wetlands
Potential Wetlands (Acreage)
%, out of total potential wetlands
Unprotected Wetlands (Acreage)
%, out of total unprotected wetlands

Lucky

Expected

491
87.50%
127
17.40%
42
64.60%

492
87.70%
127
17.40%
44
67.70%

Perfect
Storm

496
88.40%
150
20.50%
45
69.20%

by the National Wetland Inventory as potential wetland restoration areas. Table 9.5 shows there is some
opportunity to increase wetlands in each flood zone – an increase of about 17% to 21% depending on the
Climate Future. Potential wetlands compared to three Climate Futures are shown in Maps 9.11, 9.12, and
9.13 in Appendix C.
Wetlands are under 5 acres in size are considered unprotected, as they are not currently regulated by
any local or state process. In aggregate, small wetlands can still have a large effect on the ecosystem’s
flood control. Table 9.5 shows the City has about 40 acres of unprotected wetlands in areas likely to
flood in each Climate Future. Over 60% of the City’s unprotected wetlands are in areas likely to flood
under each Climate Future. Unprotected wetlands are shown in Maps 9.14, 9.15, and 9.16 in Appendix C.
W e t l a n d s at R i s k
It is difficult to estimate the impacts of future development on existing and potential wetlands, given
the site-specific permitting process currently in place. That is, it is impossible to predict how many
land owners may apply to develop a wetland area, or how many of those applications may be approved
or denied. However, the project team was able to demonstrate the impact future development may
have on wetlands by visually showing the wetlands on or near properties with room for development
under current zoning. Map 9.17 shows existing wetlands and nearby areas that are open, under current
zoning, for development. Many existing wetlands in the City are near areas open to development.
If the City pursues development in line with Best Management Practices, fewer existing wetlands are at
risk by comparing the orange and purple build-out points in Map 9.17 in Appendix C.
TREE CANOPY
Trees help absorb some inundation during times of flooding. In addition to flood mitigation, tree
canopies reduce heat by providing shade and wildlife habitat, improving air quality, and adding
aesthetic value.
The purpose of this tree canopy analysis is to roughly estimate the area within public properties and
road right of ways that might be forested to better mitigate increased flooding and its associated
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impacts. It may lay a groundwork for future research into areas that could be strategically reforested to
help reduce flood risk. Table 9.6 shows the acres of existing and potential tree canopy in each Climate
Future.

Table 9.6 Tree Canopy analysis
Existing Acres
Potential Acres
% of Potential Increase

Lucky

Expected

184.8
27.9
15.10%

219.15
32.3
14.70%

Perfect
Storm

235.2
37.1
15.80%

This tree canopy analysis shows the potential for increased tree canopy on public properties and road
right of ways (i.e., not including private property) in each flood zone. Map 9.18 in Appendix C shows
the existing and potential tree canopy used in this analysis. In general, the City has many areas where
tree plantings could be a strategy to reduce flooding in the City. In the Perfect Storm Climate Future,
the City could increase its tree canopy by nearly 30 acres.
I m p e r v i o u s S u r f a c e s i n a r e a s l i k e ly t o f l o o d
Impervious surfaces have a well-understood negative impact in a flood event. The increased runoff
can exacerbate the risk of structural damage and reduce regional water quality. This is an especially
important variable to consider in a flood zone. Impervious surface includes building footprints as well
as sidewalks, driveways, and roads.
The purpose of this analysis is to roughly estimate the percentage of each flood zone that is currently
impervious. These numbers only reflect current conditions and can be seen as conservative in light of
inevitable future growth.
The City of Grand Haven has 1,144 acres of impervious surface, about 28% of its total land area. Table
9.7 shows that each climate future’s flood area is around 10% paved. Studies recommend that the

Table 9.7 Summary of Impervious Surface
Impervious (Acres)
% of Climate Future Impervious

Lucky

Expected

34
10%

60
11%

Perfect
Storm

71
12%

percentage of impervious surface in any general area be below 10% to remain protected from harmful
amounts of runoff.40 This analysis suggests that any increases in the amount of impervious surface
should be carefully considered, and the City should take steps to reduce the amount of impervious
surface, especially in the Climate Future flood areas. Map 9.19 in Appendix C shows the impervious
surface currently in the City of Grand Haven.
40 Flinker,

AICP (2010). The Need to Reduce Impervious Cover to Protect Water Quality. Web. Accessed July 2015.
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CRITICAL DUNE Areas impacted by flooding
Critical Dune Areas are important assets for the Grand Haven community and, due to their soil
composition, may be especially vulnerable to damage from flooding. Our intent is to provide some base
of analysis for the future health of Critical Dunes, especially as development on Critical Dunes is likely
to increase due to weakened regulations noted earlier.
While it is impossible to predict the number and scope of development permits that may be granted in
the future, we were able to provide some insight into parcels that may be developed in or near Critical
Dune Areas (Maps 9.20 and 9.21).
Table 9.8 shows that relatively few acres of Critical Dune Area would be impacted by flooding in the
Lucky Climate Future. Around one-third of the City’s Critical Dunes are impacted under the Expected
and Perfect Storm Climate Futures. While this analysis does not investigate how dune land behaves
during flooding, the proportion of dune land in each flood zone is useful information for planning
future development in the City.

Table 9.8 Acreage of Critical Dune Areas in Each Flood Zone
Critical Dune (Acres)
% of critical dune land
in each climate future

Lucky

Expected

7

177

2%

31%

Perfect
Storm

177

29%

Perhaps more importantly, the potential for development in and near Critical Dune Areas is very high.
Map 9.20 shows the “Build-out According to Current Zoning” management option in relation to Critical
Dune Areas. It is clear the Grand Haven community has intense build-out potential in areas designated
as Critical Dunes. The City should consider methods, as recommended in the next section, to restrict
this potential for development. Map 9.21 in Appendix C shows the build-out potential of the City in
relation to Critical Dune Areas if the City builds out according to Best Management Practices. Still,
great potential for development is clustered in or near Critical Dune Areas, suggesting the City should
consider new methods, beyond what is modeled here, to address this concern.
High Risk Erosion Areas impacted by flooding
The shoreline north of the Grand River is designated as a High Risk Erosion Area (HREA). As part of this
study, we compared HREAs in the City with VE zones, the zones designated in the Great Lakes Coastal
Flood Study as having strong, high velocity waves that could increase the pace of erosion. Map 9.22 in
Appendix C shows the areas along the coastline designated as an HREA as a line offset from the shore.
The map also shows areas designated as a VE zone in the Great Lakes Coastal Flood Study.
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R e c o m m e n d at i o n s
The analysis presented above modeled only several of many Best Management Practices. Yet, even
these minimal interventions greatly reduced the land use and environmental assets at risk as the
community and the climate continues to change. The goal of this exercise was to identify how the
order of magnitude changes as flood risks rise. By implementing Best Management Practices, this
analysis suggests that the land use and environmental risks can be largely addressed.
Following is a list of Best Management Practices collected from other research throughout the state.
This list is in no way comprehensive, and each recommendation needs further research to determine
if it is appropriate in either community. These recommendations are listed separately from the goals,
objectives, and actions discussed later in the plan. The City should use the results of this study to
further develop recommendations.
These recommendations are summarized around six key areas of focus:
• Private Property
• Public Health
• Emergency Management
• Public Infrastructure
• Natural Resources and Ecosystem Services
• Water Quality
P r o t e c t i n g P r i vat e P r o p e r t y
a.
Public acquisition of repetitive loss areas or areas identified as at risk for coastal flooding.
Develop these areas as parks, trails, or other community amenities that can withstand 		
temporary flooding and inundation.
b.

Participate in the FEMA Community Rating System and set benchmarks to increase score.

c.

Adopt a local wetland ordinance that protects smaller wetlands (less than 5 acres) to promote
wetland services in neighborhoods.

d.

Require that state and local wetland permits are obtained prior to a zoning amendment
approval.

e.

Enact deed restrictions stating the existence of an environmentally sensitive area on public
property.

f.

Encourage implementation of green infrastructure, through incentives, storm water utility fees
and storm water credit manuals.

g.

In new developments, cluster development that allows structures to be sited in less vulnerable
coastal areas.

h.

Adopt performance standards that minimize on-site soil and vegetative disruptions.
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i.

Transfer of Development Rights – to a receiving zone in an inland area away from coastal
hazards.

j.

Purchase of Development Rights – Work with a land bank or conservation district to purchase
rights to development in areas at risk for coastal zone flooding.

P r o t e c t i n g P u b l i c H e a lt h
k.
Provide incentives for on-site stormwater treatment to reduce standing water.
l.

Increase capacity of stormwater sewer system to handle heavier precipitation events.

Emergency Management
m.
Regularly update the County Hazard Mitigation Plan to address coastal hazards and dynamic
coastal conditions.
n.

Ensure at least one municipal staff employee is a certified floodplain manager.

o.

Convene collaborative discussions regarding emergency management planning and long-term
adaptation strategies.

p.

Implement and test emergency communications systems.

q.

Identify public locations with back-up power supplies.

r.

Require homes in areas prone to flooding and/or storm events to have back-up power supplies.

s.

Ensure all large institutions have an all hazards plan.

Protecting Public Infrastructure
t.
Update design standards to build roads, culverts, and bridges in adherence with updated
precipitation tables.
u.

Do not allow public infrastructure to be built in Special Flood Hazard Areas, VE zones, AE
zones, AO, or X zones.

v.

Ensure critical facilities are sited outside the VE/AE zones.

P r o t e c t i n g N at u r a l R e s o u r c e s a n d M a x i m i z e E c o s y s t e m S e r v i c e s
w.
Target wetland restoration
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x.

Identify high priority public lands for wetland restoration and apply for MDEQ grants to
fund restoration projects.

y.

Conduct a community inventory of environmentally sensitive areas and create 50 ft. buffers
around all environmentally sensitive areas.

z.

Require native vegetation on coastal properties, particularly near Critical Dune Areas and other
environmentally sensitive areas.

aa.

Zone for low intensity and low density around environmentally sensitive areas.
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bb.

Continue to use Sensitive Overlay District in zoning and future land use plans.

P r o t e c t i n g W at e r Q u a l i t y
cc.
Require street vacuuming or street sweeping on a regular basis.
dd.

Prioritize open space protection through the master plan process for areas that are contiguous, 		
provide flood protection, and provide storm water filtration.

ee.

The Master Plan should recognize the relationship between water quality and stormwater 		
management.

ff.

Limit percentages of impervious surfaces in new developments (no more than 10%).

gg.

Adopt lakeshore setbacks to regulate tree cutting, mowing, and fertilizer use.

hh.

Regulate key hole development (large developments with narrow frontage on the water).

Conclusion and Next Steps
Overall, this project outlines a clear way for the Grand Haven community to identify areas at risk of
flooding. It includes a strategy for reasonably assessing build-out potential in relation to flood risk,
and evaluates how that risk levels lower when each jurisdiction adopts several Best Management
Practices as ordinances. These carefully adopted Best Management Practices can make the community
more resilient to flood risk in terms of land use (structures, roads, and critical facilities impacted) and
environmental assets (wetlands, trees, pervious surface). This analysis suggests that the Grand Haven
community should conduct further research and choose Best Management Practices that best fit the
community’s unique needs. To that end, this report includes a library of Best Management Practices
that could be adopted in this and future master plans, zoning ordinances, and other ordinances.
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Introduction
The effects of climate change have been felt by everyone. With planning and preparation,
communities can weather the storms and recover, becoming even better places to live and thrive.
Through community-wide planning, resilient cities and townships actively cultivate their abilities
to recover from adverse situations and events, working to strengthen and diversify their local
economies and communication networks, increase social capital and civic engagement, enhance
ecosystem services, improve human health and social systems, and build local adaptive capacity.

Building Community Resilience
According to the Rand Corporation, community resilience is a measure of the sustained ability of
a community to utilize available resources to respond, withstand, and/or recover from adverse
situations.1 The Rockefeller Foundation emphasizes equity as an important component of resilience,
stating that community resilience is the capacity for people – particularly the poor and vulnerable
– to survive and thrive no matter what stresses or shocks they encounter.2 Communities that
are resilient are able to learn from adversity and adapt quickly to change. In general, the most
important characteristics of community resilience are: (1) strong and meaningful social connections,
(2) social and economic diversity, (3) innovation and creative problem solving capacity, and (4)
extensive use of ecosystem services.3 The Rockefeller Foundation has identified 12 indicators that
make for a resilient community (see right panel). However, it is important to acknowledge that
every community is unique and not all indicators or characteristics are needed to be “resilient”.
The Grand Haven planning process aimed to increase resilience by fostering civic engagement and
improving communication and cooperation between cultural and service organizations. To improve
economic resilience, communities can work to encourage and support local production of goods and
supplies, increasing self-reliance and reducing the flow of funds out of the community. Programs
to encourage local investing and entrepreneurship have been helpful in building both employment
and production capacity. Local investments, consumption of locally produced products, and locally
owned businesses all help to diversify the community’s economy, giving it greater resilience.

According to the Rockefeller
F o u n d at i o n , a r e s i l i e n t c o m m u n i t y
often has…
1. Minimal human vulnerability
2. Diverse livelihoods and employment
3. Adequate safeguards to
human life and health
4. Collective identity and mutual support
5. Social stability and security
6. Availability of financial resources
and contingency funds
7. Reduced physical exposure
and vulnerability
8. Continuity of critical services
9. Reliable communications and mobility
10. Effective leadership and management
11. Empowered stakeholders
12. Integrated development planning

The following is a community vulnerability assessment focused on Grand Haven Township and
the City of Grand Haven. This assessment begins with an overview of regional climate trends
and predicted societal impacts, then transitions to detailed assessments of the community’s
vulnerabilities to extreme heat and flooding events. Although the assessment is concentrated on
these two specific types of events, many of the considerations and societal impacts identified would
The Rand Corporation. http://www.rand.org/multi/resilience-in-action/faqs.html
The Rockefeller Foundation: City Resilience Framework. April 2014. ARUP. https://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/report/city-resilience-framework/
3 Walker and Salt. (2006) Resilience Thinking: Sustaining Ecosystems and People in a Changing World. Island Press, Washington.
1
2
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be present under other stresses and shocks within the community.

Downscaling climate data is a
strategy for generating locally
relevant data from global
scale predictions. The result is
regionally specific forecasts

In completing the assessment, factors, such as demographics, environmental conditions, locations
of critical facilities and essential services, and the built environment are considered. This
assessment informs recommendations in both community’s master plan for reducing the identified
vulnerabilities through policies, programs, and projects, which will inevitably lead to a more
resilient community.

C l i m at e Va r i a b i l i t y
Climate and weather are directly related, but not the same thing. Weather refers to the day-to-day
conditions in a particular place: sun or rain, hot or cold. The term climate refers to the long-term
weather patterns over regions or large geographic areas. When scientists speak of global climate
change, they are referring to generalized, global patterns of weather over months, years and
decades. To help predict what the climate will be in the future, scientists use three-dimensional
computer models of the earth’s atmosphere, oceans and land surfaces to understand past trends and
predict future changes. These General Circulation Models (GCM) have been improved and verified
in recent years, resulting in relatively reliable predictions for climate changes over large regions.
To help predict climate trends at the earth’s surface for smaller regions, scientists apply downscaling
techniques.

FIGURE 10.1 Annual Global Temperatures, combined Land and Ocean

As stated by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC),
significant changes in the earth’s climate have been observed
and thoroughly documented.4 Warming of the climate system is
unequivocal and is now evident in average air and ocean temperatures,
rising sea levels and the melting of ice. Figure 10.1 provides a summary
of observed changes in land and ocean temperatures over the last
150 years.5 The bar-graph in Figure 10.2 presents observed changes
in the amount of ice cover on the Great Lakes. Overall, there has been
a 71% reduction in the extent of Great Lakes ice cover between 1973
and 2010, led by losses on Lake Ontario.6 The decrease in ice cover is
another strong indicator of change.
The Great Lakes Integrated Sciences Assessment (GLISA) is a
consortium of scientists and educators from the University of
Michigan and Michigan State University that is funded by the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) to provide climate
resources, including downscaled models, for communities across the
Great Lakes Region. According to GLISA, the Great Lakes Region has
already experienced a 2.3° F increase in average temperatures. An

International Panel on Climate Change 2014 Synthesis Report. 2014 http://www.ipcc.ch/
NCDC/NEDIS/NOAA www.ncdc.noaa.gov
6 Wang, J., X. Bai, H. Hu, A. Clites, M. Colton, and B. Lofgren. 2011. Temporal and spatial variability of Great Lakes Ice Cover, 1973-2010. Journal
of Climate 25:1318-1329.
4
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additional increase of 1.8 to 5.4° F in average temperatures is projected FIGURE 10.2 Ice Cover in the Great Lakes
by 2050. Although these numbers are relatively small, they are driving
very dramatic changes in Michigan’s climate.
Based on the most recent models, the climate of Grand Haven,
Michigan will continue to warm, with greater increases in temperature
during the winter months and at night. There are a variety of weather
impacts expected with this change in average temperatures. Some of
the potential impacts of climate change in Grand Haven include:
• Storms are expected to become more frequent and more severe.
• Increases in winter and spring precipitation
• Less precipitation as snow and more as rain
• Less winter ice on lakes
• Extended growing season (earlier spring/later fall)
• Greater frequency and intensity of storms
• More flooding events with risks of erosion
• Increases in frequency and length of severe heat events
• Increased risk of drought, particularly in summer
It is important to note that increased flooding and more intense
drought are not mutually exclusive nor contradictory. In the Great
Lakes region, scientists are predicting more intense rain events in the
fall and winter and more intense droughts in the summer months.
These changes in climate could have a number of both positive and
negative effects on the Grand Haven Community.

Source: http://nca2014.globalchange.gov/report/our-changing-climate/melting
ice#graphic-16703

For example, an extended growing season could help support new crops and increase crop yields for
area farmers. On the other hand, the highly variable weather conditions such as severe storms and
flooding mixed with summer droughts present big challenges to farming.
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FIGURE 10.3
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Source: https://www.arborday.org/media/map_change.cfm

Much of the U. S. has been warmer in recent years,
and that affects which plants grow best in various
regions. The Arbor Day Foundation completed an
extensive updating of U.S. Hardiness Zones based
upon data from 5,000 National Climatic Data Center
cooperative stations across the continental United
States. As is illustrated in Figure 10.3, zones in west
Michigan are shifting northward. Zone 5 plants that
previously thrived in Grand Haven, now do best in
northern Michigan, while zone 6 plants that once
thrived in states like Tennessee, now will grow well
in Grand Haven.
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s e v e r e W e at h e r E v e n t s i n t h e G r a n d H av e n C o m m u n i t y
The following section summarizes a few of the major weather-related events in the Grand Haven
community and west Michigan over the past century. Oftentimes, severe weather events result in
negative impacts to the local economy and to vulnerable populations in the community.

“Future crop yields will be more strongly
influenced by anomalous weather events than
by changes in average temperature or annual
precipitation. Cold injury due to a freeze event
after plant budding can decimate fruit crop
production, as happened in 2002, and again in
2012, to Michigan’s $60 million tart cherry crop.”

Third U.S. National Climate Assessment - 2014

FIGURE 10.4 Severe Weather events timeline
JUNE 1-SEPTEMBER 21, 1996

Ottawa County was granted a disaster
declaration for drought by the U.S.
Secretary of Agriculture, area farmers
eligible for low interest federal loans

JULY 17-18, 1982

Record rain fall - 11.0 inches, 20 percent of
the Holland area population was without
power for an extended period of time.
Resulted in property damages throughout
west Michigan..

APRIL 6, 1997

APRIL, 2013

An intense low pressure system
with wind gust up to 70 miles
per hour and wave heights of
10 to 15 feet passed though
Ottawa County. Widespread
wind damage and lake shore
beach erosion was reported
across the area.

Steady rain caused the
Grand River to crest at
21.85 feet, causing large
amounts of debris and
sediment to deposit on
the community’s shoreline
(as pictured to the right).

1
9
0
0

JUNE 17, 2013

JULY 5, 1994

1904

is one of the driest years
on record for Ottawa
County. That year only
23.97 inches of rain fell
in Grand Haven.

Heavy rain resulted in the
dumping of more than 4.2
million gallons of untreated
sewage into the Grand River
at Grand Rapids.

MAY 31, 1998

Severe thunderstorms passed through
west Michigan, producing winds up
to 130 miles per hour. Hundreds of
homes sustained significant property
damage, 45 people were evacuated,
and 31 people required emergency
shelter.

Heat Emergency officials opened the
Grand Haven City Hall
and the Grand Haven
Community Center to
serve as emergency
cooling centers.
Temperatures reached
the 90s and heat indices
approached 100

2
0
2
0
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FIGURE 10.5 Michigan Lyme Disease Risk Map in 2014

P u b l i c H e a lt h a n d C l i m at e
Major health effects of long-term climatic change are predicted for the Midwest Region.
Already, people in Michigan are experiencing higher rates of skin and eye damage
from increased exposure to ultraviolet radiation, increased incidence of respiratory
and cardiovascular diseases, and increased incidence of vector-borne and water-borne
diseases.7 Weather conditions and high heat events exacerbate poor health conditions
like allergies, asthma, and obesity.
The Michigan Department of Health and Human Services (MDHHS) published the
Michigan Climate and Health Adaptation Plan (2011). The Plan indicates there is an
increase in the number of illnesses and deaths as a result of extreme heat events;
declining air quality as a result of increased production of ozone and particulate matter
from heat and drought events; and adverse changes to water quality and availability
following severe weather events. In the long-term, health experts are most concerned
with a rising incidence of infectious diseases and outbreaks of new diseases not
currently endemic to Michigan, increasing numbers of disease vectors and appearance
of new vectors not currently established in Michigan, and a degradation of food safety
and security and food supply. For example, backlegged ticks are one disease vector
that has increased in recent years. According to the MDHHS, the first official reported
human case of Lyme disease was in 1985. Cases have now been reported in both the
upper and lower peninsula and are increasing. It is anticipated that the number of
cases reported will continue to increase due to public and medical personnel education,
and expanding tick ranges. Figure 10.5 illustrates the distribution of the risk for Lyme
disease in Michigan, which has increased in recent years.

Source: MDCH 2014, Disease and Special Projects Section

Vulnerability Assessments
Communities interested in becoming more resilient assess their vulnerabilities and make action plans
to reduce their sensitivities and exposures to hazards of all kinds. This Community Vulnerability
Assessment has been compiled by the Land Information Access Association to provide a wide variety
of useful information aimed at improving climate resilience by reducing human and community
vulnerabilities. This Assessment supports the land use planning and community development process
known as Resilient Michigan and focuses on the City of Grand Haven and Grand Haven Charter
Township.
Vulnerability = Exposure + Sensitivity
A Vulnerability Assessment is designed to identify and help prioritize adaptation strategies in the
84

7 National Research Council. Reconciling observations of global temperature change. Washington, DC: National Academy Press,
2000:86.
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community planning process. A model that defines ‘vulnerability’ as ‘exposure plus sensitivity’ is
used to complete the assessment.8 Exposure refers to hazards in the natural or built environment,
while sensitivity refers to the degree to which a community or certain segments of a community
could be impacted by an event. This concept has been used recently in a variety of studies such as
equity and adaptation assessments conducted by the NAACP9, vulnerability and its relationship
to adaptation10, and hazard-specific vulnerability assessments aimed at measuring exposure,
sensitivity, and resilience.11

Exposure refers to hazards in
the natural or built environment
while sensitivity refers to the
degree to which a community or
certain segments of a community
could be impacted by an event.

By assessing the potential for exposure to a hazard and the sensitivities of specific populations, maps
are generated that identify the community’s areas with relatively greater vulnerability. This tool
provides direction for community planners and public health workers in reducing risks to human
health in the future by knowing where the areas of vulnerability lie and why the vulnerability exists.
For the purposes of this tool, based on the greatest risks in Michigan and most likely predicted
climate changes, the vulnerability assessments were limited to extreme heat waves and flooding.
However, climate change is predicted to result in increases of other exposures that should also be
considered in community planning and development (e.g., high winds, tornadoes).
Our assessments were based in part on data obtained from the American Community Survey, a
continuing survey program operated by the U.S. Census Bureau. This data includes information
on housing, income, and education characteristics of the population in geographic areas called
block groups, containing between 600 and 3,000 individuals. Data from the 2010 Census was also
used, including population age and racial composition collected by at the Census block level, which
are the smallest available geographic areas for demographic data. Data sets concerning parcel
characteristics were obtained from Ottawa County, the City of Grand Haven, and Grand Haven
Charter Township. Building footprint data was obtained from Ottawa County and tree canopy cover
was digitized using an orthophotograph from 2009.12

H e at V u l n e r a b i l i t y
Community vulnerability to heat events varies spatially, on local, regional, and national scales. In
Michigan communities there are varying degrees of vulnerability to heat based on proximity to the
Great Lakes, access to air conditioning, and surrounding environmental factors like tree canopy and
impervious surfaces.
Studies have shown that heat-related mortality generally occurs in areas of the community that
8 Foundations for Community Climate Action: Defining Climate Change Vulnerability in Detroit. University of Michigan. December 2012.
9 Equity in Building Resilience in Adaptation Planning. National Association for the Advancement of Colored people (NAACP)
10 Adger, W. N. (2006). “Vulnerability.” Global Environmental Change 16 (3): 268-281. Adger, W. N., N. Arnell, and E. Tompkins
(2005). “Adapting to climate change-perspectives across scales.” Global Environmental Change 15(2):77-86.
11 Polsky, C., R. Neff, and B. Yarnal (2007). “Building comparable global change vulnerability assessments: the vulnerability scoping diagram.” Global Environmental Change 17(3-4): 472-485.
12 USDA and NRCS Geospatial Data Gateway
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are warmer, less stable, and are home to more disadvantaged populations.13 One study found that
neighborhoods with the highest temperatures and the least amount of open space and vegetation
were also likely to be the most socioeconomically disadvantaged. 14 The same study also found the
strongest protective factor for residents was access to air conditioning in the home and in other
places, as well as having access to transportation.
A 2012 literature review conducted by researchers at the University of Michigan indicates that
children under five and persons over age 65 are highly sensitive to heat events, as are persons living
in lower-income census tracts and minority populations. Living alone, being confined to bed, having
a mental illness, not leaving home daily, living on higher floors of multistory buildings, and suffering
from alcoholism are additional factors that are associated with increased risk of heat-related
mortality.
Many Michigan communities are rural and suburban. There have been limited studies conducted on
how heat events impact rural and suburban communities, but one study notes that rural populations
may exhibit patterns of vulnerability different from those of urban populations.15

H e at S e n s i t i v i t y A s s e s s m e n t
To create the sensitivity and exposure maps, as well as the resulting vulnerability maps, LIAA relied
on methodologies developed at the University of Michigan’s Taubman College of Architecture and
Urban Planning in a 2012 report.16
To conduct the heat sensitivity assessment of the Grand Haven Community, the project team used
a geographic information system (GIS) for spatial data analyses to show the relative distribution of
people most at risk. Five factors have been identified as primary contributors to the sensitivities and
risks of people exposed to a heat wave (people over 65 years of age, people living alone, people over
25 with less than a high school education, minority populations, and people living below the poverty
line). Using the U.S. Census data, the project team identified the percentages of people living in each
area (Block Group or Block) for each sensitivity factor.
People who are older have greater sensitivity to extreme heat events. The technical literature also
indicates that older age is associated with higher hospital admission rates in heat waves. The Percent
of Population 65 and Older (Map 10.1 in Appendix C) depicts the relative concentration of older
adults in the community by Census Block.
Upon review of the map, planning commission members noted that many older people do not live in
the Grand Haven Community full-time, thus people who leave for the winter (snowbirds) may not be

13 Foundations for Community Climate Action: Defining Climate Change Vulnerability in Detroit. University of Michigan. December 2012
14 Semenza JC, Rubin CH, Falter KH, et al. Heat-related deaths during the July 1995 heat wave in Chicago. N Engl J Med 1996;
335:84–90.

Mapping Community Determinants of Heat Vulnerability. Environ Health Perspectives 117:1730–1736 (2009). doi:10.1289/ehp.0900683 available via http://dx.doi.org/ [Online 10 June 2009]
16 Foundation for Community Climate Action: Defining Climate Change Vulnerability in Detroit (December 2012) University of Michigan’s Taubman College of Architecture and Urban Planning.
15
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counted. It was also noted there are three senior complexes in close proximity to one another at the
intersection of Ferry and Robbins Road.
Another sensitivity factor is living alone, which serves as a measure of social isolation. Although
living alone is not necessarily a risky thing, people who are socially isolated are at greater risk
during an extreme heat event. Isolated people may not be able to recognize symptoms of heatrelated illness and take proper action. In this case, the project team used the American Community
Survey data for Census Block Groups, broken out into individual Census blocks for geographic
representation (blocks with no population were not included). Map 10.2 in Appendix C depicts
the high concentrations of people living alone. The higher concentration of people living alone in
the downtown core is in line with nationwide trends because downtowns generally have a greater
supply of live-work units, single apartments and/or condominium units, and accessory dwelling
units.
Literature suggests that minorities are at greater risk during extreme heat events for various
reasons, including less reliable access to health care, transportation and other social supports
needed to reduce heat exposures.17 Census Blocks were used to map the relative percentages of nonwhite populations in the Grand Haven Community (see Map 10.3 in Appendix C). One red polygon
that was flagged by the planning commission was a cluster of migrant housing in the southeast
corner of the community.
Two socioeconomic factors associated with increased heat-related morbidity and mortality are the
percentage of the people living in poverty and percentage of people without a high school diploma.
In general, persons living at or below the poverty line have less access to air conditioning or cooling
options for their residences. This could limit a person’s access to relief from an extreme heat event.
Census Block Groups were used to map the relative percentages of households living below the
poverty threshold in the Grand Haven Community (please see Map 10.4 in Appendix C).
Similarly, University of Michigan researchers found studies that demonstrate a direct link
between low education attainment and poor health as well as income.18 There is also an established
correlation between lower educational attainment and income. Based on these findings, Census
Block Groups were used to map the relative percent of persons 25 years and older with less than a
high school education in the Grand Haven Community (see Map 10.5 in Appendix C). One area with a
high concentration of low education attainment was the Village Green Mobile Home Park. However,
planning commissioners also noted that higher income neighborhoods in the northern part of the
City were being flagged as having high concentrations of low education attainment, but may not
necessarily be at higher sensitivity for heat events.
To complete the heat sensitivity assessment, a cumulative score for all five sensitivity factors for
each Census Block was created. In each of the sensitivity factors, the percentages were grouped into

17 Waugh and Tierney (eds.) Emergency Management: Principles and Practices for Local Government. Chapter 13: Identifying and addressing
social vulnerabilities by Elaine Enarson.
18 Curriero FC, Heiner KS, Samet JM, et al. Temperature and mortality in 11 cities of the eastern United States. American Journal of Epidemiology. 30 (2001): 1126-8.
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five categories (ranging from a very low percentage of people to a relatively high percentage living
with the identified sensitivity). The five categorical groupings were generated by the GIS software
ArcMap using natural breaks in the data (groupings). A ranking of 1 to 5 was assigned to each of the
categories, ranging from 1 for the lowest percentage to 5 for the highest. Finally, the team combined
the scores within each Census Block. Thus, the most sensitive Census Blocks could be scored up to 25.
The sensitivity is color coded for ease of identifying areas with the greatest sensitivity.
The Grand Haven Community Sensitivity to Excessive Heat Map (Map 10.6 in Appendix C) provides
a reasonably detailed map of locations where the highest percentages of at-risk residents live. This
does not mean these community residents are in immediate danger. Rather, the map provides
planning officials a new way of identifying areas where heat waves could present serious problems
for a significant number of citizens. These are populations that could be sensitive to extreme heat
events.
The Census data used likely double-counts people, such as in cases where a person is both a minority
and over 65, this may over-estimate the severity of the sensitivities in some locations. Additionally,
the sensitivity analysis may underestimate risk because it leaves out several key sensitive
populations, such as those with preexisting health concerns that denote vulnerability to heat (for
example, cardiovascular disease or psychiatric disorders), since such data is not often available
publicly. Emergency managers, hospitals, and community health departments may have additional
data available that can be included as the community looks to better understand its overall sensitive
populations. To further improve the analysis, additional variables could be collected through local
surveys and observation, such as the degree of social connections among individuals within a
community, or materials used in housing.19

H e at E x p o s u r e A s s e s s m e n t
When larger communities experience heat waves, air temperatures can vary significantly from place
to place both during the day and at night. Some of these differences can be attributed to the varying
types of land cover found throughout the community. For example, temperatures can be significantly
lower at night in locations with a heavy tree canopy and very little pavement, versus locations with
little greenery and lots of pavement.
Impervious surfaces such as paved parking lots, roadways, and buildings absorb large amounts of
heat from the air and from sunshine that is radiated back into the surroundings when temperatures
begin to fall. At the same time, tree canopy and other vegetation tend to help cool an area through
evaporation and transpiration of water, and by providing shade. In places with a high percentage
of impervious surface and little tree canopy, the immediate surroundings can be much warmer.
Urban areas typically have higher heat indexes (combinations of temperature and humidity) than
Mapping Community Determinants of Heat Vulnerability. Environ Health Perspectives 117:1730–1736 (2009). doi:10.1289/ehp.0900683 available via http://dx.doi.org/ [Online 10 June 2009]
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surrounding suburban or rural areas. This condition has been termed the Urban
Heat Island Effect.20
People living in settings with a Urban Heat Island Effect suffer greater exposures
to heat over longer periods of time (e.g., warmer nights), making them more
vulnerable to health impacts. Studies of the Urban Heat Island Effect (whereby
air temperatures in an urban area are 2–9° F, higher than in a nearby rural
area) have shown that the albedo, or reflectivity, of an urban area is one of the
most important determinants in reducing the magnitude of the heat island.21
Increasing the tree canopy cover can also reduce air temperature by 1–3° C.
Green roofs, or plantings on roofs, may also decrease the Urban Heat Island
Effect and decrease storm water runoff and building energy use. An added
benefit that stems from increasing albedo and vegetation are positive impacts on
reducing ground level ozone and energy costs associated with air conditioning
use.22

FIGURE 10.6 Urban Heat Island Effect

Source: US Global Change Research Program (2009) http://www.
epa.gov/climatechange/impacts-adaptation/health.html

To complete a heat exposure assessment, the project team focused on the Urban
Heat Island effect. With data obtained from Ottawa County, two separate exposure
maps were created. The first exposure map depicts the percentage of impervious surfaces within
each Census Block, as used in the sensitivity assessment (Map 10.7 in Appendix C). These percentages
are divided into five categories using the GIS software’s natural breaks calculation. Since exposure is
lowest in areas with the lowest percentage of impervious surface, those scored a 1, with a rating of 5
assigned to areas with the highest percentage of impervious surfaces.

The second exposure factor is percentage of tree canopy. Here tree canopy is mapped within each
Census Block (Map 10.8 in Appendix C) and scored using a similar five category process. To see a map
of the raw mapping data of locations of tree canopy throughout the City, please refer to Map 10.9 in
Appendix C. On Map 10.8, the highest percentage of tree canopy (therefore the lowest heat exposure)
received a 1 and the areas with the least amount of tree canopy received a 5.
The project team combined the results of the two exposure maps to provide a single Community
Excessive Heat Exposure Map (Map 10.10 in Appendix C), which provides a reliable depiction of
where the Urban Heat Island Effect would be most and least intense during a heat wave. Community
planners can use this map to better assess where new vegetation and tree canopy would be helpful to
reduce the heat impact.

20 Basu and Samet. (2002) Relation between Elevated Ambient Temperature and Mortality: A Review of the From the Department of Epidemiology, Bloomberg School of Public Health, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD.
21 Kolokotroni M, Giridharan R. Urban heat island intensity in London: An investigation of the impact of physical characteristics on changes in
outdoor air temperature during summer. Solar Energy 2008;82(11):986–998.
22 Akbari H. Shade trees reduce building energy use and CO2 emissions from power plants. Environmental Pollution 2002;116:S119–S126.
[PubMed: 11833899]

Albedo is the fraction of solar energy reflected
from the Earth back into space. It is a measure
of the reflectivity of the earth's surface. Ice,
especially with snow on top of it, has a high
albedo, while pavement has a low albedo.
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C o m p o s i t e H e at V u l n e r a b i l i t y
The Grand Haven Community Heat Vulnerability Map is a simple additive combination of the
overall sensitivity map and the overall exposures map (See Map 10.11 in Appendix C). The resulting
vulnerability index depicts where concentrations of exposures and sensitive populations create a
higher risk for community residents. In general, those areas with a composite score of 22 to 27 (red)
have residential populations that may be particularly vulnerable to extreme heat events.

FIGURE 10.7

H e av y R a i n a n d F l o o d i n g
Climate scientists say the Grand Haven Community and west Michigan
can expect more frequent storms of increasing severity in the decades
ahead. The total amount of rainfall per year is also likely to increase.
However, climate models suggest the precipitation will be more
concentrated in the winter, spring and fall seasons and there will be
more localized, intense storms at almost any time of year. The potential
for substantially larger rain events raises concerns over the potential
for harm to human health and damage to buildings and infrastructure.
The following summarizes a Flooding Vulnerability Assessment
conducted for the Grand Haven Community. In assessing vulnerability,
community planners evaluate potential exposures as well as
sensitivity to flooding. Buildings, roads, bridges, sewer lines and other
infrastructure located in a flood zone are exposed to greater risks.
Where flowing floodwaters have the greatest energy, structures may be
undercut, collapse or move, and soils will erode. Even areas outside of
an identified floodplain are subject to flooding from heavy downpours.
Where the soils have low permeability and physical drainage is
inadequate, water will accumulate and cause ponding during large
storm events. Appropriate planning and land-use regulations can help reduce exposures caused
by poor site selection. The sensitivity of structures can be modified to reduce risk of damage by
applying flood-resistant design standards. See Figure 10.7 for an overview of recommendations from
FEMA for retrofitting homes to make them more resilient to flooding events.

Exposure to Flooding Hazards
The Digital Elevation Model Map (Map 10.12 in Appendix C) offers a useful view of the topography
of the City of Grand Haven, including the most prominent drainage patterns. On this map, the
darkest green colors identify the lowest elevations, while the darkest red colors identify the highest
elevations.
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The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) develops Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs)
for many counties in the United States (Map 2.5 in Appendix C). According to FEMA, the FIRM
is “the primary tool for state and local governments to mitigate the effects of flooding in their
communities.” The National Flood Insurance Program was created in 1968 to reduce future damage
and provide an insurance program that would help protect property owners from losses. The FIRM
shows areas subject to flooding, based on historic, hydraulic and meteorological data as well as flood
controls. The maps identify a base flood elevation (BFE), sometimes referred to as the 100-year flood
zone. These are areas that have a 1% chance of flooding in any given year. The maps also identify the
areas with a 0.2% chance of flooding in any given year, also known as the 500-year flood zone. FEMA
points out these percentages are only probabilities, not forecasts.

Household Sensitivity to Flooding
In many communities, flooding impacts are felt most significantly at the household level. A home’s
flood risk is based on its relative location to floodplains and other flooding hazard areas. The
household flood sensitivity refers to how well the house structure is equipped to deal with flooding.
As modeled by the University of Michigan, household sensitivity to flooding can be determined by
looking at the age of the housing stock and homeowners financial ability to maintain and improve
the home, which is approximated using the median household income. In general, homes built
before 1940 used a more porous concrete material for basement construction, so water can flow
more rapidly through the foundation (See Map 10.13 in Appendix C for locations of homes built
before 1940). Older homes may be more vulnerable if residents have not had the financial resources
to make improvements and upgrades. By looking at median household income as a marker of likely
upkeep of the home, an attempt was made to exclude older homes that have been well-maintained
and undergone upgrades from our areas of flood damage risk (See Map 10.14 in Appendix C).

Flooding Vulnerability
By looking at the overlap of flooding exposure and housing sensitivity, the project team identified a
number of Census blocks that are the most vulnerable in the community to flooding damage, based
on available data. It is important to note that other factors contribute to flood risk. For example,
mobile and manufactured homes are often particularly susceptible to flood damage because they
generally lack a reinforced foundation. In addition, the municipal infrastructure plays an important
role in protecting homes from flood damage. Communities with an aging storm sewer system or
ones where the storm sewer has not been fully disconnected from the sanitary sewer are more prone
to damage from an overloaded system in the event of a severe rain event. Map 10.15 in Appendix C
depicts the Community Flooding Vulnerability

O t h e r C o n s i d e r at i o n s f o r D e f i n i n g C o m m u n i t y V u l n e r a b i l i t y
Locations of key community assets are helpful to map to provide insight on how accessible they are
to residents. It is also helpful to map locations of key infrastructure and assets that could be at risk,
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or would be most negatively impacted if they were impacted.

Critical Facilities
In general usage, the term “critical facilities” is used to describe all man made structures or other
improvements that, because of their function, size, service area, or uniqueness, have the potential to
cause serious bodily harm, extensive property damage, or disruption of vital socioeconomic activities
if they are destroyed, damaged, or if their functionality is impaired.23 Map 10.16 in Appendix C shows
locations of critical facilities within the Grand Haven Community.
• emergency response facilities (fire stations, police stations, rescue squads, and emergency operation
centers);
• custodial facilities (hospitals, long-term care facilities, jails and other detention centers, and other
health care facilities);
• schools;
• emergency shelters;
• utilities (water supply, wastewater treatment facilities, and power);
• communications facilities;
• other assets determined by the community to be of critical importance for the protection of the
health and safety of the population; and
• places where 300+ people congregate.

Access and Distribution of Social Services
Service centers and institutions (such as homeless shelters and churches) are important in delivering
day-to-day support to residents. In the event of an emergency, such as an extreme heat event or
flash flooding episode, service centers and institutions are especially important as a safe place where
residents can go if they cannot return home. Map 10.17 in Appendix C highlights key locations of
places where residents may seek temporary refuge in the event of an emergency. These locations
include schools, places of worship, governmental buildings, hospitals and clinics, libraries, and other
non-profit social service organizations. In Grand Haven, social services are concentrated in the
downtown core and along major commercial corridors.
Communities with high population densities, frequent extreme weather events, or both are likely to
have designated services centers. In the event of extreme heat waves, designated community cooling
centers may provide refuge for sensitive populations and those without access to air conditioning. In
the event of loss of power due to flooding or extreme storms, locations with a backup power source,
such as a generator, are essential.
A best management practice for a resilient community is to designate community service centers
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Risk Management Series Design Guide for Improving Critical Facility Safety from Flooding and High Winds. FEMA 543 January 2007.
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that are accessible, evenly distributed across the population, open 24 hours, and well-known to
residents.

F o o d Ava i l a b i l i t y
Climate change is likely to significantly impact the availability and prices of food throughout the
globe. A community can decrease its vulnerability to disruptions in food sources through a strong
local food economy. Support for and reliance upon locally produced foods not only alleviates
potential future challenges in the food market, but also helps foster another strong economic sector
for the region.
Just as cultivating local entrepreneurship makes a community stronger, the capacity of a community
to produce and process its own food greatly increases resilience. Because of its ability to impact
health, wealth, and quality of life, there is a national trend in support of the local food movement.
Communities can leverage their existing assets, such as the local Farmer’s Market, community
gardens, and an established agricultural base, to lay the foundation for additional local food-related
jobs. Communities can take more creative approaches as well, such as allowing for agriculture on
publicly owned and vacant lands in existing neighborhoods and parklands. To evaluate community
vulnerabilities, locations of full service grocery stores in relation to where people live are mapped.
In the event of loss of power or disruption in potable water supplies, it is important to ensure that
residents have access to affordable food and drinking water.
The project team also evaluated access to healthy food to see if there are areas of the community
that qualify as a food desert. According to the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), a
food desert is defined as an area lacking fresh fruit, vegetables, and other healthful whole foods,
usually found in impoverished areas. This is largely due to a lack of grocery stores, farmers’ markets,
and healthy food providers.24 Communities looking to reduce the number of residents living in a
food desert can promote or zone for pop-up farm stands in low income areas, enact housing policies
supportive of mixed income, and establish community gardens in areas identified as food deserts.
Map 10.18 in Appendix C identifies neighborhoods within the City of Grand Haven that are located
within one mile of a full service grocery store.

Additional Resources
Snover, A.K., L. Whitely Binder, J. Lopez, E. Willmott, J. Kay, D. Howell, and J. Simmonds.
2007 Preparing for Climate Change: A Guidebook for Local, Regional, and State Governments. In
association with and published by ICLEI – Local Governments for Sustainability, Oakland, CA
Michigan Climate and Health Adaptation Plan 2010-2015 Strategic Plan, Prepared by the Michigan
Department of Community Health (2001)
24

http://americannutritionassociation.org/newsletter/usda-defines-food-deserts
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Chapter 11. The Future of Grand Haven – A Youth Perspective
In an effort to better understand the values and vision for the community of young people in Grand Haven, the
consultant team engaged the local Youth Advisory Committee (YAC). Organized as a formal program within
the Grand Haven Area Community Foundation, the YAC consists of high-school students from the Tri-Cities
area that regularly meet to talk about and think through youth issues. In February, about 30 YAC members
participated in a “youth charrette” in which students were asked to identify and map community assets and
illustrate their vision for the community in an activity called Crayon your Community. In April, the consultant
team worked with YAC members to develop a preferred non-motorized map for the greater Grand Haven
Community. Following these hands-on activities, a handful of YAC members were tasked to summarize and
write - in their own words - the results of the planning activities for this chapter of the Master Plan.

YAC members participate in a mapping
exercise during the Youth Charrette

Youth Demographic Overview:
The population of 15 - 19 year olds in the City of Grand Haven and Grand Haven Charter Township in 2010 was
just over 1,600. However, between 2000 and 2010 the population of the youth in this age range decreased by
25.9% in the City, but increased 12.9% in Grand Haven Charter Township. It is also important to note that the
number of households with children under 18 years has decreased by 7.4% in the City of Grand Haven and
0.1% in Grand Haven Charter Township between 2000 and 2010.
The racial makeup of the students in Grand Haven Area Public Schools is relatively Caucasian, which has
stayed consistent over the past years hovering right around 90% since 2010.
Between 2010 and 2015, the number of students in the Grand Haven Area School District increased by 4.6%
(273 students), to 6,203 students.1 There are a number of students who receive a Reduced Lunch in the
GHAPS District. According to the United Way 2012 Community Assessment for Ottawa County 37.8% of
students in GHAPS receive free or reduced lunch. There have also been expanded learning opportunities to
accommodate for the different preferences in learning styles – Grand Haven Central High School offers a
more individualized learning environment, and a smaller class size. Additionally, Grand Haven Cyber School is
offered.

1

Michigan Department of Education

YAC members
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W h at W e L o v e A b o u t D o w n t o w n G r a n d H av e n :
T h e Y o u t h o f G r a n d H av e n l o v e t h e f o l l o w i n g a s p e c t s o f o u r D o w n t o w n :
We love the Waterfront area because it connects our downtown area to the Boardwalk and Beaches.
We like the accessibility factor of the downtown area and that everything is walkable and in close
proximity. This makes it easy for people of all walks of life to enjoy our downtown. We like that our
downtown supports privately owned businesses, and that our downtown offers a diverse array of
stores. We feel there is something for everyone.
Photo Credit: Ed Post

There are great recreational opportunities in the Mulligan’s Hollow area – the skate park, YMCA,
and the Imagination Station are just a few. We think it is great that our downtown area supports a
variety of festivals and activities. These help to draw diverse crowds of people to our community –
especially our downtown area. We enjoy having a Farmer’s Market connected to our Boardwalk and
downtown area. We love the access to organic, fresh, and locally grown produce. We would love to
see this Market continue to grow and expand.

W h at W e L o v e A b o u t t h e G r a n d H av e n C o m m u n i t y:
Photo Credit: Ed Post

Photo Credit: Ed Post

Photo Credit: Ed Post
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T h e Y o u t h o f G r a n d H av e n l o v e t h e f o l l o w i n g a s p e c t s o f t h e G r a n d H av e n c o m m u n i t y :
We are very fortunate to have a great parks system that provides us with access to several local
parks and nature centers (Rosy Mound, Kirk Park, Hofma Park, and Harbor Island). We are also
lucky to have a wide variety of recreational opportunities in our community such as the Rod &
Gun Club, various boat launches, kayak launches, sports fields, and other water sport rentals. It is
important for our community to be able to take advantage of the great recreation opportunities
that are provided to us by our natural resources and landscapes.
We also like the family friendly entertainment options that are available, such as Grand Haven 9
Movie Theater, and Starlite Lanes. We also like that local businesses support our school system
in many ways – with their time, or with monetary support – it is great that they encourage us as
students, and invest in our futures.
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M o d e s o f T r a n s p o r tat i o n / D i f f i c u lt i e s :
T h e G r a n d H av e n Y o u t h u t i l i z e t h e f o l l o w i n g m o d e s o f t r a n s p o r tat i o n ( s o m e f o r
r e c r e at i o n ) :
We tend to travel via: car, bike, moped, Harbor Transit, skateboards, and by foot. There
are other modes of transportation that we use as well. For recreational purposes we
utilize: boats, bicycles, skateboards, and the Trolley.
We recognize the following barriers to transportation in our community:
We feel there is incomplete coverage in service with Harbor Transit and the
inability to travel in a timely fashion (it does not provide service to all areas of our
community). We also notice that in the summer, traffic is often congested and there
is a lack of accessible parking spots. This leads us -- the youth and others in our
community -- to seek other modes of transportation in the summer months.
We would like to see the following expanded:
We would like to see the Non-Motorized Trail Networks expanded throughout the
Grand Haven community in order for non-motorized modes of transportation to
be utilized safely. This will also help contribute to the health and well-being of our
community members and give us more opportunities to participate in recreation.
We would also like to see increased efficiency with the pick-up, and delivery, times
of Harbor Transit. Ridership, including other youth in our community, would grow
if it was easier to access.

Photo Credit: Ed Post

E d u c at i o n a l O p p o r t u n i t i e s i n o u r C o m m u n i t y :
T h e Y o u t h o f G r a n d H av e n w o u l d l i k e t o s e e t h e f o l l o w i n g e d u c at i o n a l o p p o r t u nities and/or curriculum expansions in our schools:
We would like to be able to take courses that will prepare us for life beyond high school
– either career or college readiness (Home Economics, Financial Planning, etc.).

Photo Credit: Kelly Ruffing, IFG Photography

It is also important to expose us to as many career opportunities as possible – this could
be done by offering more courses focused on specific career opportunities (Engineering,
Coding, General Business, Accounting, etc.) and we’d also like to see expanded Technical
learning opportunities (trade schools, etc.).

P o t e n t i a l F u t u r e A m e n i t i e s f o r G r a n d H av e n :
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T h e Y o u t h o f G r a n d H av e n w o u l d l i k e t o l i v e i n a r e a s t h at h av e t h e f o l l o w i n g :
We would like to live in an area that has more diversity and cultural opportunities for us to participate in.
We’d like to be involved in creative opportunities through art, music, etc. that would be available in our
community. We would like to live in an area that gives us the opportunity for an urban/bigger city feel in the
downtown area while also providing the choice of living in more spacious areas. For this, we would need
reliable, and easily accessible, public transportation.

Photo Credit: Ed Post

In our future community we will also be looking for a family friendly environment. A community that will
provide and support good school systems, good childcare, and a high quality healthcare system. We would
love to live in an area with expanded and continued recreational opportunities – the parks system, water
access, and beaches.

W h at W e P l a n T o D o A f t e r C o l l e g e :
T h e Y o u t h o f G r a n d H av e n h av e m a n y p l a n s f o r l i f e a f t e r c o l l e g e i n c l u d i n g :
We would like jobs in the following fields: Medical, Education, Financial, Public Relations, Automotive/
Engineering, Social Work, and Technology. We would like to live in apartments, loft, single-family homes (in
subdivisions), and single-family homes that are within walking distance to the downtown area.
We see Grand Haven as a great place to raise a family and would eventually like to return to the area. When
we return to the area we would like to live in Grand Haven Township, the downtown area, or on waterfront
property. We would also like to work in the downtown area, for major companies that are well-established
in the area, or those that have recently relocated to provide jobs that are relevant to our experiences and
provide great value to Grand Haven.

Photo Credit: Ed Post

The following is a list of all members of the Youth
Advisory Council at the Grand Haven Area Community
Foundation who contributed to the ideas and concepts
mentioned in this chapter: Max Anthes, Sophia Barron,
Sydney Borchers, Tommy Clover, Gabby Coates, Jack
Costello, Hannah Dillree, Sydney Fritz, Geoff Gabala,
Abbi Garrison, Adam Greer, Leah Hoffer, Landon
Hudson, Kaden Kar, Connor Kippe, Olivia Kuhn, Anish
Mandala, Ryan Montgomery, Chase Palmer, Alli
Pennington, Michala Ringquist, Ellie Scholtz, Lukas
Steffel, Brant Verlinde, and YAC Advisor; Lauren Grevel.
Photo Credit: Ed Post
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Chapter 12. Goals and Objectives
As a result of the City’s efforts to form a community consensus opinion about growth and development
in the community, a series of twenty broad goal statements have been developed. Each goal is
supported by more specific objectives, and the policies of this plan are founded on these statements.
The goals are intended to describe a desirable end state or the condition of the City about twenty-five
years into the future. They are intentionally general but are felt to be attainable through concerted
effort. The objective statements tend to be more specific and may be regarded as milestones in the
journey to achieve the larger goal.
An effective goal serves as a useful guide for policy decisions by the Planning Commission, City staff
and the City Council. For a goal to be useful, it must meet the following criteria:
•

Define a desired end. A goal statement should describe a desired end state, outcome or result. The
statement may be worded in either the present or future tense, but if the future tense is used, it
should be stated as a prediction, rather than a hope.
•
State in positive terms. For a goal to be effective, it should state a positive outcome, as opposed
to avoidance of an undesirable result. It is tempting to state goals as the reversal of an undesirable
trend, such as “Grand Haven will limit developments containing large amounts of impervious
surfaces near the Grand River.” This statement, however, does not address the idea of stormwater
runoff, nor does it address the underlying issue: Protection of water quality in the Grand River for
the benefit of future generations.
•
Bold, but realistic. For a statement to be meaningful, it needs to require effort to achieve. If goals
were achieved without effort, they would simply be re-statements of current trends. On the other
hand, a goal also needs to be realistic. Goals that are impossible to achieve will languish, resulting
in community frustration and acrimony.
•
Reflect a consensus. Most importantly for goal setting, the goal must reflect a community
consensus on a particular issue. Since implementation of these goals will require broad community
support, the goals need to reflect community ideas and values. A statement that does not reflect
the ideas and values of a broad section of the community is doomed to failure.

HOUSING AND NEIGHBORHOODS
Goal 1. Dwellings in Grand Haven will include a broad range of housing types, including detached and
attached units, appropriate for all segments of the population
a. Adjust the zoning ordinance to enable the use of incentives to allow a mix of types in larger

projects in all residential districts, not just the Neighborhood Mixed Use and Old Town.

b. Review and adjust the zoning ordinance to allow two-family units and accessory dwellings to be

more prevalent in appropriate neighborhoods.

c. Support a variety of housing types and densities and mixed use developments for all segments of
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the population that place users near daily services.
d. Evaluate the operation of the Planned Development (PD) standards of the zoning ordinance and
identify ways to foster mixed use developments.
e. Support and encourage the development of senior housing and assisted living facilities to meet
expected demand.
Goal 2. Residential neighborhoods will be attractive, well maintained, safe and inviting places with
convenient connections to recreation facilities, employment, transportation, shops, services and
natural areas.
a. Continue to support the City’s property maintenance enforcement program.
b. Develop and implement education programs for landlord and tenant rights and responsibilities.
c. Evaluate the capacity of neighborhoods for accommodating seasonal rentals and establish

standards to balance local interests with hospitality and investment objectives.

d. Protect the character, safety and historical patterns of development in residential neighborhoods

from inappropriate development.

e. Strengthen and enforce a tree protection and replacement ordinance for public property.
f. Evaluate the operation of existing Neighborhood Mixed Use standards and identify and

implement refinements to enhance residential opportunities.

g. Continue to proactively use brownfield incentives to spur high quality redevelopment in mixed

use areas.
h. Evaluate the operation of the (PD) standards of the zoning ordinance and identify ways to
broaden its use in fostering mixed use developments.

Goal 3. Residents will have skills and resources necessary to improve and maintain their homes
a. Continue to support the efforts of Neighborhood Housing Services to provide grant funding to

residents for home purchase, home improvement, energy efficiency upgrades, and associated
initiatives to improve housing affordability.
b. Evaluate the formation of a community development corporation to offer homeowner assistance
and strengthen neighborhoods, if feasible.
c. Weatherize existing housing stock.
d. Develop a program to conduct energy audits and implement energy saving measures.
e. Evaluate the construction/building permitting process to improve, streamline, and clarify if
possible. Seek input from builders and Neighboring communities for standardization.

T R A N S P O R TAT I O N A N D C O N N E C T I V I T Y
Goal 4. Residents and visitors to Grand Haven will move about the community safely and conveniently
using private and public transportation options that connect to the greater West Michigan region.
a. Evaluate and implement, if feasible, a requirement for shared driveways and cross-access
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agreements for compatible adjacent land uses, particularly those along Beacon Boulevard and
Robbins Road.
b. Establish streetscape design standards for major thoroughfares.
c. Work to implement features of the Robbins Road Corridor Plan as private development
opportunities and public funding allow.
d. Support the goals and objectives of Harbor Transit’s strategic plan to develop and implement a
stronger public transit system to serve the greater Grand Haven Area.
e. Evaluate and implement, if feasible, a system of remote shuttle parking lots to reduce downtown
parking lots.
f. Work with neighboring communities and MDOT to explore the long-term establishment of
intercity transit to effectively serve the Ottawa, Kent, and Muskegon region.
g. Work with MDOT to monitor and plan for the short-term and long-term maintenance needs of
the US 31 bridge to assure vehicular and pedestrian safety and to reduce the potential traffic
disruptions.
h. Evaluate the Robbins Road Corridor Plan. Update as needed and remove barriers to
implementation.
i. Establish a commuter parking lot for ride sharing.
j. Evaluate overnight parking policies.
k. Improve access to waterways for kayaking, canoeing and boating.
l. Encourage tourism exchange opportunities between the City of Grand Haven and places like
Muskegon and Grand Rapids to facilitate transportation between the communities during special
events.
Goal 5. Non-motorized connections, including sidewalks, bicycle paths and recreation trails, will serve
all areas of the community offering safe, attractive and barrier-free connectivity.
a. Complete the non-motorized trails, pathways and sidewalk system.
b. Establish additional north-south bicycle lane connections.
c. Complete the Boardwalk connection along the entire Grand River edge.
d. Develop and implement trails and pathway designs that minimize runoff through the use of

porous surfaces.

e. Establish a regional bicycle and pedestrian plan and coordinate with adjacent communities to

create seamless non-motorized connections across municipal boundaries to serve residential,
commercial, and institutional land uses.
f. Promote the placement of bicycle racks and lockers in numerous locations in the community.
g. Evaluate and implement, if feasible, a community bicycle sharing program.
h. Establish parking areas that are near trail systems and trolley stops to make it easier for people
to reduce vehicle trips to area attractions like the State Park and the farmers market.
i. Continue to retrofit existing sidewalk crossings with accessible ramps to provide increased
accessibility.
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j. Identify areas of the City that are not conducive to safe bicycling, running, and walking due to a

lack of lighting or poor surface conditions. Develop a plan to improve these routes.
k. Consider creating parking requirements by districts or sub-areas in order to allow for parking
arrangements that encourage walkability.
Kitchen Incubator Considerations
A kitchen incubator, also known as a culinary
incubator, is a business incubator dedicated to
early-stage catering, retail, and wholesale food
businesses.

Business incubators make it easier for new
businesses to grow by mitigating the cost of
facilities and equipment and providing a nurturing
environment to entrepreneurs. According to the
National Business Incubation Association, business
incubators have successfully graduated over 87% of
their firms and kept an astounding 84% of these
thriving businesses within their local communities
for years after graduation.
Kitchen incubators help new businesses by covering
the capital cost of kitchen facilities. Shared kitchen
facilities are leased on an hourly or timeslot basis to
incubatees, enabling a business to develop to the
stage where it can invest in its own kitchen faculties.
Additionally, kitchen incubators assist their tenants
with business planning, access to financing, and
other business needs.

Kitchen incubators are mostly found in areas
with significant levels of food safety regulation
where capital investment in commercial kitchen
equipment can be prohibitive for new businesses.

EMPLOYMENT AND THE ECONOMY
Goal 6. Grand Haven will be a vital economic center in West Michigan and the Midwest with a variable
balance of clean manufacturing, technology, healthcare, agriculture, professional and seasonal service,
hospitality, retail and institutional employment.
a. Support the Chamber of Commerce’s strategic plan for economic development and business

retention.

b. Evaluate and amend local ordinances that may be a barrier for new business trying to locate

within Grand Haven.
c. Develop a “new business relocation guide” to assist new businesses with the permitting process
to legally occupy and operate in the City.
d. Research the viability of offering alternative incentives for development, such as density bonuses
for providing a percentage of affordable housing units.
e. Partner with the Tri-Cities to create a marketing and branding program for the community.
f. Explore the opportunity to develop a commercial kitchen incubator.
Goal 7. Commercial and industrial development will be clean, attractive and efficiently designed to
adapt to changing business needs.
a. Encourage an evaluation of the re-use of existing industrial buildings before new or replacement

structures may be approved.
b. Evaluate and implement, if feasible, a streamlined permitting and approval process for job
generating economic development projects.
c. Evaluate and strengthen as needed both code enforcement and development incentives to
promote high quality commercial neighborhoods.
d. Establish requirements for electric vehicle parking infrastructure.
e. Explore the opportunity to develop a local warehouse, processing, and cold storage facility.
This could involve defining a kitchen incubator in the Zoning Ordinance and allowing kitchen
incubators as a permitted use and/or special land use in appropriate districts.
Goal 8. The community will include world-class education and training opportunities and facilities.

a. Establish state-of-the-art higher education and retraining facilities in the community focusing on

increasing brainpower, job creation and retention.

b. Improve access to high-speed and reliable wireless broadband service throughout the community.
c. Strengthen collaboration between area schools and the local business community.
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d. Develop curriculum with local schools and universities for students to learn about careers in

manufacturing and agriculture.

e. Encourage the addition of a satellite campus within the region.
f. Assure the development of a well prepared and educated youth ready to compete in the global

knowledge economy.
g. Assure the development of a well prepared and educated workforce that is continually ready to
compete in the global knowledge economy.
Goal 9. Hospitality and tourism will be an important part of the local economy, structured to offer
visitors year-round memorable and enjoyable experiences while balancing the interests of local
residents and the other key sectors of the economy.
a. Evaluate zoning and land use standards to attract small-scale, boutique hotels.
b. Evaluate capacity of neighborhoods for accommodating seasonal rentals and establish standards

to balance local interests with hospitality and investment objectives.

c. Support efforts for voluntary residential and non-residential historic preservation while allowing

for appropriate building re-use.

d. Develop and implement improved communication channels to communicate with “snow birds”

when they have left town for the winter.

e. Support “buy local” programs.
f. Evaluate opportunities for encouraging longer term winter activities in addition to the existing

weekend festivals.
g. Encourage the development of a United States Coast Guard Museum and promote “Coast Guard
City USA” year-round.

N AT U R A L F E AT U R E S A N D T H E E N V I R O N M E N T
Goal 10. The preservation and enhancement of natural features of the community will be the central
consideration in all civic decisions in Grand Haven. Buildings and infrastructure will be planned,
constructed and maintained to protect and improve the quality of the natural environment while
serving the needs of the population and allowing residents and visitors appropriate access to enjoy
natural features.
a. Develop a green infrastructure plan to enhance and sustain the network of natural features of the

City and the ecological interaction of those features, within the context of the built environment
and the community.
b. Proactively use brownfield incentives to spur high quality redevelopment in mixed use areas.
c. Evaluate and implement, if feasible, programs to use IFTs, streamlined processing and other
development incentives, to encourage energy-efficient building design standards and low-impact
development techniques.
d. Establish goals, standards, and ordinances to maintain a minimum of 40 percent tree cover.
e. Support NORA initiatives for enhanced regional recreation.
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f. Work with Ottawa County and NORA to develop a County-wide map of all recreation amenities.

(i.e. parks, open space, trails, sidewalks, pathways, etc.).

g. Adhere to the 10-20-30 formula for municipal street tree planting (no more than 10% of a single

species, no more than 20% of a single genus, no more than 30% of a single family.

h. Explore administrative and funding options for future harbor dredging needs.
i. Look for opportunities to establish green roofs on buildings.
j. Continue to promote waterfront and park activities.
k. Consider the Best Management Practices described in Chapter 9 - Coastal Resilience.

Goal 11. Grand Haven will be a leader in the encouragement of energy production systems that improve
energy independence and conserve and enhance natural resources.
a. Develop and implement programs to promote energy conservation in municipal operations and in

local businesses and residences.

b. Evaluate local ordinances to support renewable energy and adjust as needed to improve feasibility

and encourage use.

c. Develop a long range renewable/sustainable energy plan that meets or exceeds state and national

goals.

d. Work with local builders to host energy efficiency training programs such as LEED and encourage

builders to seek special certifications.

e. Begin to formally discuss the long-term future of the J.B. Sims Generating Station and consider

future energy sources.

f. Continue to seek opportunities to exceed Michigan’s 10% renewable energy source requirements.
g. Explore opportunities to develop localized renewable energy projects.

Goal 12. New developments and buildings re-use in Grand Haven will maximize energy efficiency and
improve environmental quality.
a. Evaluate and implement, if feasible, stronger requirements for Low Impact Design.
b. Include site design criteria in Planned Developments, public projects, subdivision planning, etc.,

to optimize energy efficiency, minimize road and infrastructure needs, promote green spaces, and
reduce stormwater runoff and pollution.
c. Identify methods and create ordinances to encourage the development of energy efficient
buildings and sites, such as an energy audit program.
d. Research options available to re-use outdated buildings and/or decommission buildings to
promote infill development.
e. Increase residential and commercial rainwater capture and reuse.
f. Continue to retrofit existing or install new exterior light fixtures with energy efficient light
fixtures.
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INFRASTRUCTURE AND GOVERNANCE
Goal 13. Grand Haven’s public facilities, including roads, utilities, parks and buildings will be carefully
planned, constructed and maintained to efficiently serve the needs of current and future generations.
a. Periodically review and update the Parks Master Plan in keeping with the policies, goals, and

objectives of the Master Plan.

b. Develop assured sources of revenue to support strong maintenance programs for public

infrastructure, buildings and facilities.

c. Complete an evaluation of City buildings and facilities to identify improvements to reduce

energy consumption and stormwater runoff and implement those that prove feasible.

d. Regularly review and update as necessary the future land use map and coordinate with the

adjacent communities wherever possible.

e. Coordinate capital projects such as street projects with neighborhood development (i.e.

resurfacing street after water/sewer installation; reviewing sub-area plans for neighborhoods
that are scheduled to have infrastructure improvements, like Centertown in 2014.
f. Review the Zoning Ordinance for opportunities to include language to address coastal flooding
in cooperation with the University of Michigan.
Goal 14. Information on planning, development and governmental services decision-making will
be broadly available through numerous sources of outreach and community participation in local
governance will be informed, thoughtful and transparent.
a. Evaluate and expand the use of local access video, cable, and digital internet streaming video to

broaden public access to meetings.

b. Improve the posting of City Council, Planning Commission, and other Board minutes as both

unapproved drafts and final versions.

c. Work with local schools to expand curriculum on local governmental processes.
d. Improve the City’s website to enable online forms of filing.
e. Expand the use of digital media for report delivery.
f. Improve communications among elected officials, appointed officials and City staff to promote

understanding of mutual roles.
g. Improve feedback of mechanisms for citizens and visitors to provide more timely and robust
input regarding issues and concerns.

Goal 15. Grand Haven will be a leader in West Michigan in working with other units of government,
state agencies, schools and special authorities to manage growth and to plan and deliver services to
the residents and businesses of the area in the most efficient and transparent manner possible.
a. Work with neighboring communities to form a Joint Planning Committee to improve inter-local

coordination and communication and to consider common planning strategies and issues of
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sustainability, in a regional context.
b. Cooperate with other area communities in the evaluation and implementation of any feasible joint
approach to service delivery.
c. Collaborate with local units of government to buy locally to achieve a balance between the least
dollar cost and the smallest carbon footprint to meet governmental needs.
d. Consider how new policies advance the basic need deficiencies outlined through the assessments
from the Greater Ottawa County United Way.
Goal 16. The City of Grand Haven will have a modern, efficient and effective governmental structure
established through an updated City Charter.
a. Continually monitor this living document and periodically evaluate weaknesses and either amend
or rewrite the Charter as necessary.

RESILIENCY
Goal 17. The City will be a resource and educator for Grand Haven residents on the importance of
developing and maintaining a resilient community.
a. Coordinate with Grand Haven Public Schools to incorporate resilient and environmental education
curriculum as well as volunteer opportunities for community projects that support the resiliency
efforts.
b. Develop a best management practices plan to provide educational information to homeowners
living within sensitive landscapes (i.e. native vegetation, shoreline stabilization, erosion
prevention, etc.).
Goal 18. Grand Haven will be prepared for natural disasters.
a. Identify and review emergency preparedness plans.
b. Identify existing and potential new locations for emergency shelters.
c. Establish a network of organizations and resources to assist with post-emergency efforts.
d. Enhance existing and establish redundant public emergency communication systems.
Goal 19. All residents will have access to affordable, locally-sourced foods.
a. Enhance current site of the Farmer’s Market with electricity, refrigeration, and additional vendor
and parking spaces.
b. Encourage daily destinations such as grocery stores to accommodate bicyclists and pedestrians in
their site plans.
c. Support and promote convenient access to local food sources such as roadside stands, edible
landscaping, and front yard gardens.
d. Expand the market for local food sources in schools and area businesses.
e. Partner with local restaurants and grocers to expand and advertise the use of fresh and healthy
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foods.
f. Research the viability of “Urban/Residential/Backyard Farming” and amend ordinances
accordingly.
g. Support the use and development of community gardens and establish regulations to promote
them.
Goal 20. Residents will have access to resources to live an active and healthy lifestyle.
a. Foster a culture of bicycling and walking.
b. Support local groups focusing on healthy lifestyle activities.
c. Identify fixed routes for marathons in coordination with neighboring communities.
d. When appropriate, require a Health Impact Assessment (HIA) for new Planned Development
projects.
e. Consider allowing sidewalk gardens in neighborhoods and in parks and other public spaces by
expanding the list of what is acceptable to grow in the City right-of-way and parkway. This could
mean rewriting landscaping requirements in all districts to allow non-standard planting and
edible planting with certain reasonable restrictions.
Goal 21. The sensitive natural landscapes that distinguish the Grand Haven landscape will be protected
as context-sensitive development will be carefully permitted.
a. Identify and address “at risk” landscapes (i.e. wetlands, Critical Dune Areas, High Risk Erosion
Areas, floodplains).
b. Develop and implement shoreline protection standards.
c. Establish a pilot program for the use of native vegetation in order to stabilize sensitive
landscapes.
d. Review opportunities for flood mitigation along the lakeshore.
e. Consider creating share parking or other parking arrangements to encourage walkability in
certain sub areas or districts. This could be integrated with a mid-term evaluation of zoning
ordinance amendments.
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Chapter 13. Future Land Use
The City of Grand Haven Master Plan establishes general patterns of land use to guide growth and
development for the next twenty to twenty-five years. This Plan constitutes a practical and integrated
approach to foster inviting, sustainable and efficient patterns of development and redevelopment that
preserve the distinct personality of key neighborhoods and natural features while accommodating new
investment and emerging economic trends.
The residents of Grand Haven understand the value of the community’s unique neighborhoods. At
the same time, there is a recognition that, as this plan is written, the City, the state and the regional
economy are caught up in a process of transformation that will likely impact land use, redevelopment
and investment well into the future. Residents are not content, however, to react to change as it
eventually materializes. Rather, there is a strong desire to proactively strengthen neighborhoods
despite economic challenges and to improve the community’s prospects for renewed vitality.
The overall purpose of the future land use plan is to guide development and redevelopment in
logical and viable patterns while offering fair, and in some cases, value-enhancing opportunities
where reasonable and appropriate. Since the City is virtually fully developed, this future land use
plan also seeks to protect much of the existing developed pattern by encouraging complementary
redevelopment. Above all, this Plan recognizes the City’s precious natural assets and the community’s
responsibility to protect them for future generations.
The following paragraphs describe the future land use designations as illustrated on Map 13.1. Each
Future Land Use designation is intended to generally describe the distinctive character of an area
and a suite of land uses. In addition, each is broadly defined intentionally to permit the community
to refine the ultimate land use regulatory structure through zoning and carefully-tailored building
form and placement standards. It should be noted that the future land use designations on Map 13.1
are meant to be seen as general with indistinct edges, in most cases. Along the margins, where two
or more designations adjoin, either land use class may be appropriate. The Zoning Plan in Chapter 14
is designed to aid landowners and local officials in applying the Plan’s guidance in development and
zoning decision-making.

Natural areas near the Grand River

Future Land Use Descriptions
N AT U R A L A R E A A N D O P E N S P A C E
Grand Haven is blessed with abundant natural features, primarily associated with its location at the
mouth of the Grand River on the Lake Michigan shoreline. Although the City’s working harbor has
been important to the community’s development, serving commercial, industrial and recreational
needs, parts of the shoreline remains largely unspoiled. In addition, the City is home to Grand Haven
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State Park, which, together with the municipal beach, offers residents and visitors a very inviting Lake
Michigan beach. Beyond the water resources, the City is also home to a broad area of freshwater sand
dune formations. Most of these dunes are forested with significant development, especially facing
the Lake. Yet the inland portions of the wooded dunes have been preserved either in public park land,
cemetery or in private reserves for the enjoyment of local residents. Finally, the City includes several
pockets of unspoiled natural areas, most associated with native wetlands or Grand River tributaries
identified through the recent sensitive areas overlay analysis.
Natural Area and Open Space lands are a vital element of the City’s identity and the quality of life
enjoyed by local residents. An over-arching focus of this Plan is to preserve such features so that
future generations may continue to enjoy the benefits of a well-preserved natural environment. The
lands designated as Natural Area and Open Space Preserve represent 707 acres, or about 19% of total
land area in the City. The vast majority of that area falls within the Kitchel-Lindquist Dune Preserve,
the State Park or the City’s Parks (Mulligan’s Hollow and Duncan Woods) or Lake Forest Cemetery
and development pressure in these areas is unlikely. With much of the Natural Area and Open Space
designation in public or quasi-public ownership, efforts should be directed to protect and provide for
additional public stewardship. This would include efforts to protect the fragile slopes and forest cover,
low impact hiking trail development and habitat protection for native species.
Public lands incorporated in the City’s parks system, while not subject to commercial development, will
be managed for open space preservation and recreation in accord with the Parks and Recreation Plan,
as it is adapted from time to time. The lands not in public ownership may experience very low-density
development integrated with the key natural features and the provisions of the Sensitive Area Overlay
should be carefully observed to ensure the perpetual protection of key natural features.

L O W T O M O D E R AT E D E N S I T Y R E S I D E N T I A L
This is the broadest future land use district covering about 1,283 acres, or about 34.4% of the City’s
land area. The purpose of this designation is to provide a range of neighborhoods for the residents of
the community. The predominate land use will be single-family residences formed either as detached
(freestanding) buildings or smaller attached buildings (generally less than 2 or 3 units per building)
arranged in walkable and attractive neighborhoods with residential densities of up to five dwellings per
acre. In addition, this land use may support compatible institutional uses, such as schools, churches and
neighborhood parks to serve the area’s residents.
Although this area is the largest of the future land use designations, there are some particular
attributes of parts of the City that should be recognized and respected within the context of the future
land use designation. The following paragraphs discuss three distinct portions of the Low to Moderate
Density Residential district.
Dunes Neighborhoods and North Shore Neighborhood
Along and immediately inland of the Lake Michigan shoreline are several neighborhoods characterized
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by high-value views of water and natural features. These neighborhoods are made up almost
exclusively of single-family detached dwellings.

Dunes Neighborhood

South of the river, the neighborhoods are set back from the water and are located in the dunes and
woodland areas behind the dunes, with higher densities, small and varied lots, and eclectic building
forms derived from a long history as a resort-oriented neighborhood. The waterfront is entirely
publicly-owned land. These neighborhoods have direct access to the commercial centers, State and
local parks, and principal tourist destinations in the City. In contrast, north of the river the North
Shore neighborhood has lower density, a linear neighborhood layout, flat beach terrain with limited
public access, on-site wastewater systems versus public sewers, no direct access to the Downtown, and
is largely a stable neighborhood of long-term residents.
These neighborhoods are generally fully developed and future development is likely to be in the
form of expansions, remodeling, demolition and new construction. Given the resort nature of some
of the properties in these neighborhoods, conflicts have occurred between year-round and seasonal
or vacation occupants. The overall character of these areas are residential; conversion of homes to
seasonal or vacation rentals to cater to the City’s tourist industry has been common. The extent to
which such conversions may commercialize and destabilize them as family-oriented neighborhoods of
long-term residents, and the tolerance of each neighborhood for greater numbers of seasonal rentals
in the future, should be individually examined for each neighborhood. With appropriate regulatory
standards conflicts can be minimized while the overall residential aspects of these areas are protected
with densities of four or fewer dwellings per acre.
E a r ly - t o M i d - C e n t u r y S i n g l e F a m i ly
There are several neighborhoods of primarily single family residential development in the City
constructed largely before WWII. Housing types range from very large Queen Anne and Victorians
found immediately south of the downtown area, to pre-war colonials and “dutch colonials” found to
the south of Franklin on both sides of US-31, to mid-century single-story ranches found further south.
While the style of the homes varies significantly from north to south, this entire area is predominately
made up of single-family detached units. In some areas, the original single-family structure has
been partitioned into two or more units and a few neighborhoods include duplex structures. But the
predominate character of the area is that of a single-family neighborhood intended for long-term
family occupancy.
The pattern is well established and this Plan seeks to preserve it. The emphasis should be on the
stabilization and preservation of this character, even while some redevelopment may be anticipated.
Overall densities should not exceed five dwellings per acre, although some pockets of greater densities
may be appropriate where additional amenities and/or open space are provided. In addition, this area
may appropriately include such institutional uses as schools, parks and churches.
As the population of the City matures and as there is greater demand for housing near the core, it is
likely that parts of this area will see increasing demand for accessory dwellings, such as “granny flats”
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Old Town Area redevelopment opportunity

and some of the larger buildings may be divided into multiple units. In addition, like the lakeshore
and dune area, those neighborhoods near the downtown or resort amenities may find increasing
demand for seasonal and vacation rental use. These changes could threaten the viability of these
areas if not carefully managed to preserve identity of the area as a neighborhood geared for family life
with consistent and complementary development styles and residential densities. But with effective
regulation, this shift can occur giving new vitality to the established uses in a manner that is in keeping
with the community’s personality.
Old Town Area
This area lies immediately north of the downtown and is contained by redevelopment to the north and
west and the Centertown commercial area to the east. It is characterized generally by pre-war singlefamily detached homes on small lots. However, as it abuts more intense commercial and redevelopment
areas on all sides, portions of the area may experience greater pressures to convert to a mixed use or
commercial uses. This may be welcomed in some areas that abut commercial or mixed uses or with
significant traffic, but other segments of the area are better dedicated to the low to moderate density
residential character that predominates today. Some neighborhood scale commercial or mixed-use
redevelopment or adaptive reuse may be contemplated, generally along arterial or collector streets, but
measures should be incorporated to buffer the effects of these uses on the neighboring residential area.
In the areas of the community where the Low to Moderate Density Residential designation abuts
certain Traditional Neighborhood Mixed Use areas, this Plan seeks to establish smooth transitions. This
may be accomplished through landscaped buffers where the transition from residential to commercial
uses is abrupt, or through low-intensity transitional uses such as offices or institutional uses along the
margins. In addition, it is possible that some such transitions will necessitate zoning adjustments along
the margins. The Zoning Plan contemplates careful and modest expansions of more intense zoning
districts into the residential areas where effective buffering or transitions can be provided and where
necessary to allow for viable commercial or office use expansions.

M O D E R AT E T O H I G H D E N S I T Y R E S I D E N T I A L
This future land use designation is intended to address existing areas of higher density residential
development, consisting primarily of multiple-unit or manufactured housing unit developments at
densities of more than five dwellings per acre. These may be rental or condominium forms designed
for high amenity living for singles, seniors, couples and young families. A modest area of about 183
acres, or about 4.9% of the City’s land area is included in this designation. Although this plan recognizes
these existing, single-purpose developments, it does not anticipate any expansion of this form, except
as may be incorporated into an area of Redevelopment, as described below. Higher density residential
development is more appropriately planned as a part of mixed use neighborhoods that offer residents
nearby services, shopping, entertainment and employment opportunities.
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DOWNTOWN
The central business district of the City and its urban waterfront make up this future land use
designation. This is the activity, entertainment and commercial core of the community and is more
fully described in the Downtown Vision Plan and the Waterfront Strategic Plan summarized in Chapter
11 and more fully set forth in those plan documents which are incorporated in this Master Plan
reference.

Downtown Grand Haven

The Downtown is established as an urban shopping, entertainment, professional service, residential
and civic use environment for residents and visitors. The area will be characterized by an urban
form that is scaled for convenient and safe pedestrian access and designed to take advantage of
outdoor informal gathering places. An active, year-round street-level environment will encourage
shopping, dining and entertainment with landscaped common spaces and amenities to promote
social interaction. Uses fronting the sidewalk should be limited to retailing, dining and entertainment
and personal services while upper floors should accommodate professional offices, residential and
hospitality uses.
Portions of the commercial core of the area have undergone redevelopment and additional
redevelopment is anticipated, in keeping with this land use designation.
The waterfront area currently serves primarily as public space and as outlined in the Waterfront
Strategic Plan this would continue and expand. Development on the river side of Harbor Avenue should
be limited to preserve as much public access to the water and to protect public views to the water
whenever possible.
The eastern portion of this designation also forms the civic core of the community, including City and
County government offices, courts, central park, Post Office, the library and community center. Grand
Haven is the county seat of Ottawa County and the substantial presence of administrative and judicial
offices as well as other public institutions helps to strengthen this land use designation as the cultural
core of the community. Such uses are to be encouraged and strengthened as the redevelopment of the
downtown proceeds.
The easterly portion of the designation also transitions into the Centertown sub-area. The Downtown
and Centertown share many characteristics in terms of the emphasis in land uses on services
and retailing. However, each has a unique personality that should be respected. As indicated in
the Centertown sub-area plan (see Appendix A), some streetscape and signage elements from the
downtown should be extended into Centertown to create a more uniform aesthetic in the region.
However, in such other respects as land uses, residential density, building form and design standards,
each area should be treated according to their own distinctive character.

TRADITIONAL NEIGHBORHOOD MIXED USE
This future land use plan embraces the established patterns that characterize Grand Haven. Many
of the City’s neighborhoods include a broad range of land uses arranged in a traditional urban
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neighborhood form. This is not only desirable; it is also a highly functional pattern. However, while
all areas share the mixed-use characteristic, each is unique in its own right and this future land use
designation seeks to treat them uniformly while honoring their distinctive features and challenges.

Centertown

Centertown
This is a densely-developed portion of the urban core of Grand Haven within walking distance of the
downtown, the waterfront and the Grand Landing redevelopment area. The Centertown sub-area plan
in Appendix A provides greater detail on the eastern portion of this area’s challenges and a series of
recommended strategies to address them. Immediately to the north and west is an area made up largely
of older single- and multiple-unit residential units ranging in quality. As indicated above, the area’s
proximity to the downtown and the waterfront gives these residential properties unique value and
many have been renovated. The street system in this neighborhood forms a very efficient and walkable
grid that supports pedestrian activity and interaction. An extensive range of land uses is contemplated
with an emphasis on stabilizing and strengthening nearby residential neighborhoods through
renovation and rehabilitation while encouraging additional retail and office uses in Centertown as
outlined in Appendix A.
North of Jackson and adjoining the Grand Landing planned development, is a four-block area of older,
but stable housing. This plan seeks to preserve the residential character of the interior portions of
this neighborhood while recognizing that some structures may shift toward more intense uses. Along
Jackson Street, this trend is already apparent and, with limitations may be accommodated. This might
include higher density residential uses, personal services and even some retail. However, care must be
taken to prevent automobile-oriented commercial and retail from encroaching on the otherwise stable
residential character and to avoid the development in this area of uses that unnecessarily compete with
established commercial areas in the Centertown, Grand Landing or Downtown areas.
Land use policies should be centered on the reuse of existing structures whenever possible to preserve
and enhance the character of the area. When new construction is proposed, it should follow the
building placement and form standards of the existing structures to faithfully renew and extend the
traditional patterns of this area. This vicinity also includes a potential redevelopment area, known as
the Stanco property located between Jackson, Fulton, First and Second Streets. This site, while reflected
in the Traditional Neighborhood Mixed Use designation, will likely be redeveloped in the context of a
planned development with many of the aspects of a traditional neighborhood. Given its proximity to
the waterfront and the downtown, a relatively intense pattern is desirable, but in the context and scale
of a traditional urban neighborhood.
Washington Square and Adjacent Neighborhoods
East of the US-31 corridor, this traditional neighborhood mixed use area is centered on the Washington
Square sub-area. In addition to that sub-area, the focus extends slightly about two blocks to the west
along Madison and to the east about two blocks along Fulton. These Eastown residential neighborhoods
help protect the unique identity of Washington Square by creating a buffer between it and the largely
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“big box” commercial uses along Jackson and with impinging industrial and redevelopment uses likely
to the east. As indicated in the Washington Square sub-area plan (see Appendix A), it will be important
to preserve the identity of the Washington Square neighborhood as a node of neighborhood commerce
and to retain viable residential neighborhoods to bracket it from other areas. The residential areas
along Madison and Fulton help to achieve this. However, it is also recognized that in some instances
the boundaries of the sub-areas may be regarded as somewhat indistinct and this Plan contemplates
appropriately scaled expansions of some commercial or service uses into adjoining residential
properties if necessary to achieve a viable redevelopment and/or to provide effective buffers.
The Robbins Road Corridor
The Robbins Road Corridor also includes a limited amount of Mixed Use as defined in the sub-area plan
in Chapter 11. This area is actually located beyond the City limits in Grand Haven Charter Township,
but is reflected in this plan as a part of the joint inter-community planning effort. Much of this area
is vacant land currently and, over the life of this Plan, may develop through a series of planned, new
urban developments to include a mix of residential, office and low-intensity commercial uses. As such,
this area will include many of the characteristics of traditional urban neighborhoods, but in a suburban
setting.

Washington Square Neighborhood

MIXED USE REDEVELOPMENT
North Beechtree
This includes the former industrial area occupied by the Eagle-Ottawa Tannery and the former
Challenge Machine property. The future land uses are more fully described in the North Beechtree
Sub-Area Plan in Appendix A which describes an ambitious proposal to clear some of the site for new
uses and to renovate other portions to result in a comprehensively planned campus of new and existing
buildings that will house educational, office, retail, service and residential land uses.
In 2010, the City began to invest in improvements to Beechtree in an effort to attract development to
this underutilized area of the City. In 2015, plans were announced that the Challenge Machine building
would be repurposed into professional office space. The redevelopment project would also include the
creation of a greenspace and parking lot. Plans for a new R.V. campground were also announced for this
area of the City in 2015.
These redevelopments will require a concentrated public-private effort and its form will be dictated by
a combination of market forces, public investment, and private entrepreneurship. As such, the Planned
Development mechanism in the Zoning Ordinance is likely to be employed for some or all of this
development.
Grand Landing
This unique redevelopment area was founded on a joint public-private effort to clear and redevelop a
former brownfield location adjoining the south channel of the Grand River, immediately west of US-31.
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Over a period of years, the City of Grand Haven assembled a redevelopment parcel over twenty-acres
in area. Eventually private proposals were sought to use brownfield incentives for its redevelopment as
a planned mixed use development and the privately-developed “Grand Landing” project is the result.
As such, the future land uses are essentially defined by the plan. Portions of the project have already
been realized. Luxury and loft-style condominiums (with two-story residences), and ground floor retail
and nearby restaurants has already been developed. In 2015, a planned development amendment was
approved to make room for 168 apartments, three new restaurants, and a 125-room hotel.
The entire site is (and will be) configured so that most surface parking will be screened from view from
the surrounding streets by buildings. In addition, an extensive network of walkways will encourage
pedestrian activity within the site and connections to regional trails and sidewalks will allow residents
to walk along the river channel and into the downtown to work, shop, dine or to take advantage of the
public recreation areas within the downtown.
SERVICE/RESIDENTIAL
The Service/Residential future land use designation is intended to provide for professional and
personal services and areas including higher-density development in the City. Located primarily along
the Beechtree corridor and the Beacon Avenue corridor, this area is comprised of about 49.8 acres, or
about 1.3% of the City’s total land area. This designation recognizes the character of these two corridors
both of which carry significant traffic volumes, while continuing to accommodate some residential land
uses.
Southern Beechtree
The southern portion of the Beechtree corridor includes a mix of multiple-unit development,
institutional and office uses. It also abuts the industrial land uses that extend to the east along Marion
and Eaton Streets. Along the west side of the corridor, Grand Haven Area Public Schools have a
dominant presence with the administrative office, bus facility and playgrounds associated with Griffin
Elementary School to the west. Interspersed with office uses are a number of well-kept single-family
residences. These residential properties may be expected to face pressure to convert to uses that can
take advantage of the Beechtree traffic. Commercial uses should be directed to the retail and auto
service areas to the north, but personal service uses or office use as well as higher density residential
uses may be appropriate in this vicinity. Care must be taken in accommodating the conversion of some
of these properties to higher intensity uses to assure that those uses are effectively buffered with
landscaping from remaining residential uses and from the established neighborhoods on either side of
the corridor.
Midtown US-31 Corridor
This is a relatively narrow strip of Service/Residential land use along either side of the roadway
extending from Franklin on the north to Woodlawn on the south. This six-block strip has good exposure
to US-31 traffic, but it directly abuts viable low to moderate density residential neighborhoods. As a
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consequence intense commercial uses in this area would not be appropriate and less intense uses such
as professional offices will need to be effectively buffered with landscaping and contained. This will
enable these properties to exploit the US-31 frontage without undermining the residential aspects
of neighboring properties. To accomplish this and to recognize the very constrained depth of these
parcels, some limited expansion of low intensity uses, such as professional offices may be contemplated
extending westerly to the railroad and industrial uses. However, large footprint development and
higher-intensity development should be avoided and development plans should include measures to
buffer impacts on adjoining residential areas.

SERVICE/COMMERCIAL
The Service/Commercial future land use designation is intended to provide for employment and goods
and services to serve the broader Grand Haven community. This area is comprised of about 283.3 acres,
or about 7.6% of the City’s total land area. This designation is found in several areas of the community
and each has its own particular set of characteristics. The following paragraphs present desired vision
and intent for each area.
South US-31 Corridor
Extending south along US-31 from Park Street, this area is characterized by larger land uses and a
conventional suburban pattern. However, it is also impacted by the Southwest Business Corridor
sub-area plan for the west side of the roadway. That plan is described more fully in Appendix A, but it
includes guidelines for stronger roadway landscaping, improved inter-connectivity and some adaptive
reuse of existing uses. This area includes the largest commercial parcels in the City, some of which are
devoted to auto sales facilities. It is likely that some of these uses will be replaced by other commercial
development over the life of this plan and the guidelines of the sub-area plan should be used to
achieve an attractive and viable reuse of these sites. While new investment in commercial land uses
may be welcomed in this area, the form of such development should feature high quality finishes and
landscaping, including outdoor gathering spaces, an inviting mix of uses and linear buildings form to
mask large footprint structures. In addition, inter-connections between uses should be maintained and
strengthened as outlined in the Southwest Business Corridor sub-area plan.
Unlike some other future land use designations, the margins of the Service/Commercial use south
of Park Street should be regarded as relatively rigidly defined. This is because the westerly boundary
is the railroad and a fairly steep change in elevation that would make a westerly expansion virtually
impossible. To the east, the Service/Commercial uses transition from moderate to high density
residential and then from low to moderate residential. This is an appropriate configuration that will be
observed throughout the life of this plan.
US-31 and Jackson
This area of the City is characterized by recently developed new, and redeveloped suburban-scale
shopping and commercial plazas including free-standing and multi-tenant buildings. The development
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is designed to accommodate auto-dependent shoppers and is generally isolated from the remainder of
the community by high-volume traffic on US-31 and Jackson Street. To the east between Jackson Street
and the River, uses shift to marina and marine services in keeping with the access to the river. This
pattern is relatively stable and not likely to change significantly over the life of this plan. Immediately
southeast of this area is an industrial and heavy commercial area, including the City’s Department of
Public Works. These uses are viable and will help to contain any expansion of the Service/Commercial
uses to the east or south.
The Beechtree Corridor
This largely commercial corridor extends along Beechtree Street from Fulton to Park and is more
specifically described in the Beechtree Sub-Area plan in Appendix A. To the south, from approximately
Park to Robbins Road on the west side of the road, the corridor is comprised of a mix of modest-scale
office and institutional uses interspersed with multiple-unit and single-family dwellings and is called
out in the Service/Residential future land use designation below.
This corridor carries about 12,000 vehicles per day and serves as a vital north-south connector along
the eastern portion of the City. As such, the mix of uses is appropriate although many of the commercial
uses are constrained by relatively shallow parcels, especially in the northern portion of the area. Some
pressure to allow expansion of commercial uses into single-family areas may be expected. This will
need to be carefully managed and the sub-area plan calls for limited expansions of the commercial uses
with inclusion of private service drives, hedge rows, or other physical separation to buffer the two uses
and help protect adjoining neighborhoods.
As indicated in the Beechtree Sub-Area plan, there is a greater predominance of retail and auto-service
uses in the northerly portion of the corridor and that pattern should be retained. On the other hand,
tendencies to allow those more intense uses to expand to the south of Park should be resisted. To the
south of Park, there is a significant residential character especially along the western frontage and this
should be protected from encroachment by commercial uses.
M a r i n a a n d W at e r f r o n t A r e a s
The future land use map identifies four areas of the City as Service/Commercial which have a distinctly
marine-orientation. Land uses in these areas, while commercial in nature, will clearly be dependent on
their proximity and access to the Grand River channel. These include marinas, boat service and storage
businesses, charter boat operations and related uses.
West Robbins Road
As more fully described in the Robbins Road Corridor sub-area plan in Appendix A, an area extending
to the east along Robbins Road from the intersection with US-31 is planned as “regional commercial”
which equates to the Service/Commercial future land use designation. This area falls in both the City
of Grand Haven and in Grand Haven Township and is characterized by suburban-scale commercial
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development. The sub-area plan calls for measures to improve access, interconnectivity, traffic flow
and building form and design.

INDUSTRIAL
This designation includes areas of the City that are committed to manufacturing, processing, storage
and transportation uses. A total of 850 acres, or about 22.8% of the City’s land area is planned for
industrial uses. These may include some vehicle service facilities and other support functions, but the
primary objective of the designation is to provide areas for job-generating manufacturing, assembly,
research and development uses, as well as contractor facilities and uses that may involve outdoor
storage or yard operations.
The largest portion of this designation is found to the north and south of the municipal airport in the
southeast portion of the City. It is characterized by larger lots and some available land to accommodate
new industrial investment. The presence of the airport in this vicinity creates some limitations on the
intensity and especially on the height of uses in this area, but it also may provide some advantages for
any aviation-oriented businesses interested in a location in the area.
At the opposite end of the City on Harbor Island is the Board of Light & Power coal-fired power plant.
This Plan recognizes this use and appropriately plans for its continued operation in this location
which offers access to Great Lakes shipping for coal delivery and freshwater for cooling and steam
production. In addition, the relative close proximity of the plant to the downtown area is being
explored as an opportunity to provide a sidewalk snow-melt system using waste heat from the plant.
Despite the presence of this industrial use, this area also includes the Linear Park along the south
channel of the Grand River. This is not inappropriate and, makes good use of this publicly-owned site.
In addition, there is growing recognition that the prevailing winds off Lake Michigan may offer a
further clean energy resource and these industrial lands may see development to exploit this resource
provided impacts on nearby development can be mitigated.
Adjoining the east side of the Beechtree corridor sub-area is an established industrial area. This area is
characterized by smaller parcels and some of the existing structures may be nearing the end of their
useful lives. Over the life of this plan, redevelopment is anticipated and desired in this area. This may
entail consolidation of parcels, removal and reconstruction of some structures and potentially new
public and private investment. This process may also entail a shift in land uses from manufacturing,
assembly and storage to services, contractor facilities, data facilities or research and development
facilities. Any combination of such uses may strengthen this area and should be encouraged.
Adjoining the North Beechtree sub-area to the west is a relatively confined area of mixed industrial,
heavy commercial and service uses. This area also includes the City’s Department of Public Works
facility. This area shares some of the characteristics of the western portion of the North Beechtree subarea, and likely future uses may complement those in the sub-area. In addition, it is relatively confined
by a stable residential area to the south and by new commercial development to the west and north.
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Immediately south of the North Beechtree sub-area is the City’s Wastewater Treatment facility. This is
included in a small area of industrial future land use as a single-purpose use.
A relatively small and isolated pocket of industrial uses exists immediately south of the downtown
along the railroad. The area is confined by existing residential development with minimal prospects
for expansion. Potential uses in this area may include contractor’s facilities with outdoor storage,
warehousing and mini-storage or an incubator facility for small-scale manufacturing or assembly
operations. While the existing structures may be nearing obsolescence, they offer some potential for
employment and this site may eventually transition to non-industrial uses.
Finally, a portion of the Southwest Business Corridor sub-area plan recognizes the industrial
characteristics of that area and this future land use plan preserves those characteristics. While more
detail on this area is provided in that sub-area plan (see Appendix A), modest-scale industrial, auto
service, contractor operations and related facilities should continue and be encouraged in this area.
This area also extends south of Robbins Road to include two existing manufacturing and office uses that
abut the railroad.
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Chapter 14. Zoning Plan
The table at the end of this chapter outlines an approach to guide zoning decisions under this Master
Plan. It identifies zoning districts that are supported by and compatible with each of the above
future land use designations. It also presents potentially compatible zoning districts and suggests
some guidance for use by the Planning Commission, the City Council and the public in considering
compatibility.
To use this table, the reader must begin with the future land use designation in Column #1. Column
#2 lists zoning districts that are frequently, but not always, compatible with that future land use
designation. A request to rezone land to a supporting and compatible zoning district is also listed in
Column #2 and could be regarded as consistent with this Master Plan if the intent statement of the
proposed zoning district and the land uses it would allow (either as permitted or as special uses) are
directly supportive of the policies in this Plan. Of course, this also assumes that the other rezoning
standards outlined below can be met.
Column #3 lists zoning districts that may be compatible with the future land use designation under
certain circumstances and Column #4 suggests some standards the Planning Commission and City
Council should consider in reaching a decision on a particular request when considering a potentially
compatible rezoning.
These standards are meant as a point of beginning in a rezoning decision, but they should not be
regarded as the only factors to be considered. There may be extenuating circumstances that could
apply to any rezoning request and the reader is cautioned to pay attention to existing and potential
land use conflicts and to changing conditions that could impact a rezoning decision. Typically a
rezoning request must be considered in light of all of the following standards:
1. Consistency with the Master Plan and future land use plan. As indicated, the following Zoning
Plan will be helpful in this regard, but needs to be applied in the context of this entire plan, not
in isolation.
2. Reasonable use for the property as currently zoned. Property owners are entitled to expect that
a reasonable use may be found for their property but it is not necessarily reasonable to expect
any use desired if it conflicts with broader public objectives.
3. More appropriate locations. Whether there are other, more appropriate, locations in the
community for the proposed zoning. This involves an analysis of the existing land uses, the
zoning ordinance and the future land use plan, to evaluate whether the community has already
provided appropriately for a particular class of uses.
4. Potential detrimental effects of a proposed change in zoning on adjoining and surrounding land
uses.
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The Zoning Districts established in the City of Grand Haven Zoning Ordinance and their general
descriptions and statements of intent are as follows. These descriptions may be used to cross-reference
to the references in the Zoning Plan on the following pages.
T h e S F R , S i n g l e - F a m i ly R e s i d e n t i a l D i s t r i c t
This district is intended to provide for relatively low-density single-family residential neighborhoods,
which predominantly serve families with children. Neighborhoods will be quiet and free of unrelated
traffic, though limited, low-impact residentially related land uses may be permitted as described below.
Residential streets will be scaled for compatibility between pedestrians and automobiles; and will
be lined with attractive landscaping. Except where topographic or other environmental constraints
preclude such connectivity, streets within the SFR District should be interconnected, although both
curvilinear and grid patterns are encouraged, some cul-de-sac and collector patterns may be developed.
T h e M D R , M o d e r at e D e n s i t y R e s i d e n t i a l D i s t r i c t
This district is intended to provide for moderate density single-family residential neighborhoods, with
two-family dwellings being permitted along key street segments. Neighborhoods shall be quiet and free
of unrelated traffic, though limited, low-impact residentially related land uses may be permitted as
described below. Streets within the MDR District shall be interconnected.
T h e M F R , M u lt i p l e F a m i ly R e s i d e n t i a l D i s t r i c t
This district is intended to provide housing opportunities in the form of multi-unit dwellings. These
types of dwellings typically provide common open space, and provide housing options with certain
accessory uses such as parks, laundry facilities, workout facilities, and garages, among others. Multiple
family residential districts provide housing for all types of individuals, including the elderly, singles,
and families. All multiple family residential districts shall be well integrated with the surrounding
community, functioning as a transitional zone between single-family residential uses and commercial
districts. Building size and form shall be compatible to the size and form of neighboring districts and
adjacent buildings, so as to enhance the available housing options of local residents without disrupting
the continuity and character of the existing neighborhood. Lighting and sign standards shall also
remain consistent with those in residential districts, so as to create a seamless transition from one
district to the next.
The DR, Dune Residential District
This district is characterized by steep topographical slopes, sandy soils, and a variety of single-family
architectural styles. The greatest natural resources within these neighborhoods are the views of
Lake Michigan, sensitive sand dunes and woodland areas. The intent of this district is to preserve
the character of the neighborhoods and resources of the dunes for the enjoyment of residents and
visitors alike. Development in this district should be scaled primarily for relatively densely-formed
single-family neighborhoods with some multi-unit facilities carefully sited to be consistent in look and
performance with a single-family area.
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New development and improvements or renovations in this district shall be consistent with the
current character of the respective communities as well as respectful to the views historically enjoyed
by property owners. Due to the small size and irregular shape of many lots in the Dune Residential
districts, building siting standards are intended to take advantage of limited space through flexible
building envelopes, while protecting sensitive dune areas and view corridor sight lines, to as
reasonable and extent as possible.
Protecting dunes and views of Lake Michigan without sacrificing the integrity of the neighborhood
will be more important than rigid site design standards, such as deep setbacks, building height or style
requirements. Nevertheless, new development and improvements shall be generally consistent with
and in keeping with the current character of the community.
The NS, North Shore District
This district is intended to respect the unique natural setting of the northern side of the Grand River
channel and the Lake Michigan shoreline adjoining the Kitchel-Lindquist Dunes Natural Preserve.
The locale, while sensitive, is ideal for low-density single-family residential neighborhoods, which
predominantly serve families with and without children. Neighborhoods will be quiet and free of
unrelated traffic, though limited, low-impact residentially related land uses may be permitted as
described below. The area is not likely to be served with public wastewater service, so densities will be
low. Except where topographic or other environmental constraints preclude such connectivity, streets
within the NS District should be interconnected.
The S, Southside District
This district exhibits many of the City’s finest examples of historic residential architecture including
Italianate and Queen Anne styles. As such, these structures, when located on major transit routes, such
as on Franklin, are appropriate for low impact, non-residential uses such as small-scale retail, office
and bed and breakfast facilities. Carriage houses provide additional space for residential and smallscale retail, office and bed and breakfast facilities, and shall be encouraged to remain. Maintaining
historic structures is the intent of this district by allowing for adaptive reuse from residential to small
scale commercial and office uses.
This district is generally bounded on the north by the south side of Franklin, Howard to the south,
Harbor to the west and Beacon to the east. Ensuring the stability of the neighborhood is paramount.
The Southside district shall be zoned for single-family detached residential dwellings conforming
to the existing and predominant land use. Office, commercial, or retail uses shall only be permitted
along key street segments such as Franklin and 5th, 6th, 7th Streets. All new infill and redevelopment
along key street segments shall be constructed to resemble the historic architectural styles through
the use of selected building materials, building elements, and building placement standards, which
characterize the Southside District.
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The E, Eastown District
This district is characterized by a predominance of single-family dwellings of a historic, pre- and
immediately post- WW II character. Within walking distance to Washington Square, the Eastown
District is a neighborhood accessible to services, parks, and schools. Most homes have front porches
extending into the front yard setback, street trees, and garages. Alley access is provided on several
blocks of the Eastown District. The primary intent of this district is to foster and maintain a
neighborhood consisting largely of single-family detached homes arranged in a traditional grid street
pattern with modest setbacks and strong pedestrian orientation.
T h e O T, O l d T o w n D i s t r i c t
This district serves as a gateway to the City’s Central Business District. With a mix of land uses, the
Old Town district will provide residential uses, as well as service oriented commercial business along
primary transit routes. Generally bounded by Beacon to the east, the Grand River to the north, Harbor
to the west and Fulton to the south, the Old Town district transitions from medium intensity uses along
major corridors, to a modest residential neighborhood consisting of single-family detached residential
dwellings with front porches, pitched roofs and narrow lots. The Old Town district will continue to
provide housing opportunities for all income levels, helping to sustain small retail nodes and the
Central Business District.
Walkability, connectivity and historic integrity are key attributes of the Old Town area. Flanked by
the Central Business District and US-31, the Old Town district may experience pressure to convert its
single family residential and small-scale commercial nodes to multi-family and large scale commercial.
Instead, the Old Town district will be a place for maintaining modest single family detached residential,
and for nurturing small-scale businesses, such as personal service establishments, cafes, and offices. In
Old Town, sidewalks and the boardwalk will provide safe and convenient non-motorized connections
to other parts of the City. Development in this district should be scaled primarily for relatively densely
formed single-family neighborhoods with some multi-unit facilities carefully sited to be consistent in
appearance and performance with a single-family area.
The NMU, Neighborhood Mixed Use District
This district offers pedestrian-oriented, mixed use buildings with plentiful windows featuring large
window openings and architecture that embrace the City’s history. The convenience of nearby services
and institutional uses creates an appealing sense of community and establishes the NMU District
areas as neighborhood destinations. An appropriate mix of uses will generate low-impact retail and
commercial activity at the street level, while providing for offices and residential dwellings in the upper
stories. The form of development in the NMU District is well established and is embraced by the City
of Grand Haven. As such, this district will ensure the health, safety, general welfare, and sense of place
and community of Washington Square and Centertown by regulating the form of development and its
relationship with the existing respective neighborhoods.
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The OS, Office Service District
The intent of the OS, Office-Service District is to support office uses along transit routes, while providing a transition from residential to higher intensity uses. Where single-family detached dwellings exist
in the Office-service District, adaptive reuse of these dwellings for office-service uses is encouraged.
Where new development occurs, it will be compatible with residential neighborhoods using building
height limitations, setbacks, and lot coverage standards. The transition from residential to office-service uses is marked by landscape buffers including berms, or evergreen screening. Lighting, signage,
and parking lots shall be designed to have a minimum impact on residential uses.
The CB, Central Business District
This district will serve as the primary identity for the City of Grand Haven. It will serve as a healthy
social and economic environment for year-round residents, visitors, and tourists. The Central Business
District will be a pedestrian oriented place with active street life, healthy retail, and common space
for community gatherings and waterfront activities. It will be friendly and charming, a place where
people of all ages gather for social, shopping, and recreational reasons. Street level activities will focus
on restaurants and shopping while the upper stories of downtown will provide a diverse range of
office space and urban-style housing, accommodating a broad range of residences. As outlined in the
Downtown Vision Plan, all public areas within the CB district shall be considered central locations of
social and public activity, year-round. All buildings within the district shall contribute to creating a
relatively continuous street wall to create a pedestrian oriented sense of enclosure and place. Building
heights and signage may vary from one property to the next; however a general consistency shall be
retained in order to create a continuous sense of character within the district. Sidewalks, pedestrian
pathways, and parking areas shall give particular attention to streetscape/landscape continuity and
lighting.
The C, Commercial District
The intent of the C, Commercial District is to serve the needs of the West Michigan region. This
includes establishments, which although they serve primarily a surrounding neighborhood, could also
serve a larger trade or service area. This district tends to generate more traffic since most users will
arrive at these commercial businesses in an automobile and typically park once. Existing lots within
this district are large enough to accommodate large-scale retailers, requiring extensive parking, and
sometimes including shopping centers with smaller developable retail pads and attached commercial
developments. Office-service uses are compatible with the purpose of the district as long as adequate
and convenient automobile parking can be provided for both the office and the retail merchandising
activity.
The B, Beechtree District
This district accommodates light industrial uses and service commercial uses in an automobile
oriented environment. The B district will develop as a vibrant corridor providing an eclectic mix of
retail sales, office buildings, and light-industrial facilities. The purpose and intent of the B District is to
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foster the enhancement, accessibility, and function of businesses, which meet the service needs of the
surrounding residential and industrial areas.
T h e W F, W at e r f r o n t D i s t r i c t
This district is intended to provide for open space in the form of parks or other general land preserves
along lake or river shorelines with the intent of preserving and maintaining natural characteristics of
those areas. Marinas and marina related accessory uses shall be permitted, as well as restaurants so long
as dimensional and natural feature protection standards are met. Overall, this district is intended to
support water related development, and to provide ample opportunities for public access with a balance
of recreational and retail opportunities along the waterfront.
T h e W F - 2 W at e r f r o n t D i s t r i c t
This district is intended to provide for the positive redevelopment of the east side of Harbor Drive from
Howard to First Street. This district lies at the foot of the downtown and spans an area that is utilized
for community festivals, recreation, viewing the Musical Fountain, and appreciating the view of the
Grand River channel all the way out to the Grand Haven lighthouse. Harbor Drive is the main point
of entry for the State Park and City Beach, and development along this road is visible from the water.
Therefore, this district defines the impression of Grand Haven for residents and visitors alike.
The Old Town and Southside neighborhoods adjoin the WF-2 District. These neighborhoods are
locally designated Historical Districts and are among the first areas settled in Grand Haven. The WF-2
District must therefore provide a context sensitive transition between the activities on the waterfront
and the immediately adjacent residential neighborhoods. The Waterfront Strategic Plan outlines
a comprehensive vision for this key portion of the community and will be used as guidance by the
Planning Commission and property owners in evaluating design and redevelopment proposals.
It is recognized that the public sight lines of the City are a shared resource of relatively fixed supply
and thus must be regulated in a manner that reasonably balances the use afforded to private property
owners with the rights of the general public. New development within the WF-2 District will require
designs that provide special consideration for public site lines. While recognizing the desire of those
owning property to capitalize on its value, especially property near or on the waterfront, this Article
also seeks to assure that the uses of such property and the size, quality, character, dimensions, of the
structures built on that property positively enhance the essential character of the community.
The CC, Civic Center District
This district is intended to form the institutional and governmental core of the community, specifically
intended to accommodate the concentration of municipal and public facilities in the Hilltop area of
the City. This district will be comprised of governmental offices and general office buildings, parks and
places of public assembly and will be non-commercial in nature. Structures in the district will generally
be larger iconic forms, built around a government square, with good sidewalk exposure, yet formed to
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accommodate automobile access as the regional governmental center. Plazas, parks and outdoor spaces
will create an efficient yet inviting space for the civic activities of the community.
The TI, Transitional Industrial District
This district is intended to allow a mix of commercial, service commercial and light industrial
activities, which can be compatible with some non-industrial uses such as live/work facilities and
entertainment uses. The TI district will include good accessibility to safely accommodate pedestrian
and bicycle traffic with automobiles and commercial vehicles. This district is intended to allow for the
transition from traditional industrial uses to commercial, retail, residential and some live/work uses.
The I, Industrial District
This district is intended to accommodate commercial uses unsuited to other districts, as well as
wholesale activities, warehouses, and manufacturing and assembly operations whose external, physical
effects are restricted to the area of the district and are well-matched to the surrounding uses. The
I District is intended to permit, along with any specified uses, the manufacturing, compounding,
processing, packaging, assembly, or treatment of finished or semi-finished products from previously
prepared material. It is further intended that activities involving the processing of raw material be
entirely enclosed and that all uses conform to the performance standards of this Ordinance. Uses
within the I District will generally be employment generators.
It is the intent of this district to provide sufficient space for current or future needs for manufacturing
and wholesaling or related uses while preserving the general character of the community.
Specialized Districts
The zoning ordinance provides for a Planned Development district pursuant to Section 503 of
the Michigan Zoning Enabling Act. This district is founded on specific plan of development or
redevelopment and may include a broad range of uses and design provisions. In addition, the ordinance
provides for a Sensitive Area Overlay to apply to areas specifically defined as having unique features
that may require protection from the impacts of development.
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#1

#2

#3

#4

Determine the
Future Land
Use Category
that applies to
the site

Zoning districts that
may be supported if
the district intent
statement and
permitted uses are
compatible with the
policies of the future
land use category

Zoning districts that
may potentially be
supported under the
limited circumstances
outlined in column 4

Factors and Features for Evaluation of Potentially
Compatible Zoning Districts

Natural Area/Open
Space

Only districts that directly support the protection of
sensitive areas, natural features and the related policies
of this future land use designation
Dune Residential
Eastown
Southside
Old Town
North Shore

Low to Moderate
Density Residential

Single Family Residential

Neighborhood Mixed Use

Moderate Density
Residential

Beechtree

Office Service

Low to Moderate
Density Residential
(cont’d)

Multiple Family
Residential

Provided provisions of any public ownership restrictions and/or
the requirements of the Sensitive Area Overlay are observed to
protect important natural features
These are specialized zoning districts that are intended to be
coordinated with unique natural features and/or particular
locations as outlined in the statements of intent for the district.
Areas planned as Low to Moderate Density Residential that also
share the features or location of those specialized zoning districts
may be appropriate for rezoning.
If adjoining neighborhood-scale mixed use patterns and if
proposed for development that will respect existing patterns at
densities of less than 5 units per acre or offer services that will
serve neighborhood residents and include effective buffer or
transitions to protect remaining single family developments
If adjoining office or services uses along Beacon north of Park, or
along Beechtree, south of Waverly and if proposed for
development that will respect existing patterns at densities of less
than 5 units per acre or offer services that will serve
neighborhood residents and include effective buffer or transitions
to protect remaining single family developments
If adjoining higher density residential area and uses and if
effective buffer or transitions are included to protect nearby
single family developments
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#1

#2

#3

#4

Determine the
Future Land
Use Category
that applies to
the site

Zoning districts that
may be supported if
the district intent
statement and
permitted uses are
compatible with the
policies of the future
land use category

Zoning districts that
may potentially be
supported under the
limited circumstances
outlined in column 4

Factors and Features for Evaluation of Potentially
Compatible Zoning Districts

Moderate to High
Density Residential

Multiple Family Residential

Single Family Residential
Moderate Density
Residential

If adjoining existing moderate to high density residential and
proposed for development or redevelopment that will respect
existing patterns and densities.

North Shore

Traditional
Neighborhood
Mixed Use

Service /
Commercial

Service/Residential

Beechtree

If located within the planning boundaries of the Beechtree
corridor sub area plan.

Moderate Density
Residential

Old Town

Neighborhood Mixed Use

Civic Center

These are specialized zoning districts that are intended to be
coordinated with unique characteristics and/or particular
locations as outlined in the statements of intent for the district.
Areas planned as Traditional Neighborhood Mixed Use that also
share the features or location of those specialized zoning districts
may be appropriate for rezoning.

Commercial
Office Service

Waterfront

Single Family Residential

Office Service

Central Business
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Eastown

Multiple Family
Residential

If located adjoining the waterfront and adjacent to other areas
zoned WF or WF-2
Along the Beechtree Corridor, south of Park if adjoining existing
patterns of higher-density residential development and is
sufficient area is available to adequately screen and buffer nearby
residential uses.

Existing areas of MFR zoning in the Downtown future land use
district may be appropriately expanded at similar densities and
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#1

#2

#3

#4

Determine the
Future Land
Use Category
that applies to
the site

Zoning districts that
may be supported if
the district intent
statement and
permitted uses are
compatible with the
policies of the future
land use category

Zoning districts that
may potentially be
supported under the
limited circumstances
outlined in column 4

Factors and Features for Evaluation of Potentially
Compatible Zoning Districts

Southside

These are specialized zoning districts that are intended to be
coordinated with unique characteristics and/or particular
locations as outlined in the statements of intent for the district.
Areas planned as Downtown that also share the features or
location of those specialized zoning districts may be appropriate
for rezoning.

Waterfront
Waterfront-2

Office Service

If proposed expansion represents a logical extension of an
office – service area.

Commercial

If proposed expansion represents a logical extension of an
existing commercial district with frontage on Beacon, Jackson
or Ferry.

Neighborhood Mixed Use

If proposed expansion represents a logical extension of an
neighborhood mixed use area on Ferry.

Industrial
Industrial

Mixed Use
Redevelopment

Transitional Industrial

Planned Development

Mixed Use Redevelopment sites are likely to be undertaken as Planned Development projects
which will define the land uses, building form and regulatory standards. However, as the
overall plan for a Mixed Use Redevelopment site is established, other zoning districts may be
appropriate if consistent with the overall redevelopment plan and if measures to mitigate any
off-site impacts can be addressed.
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Chapter 15. Implementation Strategies
For a Master Plan to truly impact growth and development, it must be followed and carried out. The
following strategies are established to implement the goals, objectives and land use recommendations
of this Plan. These strategies may be regarded as initial implementation efforts and it is recognized that
long-range policies in this plan may require other, multi-faceted efforts to carry it out.
These strategies also recognize that, while the City of Grand Haven may need to initiate some
strategies, it must also have the support and cooperation of a broad range of other participants to
fully carry out most strategies. These other participants may include private land owners, neighboring
jurisdictions, and county or state agencies. When appropriate, implementation measures may include
new or amended ordinances, policies or operational procedures. Typically, these measures are within
the scope of the City’s authority, while others may require support and cooperation. Some may be
undertaken with little cost or effort while others may imply sizable investment.
Nevertheless, all of these strategies, and the others implied in the text are important as they contribute
individual elements that will help build the overall vision of Grand Haven expressed in this Plan.

I M M E D I AT E Z O N I N G O R D I N A N C E A M E N D M E N T S
The Zoning Ordinance is the primary implementation mechanism for this Plan. In 2007, the City
undertook a comprehensive revision of the Zoning Ordinance and that effort included many policies
that are directly supported by this plan. In a few instances, however, this plan expands on the direction
established in the Zoning Ordinance revision and the following adjustments may be regarded as further
refinement of some of those policies which have become apparent through the planning process.
This strategy contemplates refinements and adoption of at least the following six amendments (in no
particular order).
I m m e d i at e A m e n d m e n t A :
Adjust the transitional industrial as it applies to the SW Business Corridor and to the North Beechtree
Redevelopment Area to accommodate uses consistent with those sub-area plans. While it is possible
that redevelopment in either area may be undertaken through the Planned Development mechanism,
property owners are also able to apply the “by right” and “special land uses” in these districts.
A few may not be appropriate in one district but could be appropriate in the other. For example,
warehousing, is a relatively low-intensity use that could undermine the objectives of North Beechtree.
But warehousing could be appropriate for the SW Business Corridor.
I m m e d i at e A m e n d m e n t B :
Strengthen Beacon cross-access and landscaping standards in keeping with the SW business corridor
sub-area plan. Cross-access provisions address the inter-connectivity between uses on the busy Beacon
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corridor. In some places, access between uses is not possible without re-entering traffic on Beacon. The
Zoning Ordinance may be adjusted to require and/or encourage interconnectivity as new development
or renovation occurs.
In addition, the SW Business Corridor sub-area plan celebrates the green aspect of the Beacon median,
but suggests that some of the lawn areas on the west side of the street could be improved with low
profile plantings to screen parking lots, without inhibiting the visibility of the businesses. Landscape
standards along this corridor should be evaluated in keeping with this strategy and adjusted as
appropriate.
I m m e d i at e A m e n d m e n t C :
Establish maximum building footprint, architectural standards or use standards for NMU district to
protect Centertown from intrusive, out-of-character large scale uses. This strategy emerged as part of
the Centertown sub-area plan and a concern that the neighborhood could be negatively impacted by
“franchise architecture” or uses that are inappropriately out of scale with the surrounding patterns.
I m m e d i at e A m e n d m e n t D :
Add Senior Assisted Living Facilities as a special use on key streets in the Office Service zoning district
and establish Robbins Road, west of Beacon as a key street. The SW Business Corridor plan recognizes
the potential of the southerly portion of that neighborhood adjoining Robbins Road for an assisted
living facility. This area is zoned Office Service and office uses are also appropriate. The ordinance
includes standards to treat Senior Assisted Living as a special land use and, if they were permitted
in the Office Service district but limited to Key Street Segments, it would enable the potential
development on this site, provided that the segment of Robbins Road from Beacon to about 1,000 feet
west is designated as a Key Street.
I m m e d i at e A m e n d m e n t E :
Evaluate the frontage on Beacon between Fulton and Franklin which is currently zoned Commercial to
determine whether these parcels should be zoned Neighborhood Mixed Use or whether this stretch of
Beacon should be designated a Key Street. This area is reflected in the future land use plan as falling
in the Traditional Neighborhood Mixed Use area and many of the uses permitted in the Commercial
district could support that future vision. However, a few of the special land uses (i.e., Motel, Open
Air Business, Sexually Oriented Business) may not be appropriate in this location. Further, this area
is constrained by the small parcels that front Beacon and the relatively shallow depth. These lot
sizes are more in keeping with the Traditional Neighborhood Mixed Use and, the more compatible
zoning district would be Neighborhood Mixed Use. In addition, the Neighborhood Mixed Use district
includes much more explicit site and building placement standards and building form standards that
are intended to foster and maintain a traditional mixed use neighborhood as opposed to the lesser
standards of the auto-oriented Commercial district. An important consideration in this analysis will be
the extent of any nonconforming properties or uses that might be created if the zoning were changed.
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I m m e d i at e A m e n d m e n t F :
Evaluate the addition of Mixed Use Development and Personal Services Business as special uses on Key
Streets in the Old Town zoning district. This suggestion follows the recognition in the future land use
chapter relative to the Traditional Neighborhood Mixed Use area north of Jackson and the potential
that some of the properties that front Jackson may seek more intense uses. Since Jackson is already
designated as a Key Street, the addition of these two relatively low-intensity uses on Key Streets in
Old Town would enable existing properties to convert to slightly more intense activity. This would
also affect properties on the other Key Streets in Old Town and it will necessitate drafting special use
review standards for Personal Service Businesses.
Supported Goals and Objectives
This strategy will put in place important zoning tools that address key policies in the Plan. Some are
supported in general and others, like 2f, 7a are directly supported by this strategy.
Key agencies and officials:

Planner, Planning Commission and City Council

Desired outcome: 			

Greater consistency between zoning standards and policies in the Plan

Resources required: 		

Staff time

Timeframe: 			

Short term, completion in less than 12 months

M I D -T E R M E VA L U AT I O N O F Z O N I N G O R D I N A N C E A M E N D M E N T S
Evaluate possible zoning ordinance refinements for feasibility and effectiveness. Like the first set of
adjustments, this strategy recognizes the primacy of the Zoning Ordinance in plan implementation.
The following listing of potential amendments are drawn from the goals and objectives, the sub-area
plans and the future land use descriptions. These are important to the plan, but may require further
study, refinement and adjustment prior to implementation. As such, they are contemplated as midterm adjustments.
M i d -t e r m A m e n d m e n t A
Prepare a Centertown design pattern book and incorporate by reference into general provisions. The
purpose of this strategy would be to work with a group of local stakeholders to refine realistic and
useful development and design standards for the Centertown area. These will preserve the area’s
existing unique personality while creating some visual and character connections with the downtown.
Such a pattern book may be incorporated by reference into the Zoning Ordinance or it may be used as
merely a guidance document.
M i d -t e r m A m e n d m e n t B :
Develop density or other incentives to encourage a mix of housing types in most residential districts.
This strategy recognizes that the City may need to be more proactive in assuring that the local housing
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stock includes options for all segments of the population – ranging from young singles to the elderly. In
some cases increased density may be an appropriate device to enable affordable development and/or
vibrant neighborhoods and the City should evaluate whether certain zoning standards may be adjusted
to permit or incentivize higher densities in some areas.
M i d -t e r m A m e n d m e n t C :
Evaluate the Planned Development (PD) language to identify ways to expand its use in fostering mixed
use developments. The Planned Development provisions are primarily intended to permit flexibility in
the application of zoning standards where a demonstrated benefit to the community that will result
from such flexibility. In some instances this may involve a mix of uses while in other cases the flexibility
may be limited to adjustments in dimensional standards. There is much evidence that a mix of uses
creates a more vibrant and interesting urban environment and the PD standards may be evaluated to
provide incentives to achieve this greater mix.
M i d -t e r m A m e n d m e n t D :
Evaluate the market and regulatory standards for small boutique hotels and identify ways to encourage
their expansion in appropriate areas through regulatory adjustments. The hospitality and tourism
aspects of the local economy are well appreciated and understood. However, there is little support
for large-scale, resort oriented hotel development and the limited tourism season suggests that
smaller-scale or boutique operations may be a better fit. This strategy will include working with
local businesspersons in the hospitality industry to gain a better understanding of development and
operational constraints and potential adjustments the City may make in its regulatory framework to aid
such businesses.
M i d -t e r m A m e n d m e n t E :
Develop design standards, or a design pattern book for the Robbins Road Corridor in conjunction with
Grand Haven Charter Township and incorporate by reference into the General Provisions of the Zoning
Ordinance. This strategy calls for the formation of a task force of local stakeholders to work with the
City and Township in characterizing the appropriate patterns of development and building form and to
memorialize related standards in the respective zoning ordinances.
M i d -t e r m A m e n d m e n t F :
Evaluate and adjust standards for on-site wind and solar energy to further encourage their use. With
increasing emphasis on renewable energy, energy independence, and reduction of “greenhouse gasses”
this strategy will examine the existing standards that regulate solar and wind energy systems with the
objective of encouraging such systems whenever possible.
M i d -t e r m A m e n d m e n t G :
Evaluate and develop stronger standards for low impact development forms in the City. Low impact
development standards relate primarily to stormwater management, natural feature protection and
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energy efficiency. The site and building standards of the Zoning Ordinance will be evaluated to identify
areas where adjustments could be made which will reduce the impact of development on surface water
and groundwater and on natural areas.
Supported Goals and Objectives
This strategy will also put in place important zoning tools that address key policies in the Plan. Some
are directly supported by this strategy, including 1a, 1b, 2f, 2h, 9a, 11b, 12a, 13c, and 15a.
Planner, potentially consultants, Planning Commission and
Key agencies and officials:
				City Council
Desired outcome: 			

Greater consistency between zoning standards and policies in the Plan

Resources required: 		

Staff time and potential consulting fees

Timeframe: 			

Short to intermediate term, completion in 12 to 36 months

R E F I N E A N D I M P L E M E N T S U B A R E A P L A N R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S
Each of the six sub-area plans identifies a number of policy and design elements and they also include
general and specific implementation recommendations. Most, if not all, of the strategies are presented
in summary form and require further thought and evaluation prior to implementation. While each
area is different, the implementation process to be followed can be summarized as outlined below.
The goal will be to evaluate the implementation strategies of each plan and refine the implementation
process, as appropriate. In general, these activities will include:
S u b - A r e a P l a n R e c o m m e n d at i o n A :
Develop a work plan for each neighborhood and general strategy outline. This may be accomplished by
the staff and it will involve outlining specific work steps, any resources needed to carry them out and
the individuals, stakeholders or agencies that need to be involved.
S u b - A r e a P l a n R e c o m m e n d at i o n B :
Form a work group (constituent base) for each area. In most instances, the proposed changes will
impact existing land uses and businesses. If there is not already in place an existing constituent
working group (i.e., such as a neighborhood association), one should be formed to assure that the
outcome of the sub-area plan is as responsive as possible to the objectives of the Master Plan and to
local desires.
S u b - A r e a P l a n R e c o m m e n d at i o n C :
Expand and refine the work plan with the work group. Before implementation can occur, the working
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group will need to embrace the work plan and this may entail further adjustment and refinement of
the steps identified in Sub-Area Plan Recommendation A.
S u b - A r e a P l a n R e c o m m e n d at i o n D :
Identify and secure the needed resources to implement the planning process.
S u b - A r e a P l a n R e c o m m e n d at i o n E :
Begin implementation as appropriate.
Goals or objectives supported
This directly supports the key policy elements of each sub-area plan.
Key agencies and officials: 		Planner, potentially consultants, neighborhood
					
representatives, Planning Commission and City Council.
Desired outcome: 				Implementation of the plan design and policies and 		
					
implementation strategies of each sub-area plan.
Resources required: 			 Staff time, potential consulting fees and additional 		
					
expenditures as outlined in each sub-area plan.
Timeframe:				Intermediate to long term, completion in 36 to 72 months.
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Summary
In the development of a Master Plan it is important to recognize broad patterns and to structure the
plan’s recommendations and objectives in accord with overall realities. Many land use and development
challenges respond effectively to area-wide solutions and approaches. However, it is also likely that
some portions of a community face a unique set of challenges or opportunities that respond best to
focused attention.
In Grand Haven, eight such areas were identified:
1. The Southwest Business Corridor
2. The Robbins Road Corridor
3. The Washington Square Neighborhood
4. The Beechtree Corridor
5. The Centertown Neighborhood
6. North Beechtree
7. Downtown
8. The Waterfront
This section presents sub-area plans for each. The first six are the result of
original planning efforts undertaken as part of the update to the City’s Master
Plan. The sub-area plans for Downtown and the Waterfront are summaries of
other recent planning efforts and this plan consolidates those efforts into the
Master Plan.
A sub-area plan outlines local liabilities and assets and presents an alternative
approach to overcome liabilities and to maximize the value of peculiar
assets. While each is treated as a distinct area, it is important that the role
and relationship of each within the larger community be considered, as
well. Therefore, this Chapter provides a detailed presentation of each area
and a plan for its improvement which is consistent with local challenges
and opportunities and appropriate in the context of the larger City of Grand
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Haven Master Plan.

METHODOLOGY AND CITIZEN INPUT
The process to complete these sub-area plans began with extensive localized research. The consulting
team walked and drove each area, developing an extensive photo inventory and noting key elements,
development patterns, unique land uses, iconic features, and traffic patterns, as well as aesthetic and
land use strengths and weaknesses. Based on this work, a series of six existing feature maps were
prepared over aerial photos taken in 2004. In addition, six site analyses were developed. These were
assembled into individual “walking audit packets” which the City staff and local residents used for selfguided walking reviews of each area. Each packet included instructions to the participants to maximize
the use of this preliminary information.
Local residents and business owners were advised by mail, newspaper articles and through the Master
Plan website of the sub-area planning process. They were invited to obtain the walking audit packet
either at the Planning and Community Development Office or to download the packet directly from the
website.
Each of the sub-area plans was the subject of a mini-charrette public input process. A charrette is a
short-duration, intense effort that includes direct interaction between local stakeholders and the
planning and design team. In Grand Haven, this process lasted one week with each of the sub-areas
under consideration each day. At the outset, the consulting team led a community brainstorm session to
obtain public input on the commonly held understanding of the neighborhood and its sensory impact
on the area including positive and negative views, noise and odors that are prevalent. This portion of
the process also involved a facilitated evaluation of the liabilities, assets, needs and desires for each
area.
At the close of the brainstorm session,
participants used dot-stickers to note their
highest priorities. The results of this input are
set forth in Appendix C. Participants were also
invited to return to the charrette studio the next
day (or several hours later) to view the design
work in progress and to offer further input.

Using the input from the
brainstorming sessions, the
consulting team worked on
alternative responses to each
sub-area’s challenges
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The charrette process allows the consulting
team an opportunity to work in a focused
manner with the immediate input from citizens
and participants. As a result, a number of ideas
are tested, re-worked and either embraced
or rejected. The opportunity for immediate
feedback creates a very dynamic atmosphere
and it often results in innovation that might not

The open house offered an opportunity for residents and business
owners to see the initial outlines of the sub-area plans
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otherwise be possible.
At the close of the charrette week, the consulting team and city staff held an open house at which all draft subarea plans were on display. This activity was intended to present each of the draft sub-area plans in an informal
atmosphere to engage stakeholders and decision-makers in further dialog regarding some of the assumptions
made in their development and to gather even further input for the remaining planning work before the
master plan is completed.
The open house offered an opportunity for residents and business owners to see the initial outlines of the subarea plans. Plans ultimately were finalized as the consolidated Master Plan was developed.
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SOUTHWEST BUSINESS CORRIDOR
The Southwest Business Corridor is an area of about 80 acres located along and to the west of the
Beacon Boulevard(US-31) right-of-way and extending westerly about 1,000 feet to the crest of the
ridgeline. Its northerly boundary is Park Street and its southerly boundary is the City limits at Robbins
Road. The ridgeline along the westerly sub-area boundary, especially in the northern portion of the
sub-area provides an excellent natural break between the heavy commercial and industrial uses in the
corridor and the residential areas to the west. In fact, a small wetland area which has been recognized
in the City’s sensitive area overlay is located south of the Kooiman cul-de-sac and this feature together
with the steep slopes in this vicinity help to define the sub-area.

Access to adjoining parcels along Beacon
Boulevard is fairly well managed with limited
curb cuts and several shared points of access

The boulevard cross-section and extensive
landscaping in many areas provide strong
aesthetics for much of the corridor.

Challenges and Assets
Overall, the sub-area is comprised of two areas with significantly different challenges. The area is
dominated by the heavy traffic along Beacon Boulevard and the highway commercial uses there. The
Kooiman Avenue cul-de-sac and Taylor Avenue are characterized by a range of industrial and service
uses with a broad range of viability in the current marketplace, but relatively limited visibility to the
high traffic volumes only a few hundred feet to the east. The area is traversed north-south by a rail line
which typically carries two small freight runs daily. Few, if any, of the local businesses appear to take
advantage of the access to the rail line.
Although the Beacon Boulevard corridor is formed in a traditional suburban strip commercial pattern
with many very large parcels and front side parking, the boulevard cross-section and extensive
landscaping in many areas provide strong aesthetics for much of the corridor. In addition, with its
boulevard configuration, access to adjoining parcels is fairly well managed with limited curb cuts
and several shared points of access. Thus, even though the corridor carries high volumes of traffic,
generally the flow and speeds are adequate. Interconnections between commercial uses vary along the
corridor with some offering good connections while others do not.
The Southwest Business Corridor sub-area includes one of the larger vacant parcels in the City, with
approximately 7.5 acres found south of the wetland and west of the railroad. This site includes about
300 feet of frontage on Robbins Road and is sufficiently isolated and buffered from nearby industrial
commercial uses to allow this parcel to potentially accommodate office, institutional or possibly highdensity residential uses.
The area is challenged with a few marginal industrial operations and the railroad. While some facilities
are well kept others appear to be suffering from disinvestments. Given the former industrial nature
of the uses along the railroad, areas of contamination are possible. In addition, while some of the uses
along Beacon Boulevard provide reasonable interconnectivity, others do not. Some interconnections
are poorly defined in terms of signage or other traffic control measures. Finally, the area lacks
pedestrian facilities and even though it exists in relatively close proximity to nearby residential areas,
the corridor is designed and configured only for auto travel. Sidewalks are provided along Beacon
Boulevard but pedestrian crossings are limited and daunting.
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The Plan Design and Policies
The charrette process identified several design and policy changes that would enhance the assets of the
sub-area and work to overcome some of its challenges.
• A Design Center. This entails building on the existing home design and home improvement land
uses to create a “one-stop” design center to serve regional needs. The Kowalski Design Center, with
its adaptive re-use of a former industrial structure and its emphasis on high quality interior design,
is an excellent catalyst for other, similar businesses. The other transitional industrial buildings in
the vicinity may offer similar opportunities and could include both showroom and interior sales
and assembly spaces as well as outdoor storage of building materials and contractor equipment to
serve the home improvement and construction marketplace.
• A Business Incubator. On the east side of the railroad tracks and north of Taylor, existing
industrial operations should be encouraged. Given the limited area of this site and the surrounding
commercial and residential land uses, the long term viability of large scale industrial operations
here may be restricted. However, this site may be appropriate for small-scale assembly and
manufacturing operations and/or service businesses, with an emphasis on start-ups and incubator
space. As business incubator space, the industrial area has good potential due to its ready access
to US-31 for deliveries, rail access and buildings that might well accommodate industrial or
commercial services. Uses that do not require high ceilings or high-visibility locations may thrive
in this area. Policies that advance the location of such uses and even start-up businesses should
be undertaken by the City working in conjunction with existing building owners, the Chamber of
Commerce and local businesses.
• Beacon Boulevard Landscaping. Although the boulevard landscaping
along Beacon Boulevard is fairly strong, for much of the westerly side
of the road, the front yard parking creates and oppressive impression
of asphalt and automobiles that diminish otherwise strong landscape
aesthetic. Certainly, more could be done along the right-of-way to
enhance landscaping. However, dense plantings that block views to
businesses would be counter-productive. Nevertheless, low-level
plantings and modest berms along the roadway and internal landscape
islands could soften the expansive predominance of asphalt parking
lots without limiting the visibility of businesses.
• Kooiman Streetscape. Kooiman Avenue is clearly an industrial access

Given the limited area of this site and the
surrounding commercial and residential land
uses, the long term viability of large scale
industrial operations here may be restricted.
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road and its uses and existing improvements reflect this. It is
possible, however, to enhance the aesthetics of the corridor
with a few improvements to better direct truck and auto traffic
and strengthen landscaping along the road. Several of the
buildings are oriented to front on the railroad and with loading
areas facing Kooiman. It is unrealistic to expect this to change
in the short term, but improved landscaping and streetscape
improvements would enhance the overall presentation of the
corridor, especially as its uses begin to shift toward the design
center concept with more retail and service uses in that industry.
• Senior Living Facility. The 7.5-acre site off Robbins Road
and west of the railroad would effectively accommodate an
assisted living facility. The site is near to professional offices and the hospital and it has direct
access to Robbins Road. While the presence of the railroad may seem detrimental, the site could
be configured with service uses (i.e., laundry and kitchen) nearest the rail line and with effective
sound attenuation, this should not present a major obstacle. The aging population in West Michigan
suggests a strong market for such a facility well into the future.
• Beacon Boulevard Internal Circulation. Some of the commercial land uses along the west side of
Beacon provide good cross-access with neighboring uses, while some do not and yet others provide
connections, but they are not well laid out. With more interconnectivity, there is greater synergy
among the uses. Therefore, this plan suggests that each of the uses be evaluated in terms of the
ability for motorists to move at a safe pace with improved signage and logical channelization from
one use to the next along this corridor.
I m p l e m e n tat i o n S t r at e g i e s
The recommendations developed during the charrette process and outlined in this plan will require
significant effort to implement. Some tasks may be undertaken by the City, but many will require the
active support and involvement of local property owners. The following paragraphs suggest specific
next steps to move the above recommendations from concept to action.

A few uses permitted by the zoning
ordinance may not be a good fit in
the Southwest Business Corridor.
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• Zoning Adjustments. The sub-area falls within the Transitional Industrial, the Office Service and
the Commercial zoning districts. Several adjustments to these zoning standards will advance the
vision outlined here.
• The Transitional Industrial district covers the northwest portion of the sub-area. It is also
found at the northeast part of the city and in the east side industrial park, off Beechtree
Avenue. This district includes a number of permitted and special land uses that are very
compatible with this area. However, a few uses (e.g., Live/Work units, Marina, Place of
Public Assembly) may not be a good fit in this area. Certainly a marina would not locate in
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this area, but other non-compatible uses fall in the Special Land Use category and could be
restricted under the general approval standards of the Zoning Ordinance. The Transitional
Industrial district should be evaluated to determine whether special land use provisions
for some uses ought to be refined to direct those uses to the portions of the district where
they are best suited. This may result in some uses currently permitted in the SW Business
Corridor being limited in the future.
• The Beacon Boulevard frontage of the sub-area falls in Commercial District. This district is
intended to accommodate regional commercial land uses typically accessed by automobile.
The requirements of the district include relatively deep front yard setbacks along Beacon
Boulevard and in most instances these requirements are met. However, there are no
specific standards in the ordinance relating to shared access or cross-access arrangements
other than as provided in the parking design requirements. The general site plan
review criteria offer general guidance, but reference to cross access requirements in the
Commercial District would help to ultimately create the needed interconnections among
all the uses. The requirement for a small berm and landscaping along Beacon Boulevard
described in the plan is consistent with existing requirements of the Zoning Ordinance and
will be implemented when any of the parcels along the corridor are modified.
• The Office Service district regulates the southern portion of the sub-area, west of the
tracks. This portion of the sub-area is isolated from the balance by the railroad tracks on
the east the sensitive area and topography on the north and west. The uses permitted in
the Office Service are largely compatible with the policies outlined in this plan, including
adult foster care facilities. It does not, however, include either nursing care facilities or
multiple-unit dwellings. Therefore, to implement a large elderly housing development,
especially one that offers a range of residential care options, either the uses in the OS
district will need to be addressed, or a rezoning to PD will be required.
• Building Reuse Strategies. The sub-area plan contemplates that some of the existing or former
industrial buildings in the area will shift to other uses, such as display and fabrication space for
emerging design center businesses. Also, the concept of a new business incubator is contemplated
in the plan. However, each of these buildings is privately-owned and not all building owners
participated in the sub-area planning charrettes. Therefore, it will be important for the City to
meet individually with building owners and business operators to gain an even more detailed
understanding of their long- and short-term development objectives. This may include a discussion
of potential brownfield redevelopment incentives for obsolete and/or contaminated properties.
Where their private plans are consistent with the vision of the sub-area plan, the City can work
actively to support the implementation of those plans. If there is some conflict between this
plan and private plans, it would not be appropriate to resist those private plans; rather the
implementation schedule for the public plan may need to be modified or deferred.

The City should meet individually with building
owners and business operators to gain an even
more detailed understanding of their longand short-term development objectives.
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• Streetscape Improvements. The design center streetscape may be implemented either on a
piecemeal basis as site plans are presented by building owners, or at one time as a coordinated,
City-sponsored activity. Either way, it will be important that the implementation follow a predetermined pattern in terms of on-street and off-street parking, screening, landscaping, street
lighting, etc. Such a pattern book should be developed by the City in conjunction with local
business owners. If a coordinated implementation approach is desired, funding will need to be
arranged. This could be developed through a Business Improvement District, possibly leveraging
economic development grants.
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ROBBINS ROAD CORRIDOR
Robbins Road generally forms the boundary between the City of Grand Haven and Grand Haven Charter
Township. The northern portion of the corridor falls in the City of Grand Haven while the southern
portion falls primarily in Grand Haven Charter Township. The original planning corridor extended
about 250 - 300 feet north and south of the road and from US-31 to Beechtree. However, to gain a
complete understanding of the land uses in the area, the consulting team broadened the southern edge
of the corridor to take into account the vacant land to the south. Much of the recent development in
and adjacent to the corridor has occurred in the Township. With this sub-area plan, the community
seeks to minimize inefficient suburban sprawl with its degrading effect on the rural character of the
community. It also seeks to avoid unneeded commercial competition for the retail and service uses in
downtown Grand Haven, even while establishing a contained area close to the City in which modern
retailing can be undertaken.
Challenges and Assets
The original planning corridor includes slightly more than 48 acres, most of which is developed in a
wide variety of commercial land uses at the western end, with office and some residential uses found
toward the eastern end of the corridor. With the inclusion of the vacant lands to the south, the entire
planning area includes about 100 acres. During the planning activity, several challenges and assets were
articulated and these are more fully developed here.

Successive layers of pavement have
nearly overtopped the curb, further
exacerbating access control in this area.

Perceptions of Traffic. Traffic is a major issue along the road, which carries upwards of 12,000 vehicle
trips per day at the west end and about 9,800 toward the east. This greater volume is also reflected
in vehicular accidents with 22 out of 25 reported accidents in the corridor in 2008 through August
occurring between Beacon Boulevard and Ferry Street. The US-31 and Robbins Road intersection is
controlled with a signal with indirect left turn movements for north- and south-bound traffic. The
other traffic signals on the corridor are found at Ferry and at Beechtree.
Road Design and Access Control. The road is configured with two travel lanes in each direction with
no dedicated left turn lane. Reportedly, many accidents in the vicinity are rear-end crashes generated
by the four-lane configuration without a dedicated lane for left turn movements. With forty-nine
access points on and off the road, left-turn movements are common and, as a result the inside two lanes
are often encumbered with turning traffic, and dangerous traffic weaving is common as drivers change
lanes to avoid left-turning vehicle queues. Many of the opposing access points are ineffectively aligned,
creating seven potential left-turn lock-up situations. There is a lack of uniformity in access to and from
the roadway, although this disorganized pattern is much more prevalent west of Ferry. In addition, on
both the north and south sides of the road extending about 800 feet east of Beacon, parking lots extend
right to the curb giving an oppressive, asphalt-dominated impression of this portion of the corridor.
In a few locales, successive layers of pavement have nearly overtopped the curb, further exacerbating
access control.

Ineffectively aligned opposing intersections create
the potential for “left turn lock-up” situations
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An Entry Opportunity. The US-31/Robbins Road intersection is a major entry point into the City to
the north and into the Township to the south. The broad boulevard cross-section and indirect left turn
movements work well to regulate traffic, but are a missed opportunity when it comes to the aesthetics
of the area and the chance to create an “arrival experience” that enhances the individual character of
the two communities.
Parking Lot Layout. Many of the private parking areas along the corridor adjoin, offering
interconnectivity from one use to the next. While some of these interconnections are poorly defined,
the overall connectivity of these parcels probably helps to reduce some local traffic on the road.

The existing entry signage misses an opportunity
to make a more impactful statement

This could be enhanced with a reduction of access points to Robbins Road and better pavement
marking and channelization. The lack of definition not only leads to confusion for drivers, it also makes
walking in this area unfriendly, at best, and dangerous, at worst. This disorganized “sea of asphalt”
presentation is intensified by what may be an excess of parking, especially in the plaza that serves
the D&W store. It would appear that additional commercial development on this parcel would help
strengthen the area and make more efficient use of the vast parking lot without overburdening the
site. However, care must be taken not to significantly reduce visibility from 172nd or Robbins Road for
existing uses.

The lack of definition within the parking areas may lead to confusion for drivers and an unsafe environment for pedestrians.
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Pedestrian Access. The corridor has limited pedestrian facilities with sidewalk found consistently
only along the north side of Robbins Road, in the City. On the Township side of the corridor, only about
500 feet of sidewalk has been provided immediately east of 172nd Avenue. Along both sides of the road,
west of Ferry, there is little, if any, green interval between the road and parking areas, so pedestrians in
this area are more exposed to nearby traffic. Of course, single family residential development and an
elementary school are also found immediately north of the corridor in the City, while most land uses
on the south side of the road in the Township are commercial, arguably making sidewalks less critical
on the south than they are to the north. Nevertheless, given traffic volumes and turning movements,
crossing Robbins Road on foot can be a daunting experience.
Site and Architectural Design. The design and aesthetic treatment of the private uses along the
corridor varies from that of marginally obsolete mid-century commercial strip development to modern
office campus. Some structures may be reaching functional obsolescence, in fact the Southtown
Plaza, a 1960s vintage strip center is about to be replaced with a modern Walgreens pharmacy and
convenience store. This variety of design and aesthetic presentation reinforces the demarcation
between the western, older portions of the corridor, and the eastern portion.

The quality and safety of sidewalks and pedestrian
facilities vary significantly across the corridor

An Area of Strong Potential. Despite the traffic and access issues, the area provides vital commercial
and retail services to the southern end of the City and the northern portion of the Township.
Immediately to the south of the corridor, the Meijer’s and WalMart retail centers have developed and
this portion of Grand Haven Charter Township rivals many other shopping areas in West Michigan,
in terms of total sales volume. In addition, Pinewood Place, an elderly housing project, is undergoing
an expansion on Ferry, just north of Robbins Road in the City, providing additional housing and some
added employment along the corridor.
The corridor adjoins significant areas of vacant or underutilized lands to the south in the Township.
Several large parcels in this area are planned and zoned for additional medium to high density
residential development and office uses, creating the potential for additional traffic demand on
Robbins Road and the limited network of intersecting roads. In addition, the Meijer’s parcel just
southeast of the busy Beacon Boulevard and Robbins Road intersection includes significant areas
of land, which are planned to accommodate more commercial development. However, some argue
that the limited access to the Meijer property from Robbins Road with its “right in, right out only”
configuration limits the viability of those sites.

Nearby large parcels are planned and zoned
for medium to high density residential
development and office uses, creating the
potential for additional Robbins Road traffic.
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…several design and policy changes were
identified that would overcome many of
the Robbins Road Corridor limitations

Appendix A. Sub-Area Plans
Plan Design and Policies
Through the charrette process, several design and policy changes were identified that would overcome
many of the Robbins Road Corridor limitations and further enhance its ability to serve commercial and
residential development in both the City and the Township.
• Dedicated Left Turn Lane. While Robbins Road traffic volumes are significant, they do vary
considerably from the west end where the greatest traffic is found to the east end. Along the entire
corridor, however, the lack of a dedicated left turn lane further encumbers existing traffic flows.
This element was a priority from the community input and brainstorm session and the consulting
team found the need for a dedicated left-turn lane, as well. The proposed solution would be the
reconfiguration of the roadway as a three-lane facility, possibly with right-turn lanes at appropriate
high-volume locations, such as Ferry and Whittaker Way/DeSpelder. A five-lane cross-section
with a dedicated left turn lane was considered, but ultimately rejected based on the modest traffic
volume and the relatively narrow right-of-way. A three-lane section provides one travel lane in
each direction with a dedicated center left. At the low posted speeds, such a configuration would
readily accommodate steady flow and still manage left turn movements better than the existing
two lanes in each direction.
The figure below illustrates the three-lane section within a 66-foot wide right-of-way and it
demonstrates sufficient area for the two travel lanes, the center left turn lane, two, five-foot wide
bicycle lanes, 6-foot planting strips and five-foot wide sidewalks on both sides of the road.

Robbins Road – Potential Reduction to 3-Lane Cross Section Looking East
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• Uniformity and consistency of design.
With some of the properties along the
corridor reaching a degree of obsolescence
and others being redeveloped proactively,
there is an opportunity to improve the
aesthetics and functionality of the corridor
with consistent site and building design, or
architectural standards. At the brainstorm
session, participants ranked a desire for
greater uniformity and consistence of design
as the highest priority. It would benefit both
municipalities by assuring that development
on either side of the roadway will be consistent
and compatible. Of course, not all parcels are
poised for new development or redevelopment,
so standards will need to be developed in
keeping with the current patterns while
anticipating stronger design standards as new
investment occurs. Such design standards
will also need to recognize the transition in
existing uses from west to east, shifting from
relatively intense regional commercial on the
west, to office park and residential on the east.
Yet this transition should be accomplished in
the context of a coordinated site and building
design scheme that may be incorporated in
both the City and Township Zoning Ordinances.
This plan anticipates either mandatory site
development standards, or site plan review
guidelines to address the following, at a
minimum:

Robbins Road Conceptual Uniform Design Standards


Setbacks, variable
o
o

Without front parking
With front parking (and screening)
30’



 Landscape Treatment
o
o
o

50’

Signage
o
o
o

Buffer depth along roads
Trees, size and quantities
Shrub screens for parking lots

 Lighting Standards

Size (area and height)
Illumination
Freestanding and Building

o
o

Night skies (cutoff and height)
Fixture types

Light should not be
cast above the
horizontal plane of
the fixture



Sidewalks
o
o



Site Layout
o

o



Size
Location options

Building Design, by type
o
o
o

Access management (spacing and
offsets)
Shared drives, parking & Cross Access



Height, Roofline
Minimum/Maximum footprint
Finish architecture

Low Impact Stormwater Management
o

Landscape for detention

o Rain gardens
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Aligning Whittaker Way and Despelder would
improve the efficiency of the intersection
and create a new development parcel
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•
New Roads and Interconnections. The vacant lands to the south of the corridor present an
important opportunity for the community. But without careful planning, intense development in
this area could cause further congestion along Robbins Road and undermine other efforts to manage
growth. Some of this vacant land has limited frontage on Robbins Road while other parcels would
need connections through 172nd or 168th. Participants in the charrette brainstorm session ranked
“better connectors among all areas” as one of the top priorities and this element has been developed
accordingly. It recommends the development of an expanded and planned system of roadways to
open up the parcels to the south and provide a system of controlled routes designed to manage the
traffic that will materialize. It illustrates an eventual east-west connection about 900 feet south of
Robbins Road to extend eventually between 172nd and 168th and align with the Whittaker Way, the
Meijer access road. In addition, Griffin should be extended south to intersect this new roadway and
the plan illustrates a round-about at this intersection. Eventually, the community should consider a
further southward extension of Griffin to intersect with Comstock Road.
In addition to these new public roads, the sub-area plan illustrates improvements to the internal
circulation patterns both on and adjacent to the Meijer Planned Unit Development (PUD) and the
larger parcels to the east. Most importantly, this includes a re-alignment of the Whittaker Way
(Meijer access road) with Despelder to the north. This would necessitate the removal of some of the
buildings east of the existing Whittaker Way, with the affected businesses relocated into new facilities
in the area.
•
Pedestrian Connections. The neighborhood adjacent to the Robbins Road corridor currently
includes a significant area of residential development, both in the City and in the Township.
However, other than the sidewalks along the northern side of the road, the corridor lacks crosswalks
or crossing signals. This lack of sidewalks and overall pedestrian safety concerns were among the
highest ranked “liabilities” identified during the charrette brainstorm session. This plan recommends the
addition of crosswalks at Robbins and Griffin, possibly including alternative pavement surface to further
delineate the pedestrian area. The plan also calls for an improved crossing at Griffin to accommodate
walkers in the vicinity of Griffin School.
• Entry Feature. The US-31 and Robbins Road intersection is the entry into the City from the south and into
the Township from the north. The wide boulevard intersection offers an excellent opportunity for an entry
feature to effectively demark the interface between the two communities. This feature would also include a
re-configuration of the intersection with a round-about design. Such a design may create a strong aesthetic
statement at this location, but further technical analysis is required in consultation with MDOT before this
element should be endorsed by either jurisdiction and this improvement may need to be coordinated with
the eventual US-31 by-pass. As a result it may be implemented over two or more phases as that alternate
roadway becomes established. If the round-about proves not to be feasible, the area in the median just
north of the intersection could still accommodate a much more impactful entry feature than is currently in
place.
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I m p l e m e n tat i o n S t r at e g i e s
The recommendations developed during the charrette process and outlined in this plan establish an
agenda for further action by the City and the Township working separately and jointly.
1 Future Land Use and Zoning Adjustments. Recommended future uses are reflected in the map
below.

The Township’s Master Plan recognized the need to develop a more refined plan for the Robbins
Road Corridor and the proposed 2008 plan reflects the current effort. The map on the previous page
is consistent with that and with the City’s 2001 City Master Plan as adjusted with the new Zoning
Ordinance. The Township’s planning process began in 2007 and, as of this writing, is more fully
complete than the process in the City. Therefore, it is possible that the final plan prepared for the City
may include future land use designations that vary slightly from those reflected in the above map.
However, given the fact that the City’s portion of the corridor is virtually fully built-out, and the land
use patterns are well established, a significant departure is unlikely.
17
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The following future land use designations are proposed as illustrated on the map on the previous page:

Strong landscaping will characterize
this land use to soften the regional
scale of the structures

Buildings should generally be residential
in character with pitched roofs
A planned, interconnected network of
private roads will offer convenient and
safe connections among uses, to shared
parking areas and with planned and
controlled access points to nearby roads.

Residential densities may range
from three to ten dwelling units
per acre including a mix of rental
and owner-occupied units.
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• Regional Commercial. This designation recognizes the destination commercial nature of the westerly
portion of the corridor. Land uses in this area will generally be larger single- or multi-occupant structures
providing retail and auto-oriented products and services. Although the bulk of patrons will arrive by private auto, development will be designed to provide a safe and inviting environment for both pedestrians
and drivers. Sites will incorporate well-defined cross access arrangements to enable patrons to access more
than one use without returning to the road network and many uses will share access to the roads using
existing and planned access routes. Strong landscaping will characterize this land use to soften the regional
scale of the structures and to offer an inviting and sustainable environment for patrons.
• Neighborhood Commercial. This designation offers a location for small-scale retail and service facilities
intended to primarily serve nearby residents. Buildings should generally be residential in character with
pitched roofs and sites should be carefully designed to offer safe and inviting provisions for pedestrians and
bicyclists, as well as for motorists. Parking should be convenient, but not prominent in the general presentation of the uses to the sidewalk or street.
• Mixed Use. This designation will build on the emerging patterns associated with the Meijer planned unit
development, offering locations for regional commercial uses, hospitality uses, professional offices and
other complimentary uses arranged in planned and mutually-supportive patterns. In the eastern portion
of the sub-area, east of the southerly extension of Griffin, developments may also include moderate density residential uses including attached and detached single-family dwellings and garden-style multiple
unit buildings with densities of up to five dwellings per acre. A planned, interconnected network of private
roads will offer convenient and safe connections among uses, to shared parking areas and with planned and
controlled access points to Robbins Road, 172nd and 168th Avenues and to a new public road aligned with
Griffin Street. Strong landscaping will characterize this land use to soften the regional scale of the structures and to offer an inviting and sustainable environment for patrons.
• Moderate – High Density Residential. This land use designation supports single-family, attached and garden-style and mid-rise multi-family neighborhoods arranged to encourage walking with strong landscaping
and pocket green areas. Residential densities may range from three to ten dwelling units per acre including
a mix of rental and owner-occupied units as well as developments that offer residential and personal care
services to special needs populations.
• Low to Moderate Density Residential. This land use designation will accommodate suburban and urban
scale single-family neighborhoods arranged primarily for family living with strong pedestrian facilities,
parks and playgrounds. Residential densities will range from three to five dwelling units per acre.
Structures will generally be single unit detached in form although some planned developments of attached
units may be welcomed if arranged with some common green space to serve the residents of the development.
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In terms of zoning, the portion of the Robbins Road sub-area in the City is regulated by four zoning
districts (Commercial, Multiple-family Residential, Single-Family Residential and Office Service). In
the Township, the sub-area is regulated by the C-1 and SP (service professional) districts. However,
in the western portion of the sub-area (west of the D&W center) zoning in both jurisdictions is very
consistent – “C” in the City and “C-1” in the Township. Permitted and special land uses are comparable
in both ordinances. The minimum lot area and width in the Township are 35,000 sq. ft. and 110 lineal
feet respectively, while the City’s ordinance relies on setback and lot coverage standards to regulate
parcel dimensions. Front setback in the Township is 50 feet while it is 25 feet in the City.
To achieve this plan’s goals with respect to uniformity and consistency, consideration should be
given to some adjustments to the ordinance standards. This may be accomplished through specific
amendments of the existing districts. However, since the applicable zoning districts are also applied
elsewhere in both jurisdictions, care must be taken to avoid unintended conflicts with other
neighborhoods. For example, a new mixed use zoning district may be considered in the Township
tailored specifically to the objectives of this plan or the Township’s PUD provisions should be evaluated
to enable the realization of the land use objectives of this Plan, especially in the Mixed Use designation.
Alternative approaches to incorporating design standards include adoption of a uniform set of design
standards by reference as an overlay in both ordinances, or a corridor pattern book could be adopted
as a guidance document by both communities. Either approach would provide uniform standards in
the areas outlined above and each jurisdiction would be able to apply them in the context of existing
zoning standards as part of site plan review.

To achieve this plan’s goals with respect to
uniformity and consistency, consideration
should be given to some adjustments
to the ordinance standards.

2. Road Reconstruction. The redesign of the Robbins Road cross-section is recommended to better
manage traffic and left-turn movements along its entire length. The roadway is located within
the City’s corporate limits and, as such, the City is in the best position to take leadership on this
improvement. But it will be important to involve adjoining property owners and the City and Township
should collaborate in bringing the Road Commission and MDOT to achieve consensus regarding the
road cross-section, roadway landscaping, the configuration of intersections with existing and proposed
county roads and, ultimately, the potential redesign of the US-31 intersection. A combination of
funding sources will certainly be necessary to accomplish this, but the initial step would be to move
from the concepts outlined in this sub-area plan to feasibility planning and preliminary design.

The City is in the best position to take leadership
on improvements to Robbins Road

3. Planned New Roads. Immediately south of the sub-area, this plan contemplates an expanded
roadway network to better channel traffic from emerging development to key intersections and to
permit the more efficient use of the lands adjoining the corridor. This area is in the Township and
outside the boundaries of this the sub-area plan. However, attention must be paid to the implications
of anticipated development along and adjoining the Robbins Road corridor. The Township should work
with the affected property owners as the new Township Master Plan is being finalized to evaluate the
new roadway options and curb cut and access management considerations and to memorialize those in
the Plan. This may include a discussion of potential brownfield redevelopment incentives for obsolete
and/or contaminated properties. Then as new development proposals are received for lands in this
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area, the Township Planning Commission will be able to use the Master Plan as a guide to eventually
result in the installation of those roadway connections.
4. Realigned Whittaker Way and Despelder Intersection. The plan calls for an adjustment to the
Meijer PUD to shift Whittaker Way (the northerly access road) to the east about 150 feet to align with
Despelder. This change, together with the three-lane cross section proposed in this location, will
significantly improve access to the PUD and may make the currently vacant portions of the site more
marketable. It will also make possible a signal at this intersection and crosswalks to improve pedestrian
access into the PUD, and it may be designed to accommodate more stacking and left-turn movements.
Of course, this alignment will require property acquisition and the removal of some existing buildings,
but it also creates a new development parcel to the west of the current access driveway with good
exposure to Robbins Road. Any affected businesses must be accommodated in new or replacement
facilities in the neighborhood as permanent relocation out of the area would be at cross-purposes to
this sub-area plan objectives.

Shift the Whittaker Way, Robbins, Despelder
intersection for better alignment

A corridor improvement authority provides a
funding source that is locally generated for
a broad range of public improvements.

5. Consider a Corridor Improvement Authority. Act 280 of 2005 authorizes the establishment
of a municipal entity with tax increment finance authorities to plan and implement a program of
improvement along a defined commercial corridor. A unique aspect of this statute is it specifically
contemplates cooperative inter-municipal Authorities to address the challenges of roadways that
impact more than one jurisdiction. Two such entities would need to be established individually by
the City and Township, but they could work jointly on a development and financing plan. The tax
increment financing aspects of the act provide a funding source that is locally generated to be used
to implement a broad range of public improvements. This could include some or all of the costs of
road reconstruction, improved streetscape, land acquisition, site redevelopment and other related
improvements. The tax increment captured by the Authority would include the City and Township
levies as well as the levies of other taxing jurisdictions that agree to participate.
6. Work with MDOT on Entry Feature in Intersection. As indicated above, the US-31 and Robbins
Road intersection offers a unique opportunity to create a very compelling “arrival experience” for
motorists entering both jurisdictions. The round-about feature illustrated in the plan could create
space in the interior radius for a significant landscaped feature. In addition, properly designed roundabouts have been shown to smooth traffic flow and reduce the number and severity of accidents. A
thorough traffic analysis is needed to determine whether a round-about is appropriate in this location
and such an analysis should be undertaken with appropriate County and State authorities. Without the
round-about, the existing median provides a viable alternative location for a more modest landscaped
entry feature. The City will need to work with MDOT to evaluate design and maintenance aspects of
such an entry feature.
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A thorough traffic analysis is needed
to determine whether a round-about
is appropriate in this location.

West analysis
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CENTERTOWN
Challenges and Assets
Centertown is advantageously nestled between historic downtown Grand Haven and Beacon Boulevard,
the community’s most-traveled corridor. As such, Centertown is thought of as the doorway to
downtown and the lakeshore. The Centertown district is generally characterized by small, walkable
blocks, mixed-use buildings and an eclectic mix of personal services located in older buildings. Even
though Centertown is adjacent to downtown and a part of the Downtown Development Authority, the
two are visually distinct and physically separated.
Grand Haven municipal buildings, the Ottawa County complex, and churches interrupt the visual
connection between Centertown and downtown. While Centertown’s unique and charming personality
should be preserved, there is a strong desire for more aesthetic uniformity with the downtown district.
This equivalence in streetscape can be applied to more consistent building designs, lighting fixtures,
retail uses, seasonal decorations and pedestrian furniture. In addition, several blocks utilize taller
street lights, but the shorter pedestrian lights – like those in downtown – are desired throughout all of
Centertown.

Centertown is thought of as the doorway
to downtown and the lakeshore

Centertown itself is a gateway and has been recently updated to better serve this purpose. The updated
site, home to new landscaping and the Coast Guard boat at Beacon Boulevard and 7th Street is valued
by the community, and the marine theme is viewed as a positive for the community and should be
expanded.
An expansion of the gateway concept can be extended to the site where a derelict automobile service
station sits prominently to the south of the boat, visible from Beacon Boulevard. The vacant service
station is functionally obsolete offering a dismal welcome to the community. It could potentially
be converted into an entry feature or open space. This could be a logical location for a visitor’s
information center or another small office/service use. Additional gateway improvements are also
needed at the minor street intersections with Beacon Boulevard.

Centertown itself is a gateway, and it deserves
its own prominent gateway feature.

Certain land uses can enhance the entry experience or detract from it. Some in the community feel
that chain-store restaurants and auto-oriented, light industrial-type uses frustrate efforts to enhance
the local unique retailing personality and a pedestrian-friendly streetscape. These uses are especially
disruptive when flamboyant chain-store architecture undermines the established historic character of
the neighborhood.
Additionally, parking and storage areas for light industrial uses, when not properly screened
or separated from the sidewalk, are visually unpleasant and even pose a danger to pedestrians.
Centertown would benefit from land uses that are more distinctive and exclusive to Grand Haven,
with context-sensitive building placement and screening. This is particularly important at the Beacon
Boulevard intersections with 7th Street, Elliot Street, Fulton Street, Columbus Street, Washington
Street, and Franklin Street.

Centertown would benefit from land uses
that are more distinctive and exclusive
to Grand Haven, with context-sensitive
building placement and screening.
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The Plan Design and Policies
The charrette process identified several design and policy changes that would overcome many of the challenges
and limitations of Centertown to strengthen its character, while creating better unity with the downtown.
• Unification. Centertown should be more unified and interconnected with downtown. Specifically, the
Washington Street and 7th Street streetscapes should be matched with that of the downtown.
• Consistency. Buildings and the design of the streetscape should be more consistent within Centertown’s
boundaries. Elliot, Fulton, Columbus, Franklin and 8th streets should be improved with new sidewalks and
new streetscape design features.
• Character Protection. Chain stores and auto-oriented, light industrial uses should be limited and
regulated to complement the desired community character.
• Screening and Design. Effective parking area and outdoor storage screening is needed.
• Gateways. Visitors should be drawn to the unique personal services district with well-maintained,
character-sensitive and dramatic entries.
I m p l e m e n tat i o n S t r at e g i e s a n d P h a s i n g
The recommendations developed during the charrette process and outlined in this plan establish an agenda for
further action by the City and local businesses.
Unification. Centertown should be more unified and interconnected with downtown.

The focus should be on requiring that new
buildings be configured and designed to reflect
the existing patterns in the neighborhood.
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• The Downtown District and Development Area for the Main Street Downtown Development Authority
(MSDDA) should be extended to include all of Centertown, including the area along Elliot Street between
6th Street and 7th Street, Washington from 6th to US-31 and 7th from Franklin to US-31. This will establish
a formal, joint management structure for the two districts and will provide an instrument for installation of
consistent seasonal decorations and pedestrian furniture that is in scale with the small buildings.
• Functional, small-scale and decorative light poles and fixtures should be installed throughout Centertown
to match the lighting in the downtown. The City Department of Public Works and the DDA can collaborate
to help ensure that adequate and attractive lighting is consistently serving both the downtown and
Centertown.
• Zoning and other mechanisms should be explored to regulate chain stores seeking to move into
Centertown. Centertown lies largely in the Neighborhood Mixed Use district, with portions falling into
Old Town and the US-31 frontage in the Commercial district. Concepts to investigate include requiring
special land use approval for commercial uses over a certain square footage or only allowing new uses that
meet design criteria. The focus should be on requiring that new buildings be configured and designed to
reflect the existing patterns in the neighborhood while achieving an economically-sound use. Working
with property owners on redevelopment concepts should include consideration of potential brownfield
redevelopment incentives for obsolete and/or contaminated properties.
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• The Zoning Ordinance can be reviewed and possibly revised with the goal of ensuring greater
congruence between the Centertown and downtown districts. Specifically, zoning provisions
that require considerably different building setbacks, building placement, and facade design
and materials should be evaluated to allow Centertown to retain its unique identity even as new
development may take on some of the characteristics of the downtown.
• A comprehensive traffic study is recommended for the Centertown neighborhood to evaluate
alternative entries to the downtown, traffic flow and potential traffic signals at such key
intersections as Columbus Street and 7th Street.
Consistency. Buildings and the design of the streetscape should be more consistent within
Centertown’s boundaries.
• The City Department of Public Works should investigate the condition of sidewalks along Elliot,
Fulton, Columbus, Franklin and 8th streets and complete improvements necessary to ensure a safe,
inviting environment for pedestrians.
• New development in this neighborhood should be consistent with the vision expressed for Centertown in terms of uses, site utilization and parking placement, and building design.
Character Protection. Chain stores and auto-oriented, light industrial uses should be limited and
regulated to complement the desired community character. The Neighborhood Mixed Use building and
site form standards in the Zoning Ordinance should be reviewed to confirm that the desired building
materials, facade treatments, entrance locations, permitted land uses, build-to lines and roof lines are
required to ensure the preferred neighborhood pattern. In addition, an expansion of the NMU district
to include some portions of Centertown that are included in Old Town or in the Commercial district
should be considered.
Screening and Design. Effective parking area and outdoor storage screening is needed.
• Shared parking area entrances should be identified with stone monuments. The monument signage
can be funded privately or potentially with grant dollars.
• The City’s Zoning Ordinance includes parking area screening standards, but the existing built environment was in place prior to adoption of the Zoning Ordinance and is not reflective of these requirements. In addition to requiring parking area screening for new development, the community
should explore methods to fund the planning and installation of effective and attractive screening
of parking that would not reduce total parking capacity and outdoor storage.
Gateways. Visitors should be drawn to the unique personal services district with well-maintained,
character-sensitive and dramatic entries.
• Enhanced gateway features should be installed at 7th Street and Beacon Boulevard; and at Franklin
Street and Beacon Boulevard, or at Washington and Beacon as outlined below. This may include
overhead archway signage and an expansion of the current nautical display at 7th Street and Beacon Boulevard. Another opportunity would be the replacement of the existing vacant gas station
27
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with a welcome center.
• The traffic signal regulating eastbound Columbus Street traffic at Beacon Boulevard may be timed
poorly and should be studied. Access out of Centertown onto Beacon Boulevard should be straightforward so motorists are not discouraged from visiting.
• Northbound traffic on Beacon that desires to enter the downtown is currently routed along Franklin, at the south end of Centertown. This is largely residential in character and this routing misses the opportunity for Centertown to play the gateway role in the community and it also diverts
traffic from the “main street” in the downtown area. Consideration should be given to whether this
traffic could be diverted to Washington, with appropriate signage and lane marking to direct those
looking to park to the lots along Franklin.

Alternative possible entry features
include an overhead arch and/or a new
visitor center at 7th and Beacon
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WASHINGTON SQUARE
Challenges and Assets
The heart of Washington Square is located at Ferry Street and Washington Street. Radiating from the
square is a linear commercial corridor along Ferry Street north to Jackson Street. Washington Square
includes is a diverse land use mix of retail, office, and light industrial. Likely developed around the
1920s, concurrent with the expansion of industrial uses along the Grand River, Washington Square has
always served commercial needs at a neighborhood-scale. Supporting the commercial uses was, and
continues to be, strong residential neighborhoods from US-31 east to Beechtree Avenue.
With primarily one-story commercial storefronts, Washington Square is modest in terms of scale and
architectural style. Several storefronts appear to have undergone façade improvements in the late
1970s and early 1980s to include mansard style roof applications and wood siding, extending beyond
the front building line. Behind the facades are the original brick storefronts, display windows, and sign
bands beneath brick cornices. An example of the probable look of these commercial storefronts is the
former Crescent Theater, at the northeast corner of Ferry Street and Washington Street; an anchor
building in terms of scale and potential future land use.
The historic architecture results in a walkable, pedestrian-friendly shopping atmosphere within the
commercial node. These assets, combined with a strong and active Eastown Neighborhood Association
contribute to the likelihood of retaining key businesses, such as Phaffs Pharmacy and Franks Market,
and the potential for redevelopment (including Brownfield redevelopment) along the highly-traveled
Ferry Street corridor north towards Jackson Street.
The northern corridor along Ferry Street is distinct from the commercial node at Washington Street. A
poorly defined public realm, combined with suburban-style development of deep front yard setbacks
and parking in front of buildings, has fostered a more automobile-oriented mixed use area. A cutthrough to bypass US-31, Ferry Street experiences high traffic volumes, including truck traffic, which
are both assets and challenges for adjacent residential neighborhoods.
The challenge in Washington Square is establishing an identity that draws potential customers
from the tourist-oriented downtown area to Washington Square. Identifiable gateways, consistent
streetscaping through plantings, street trees, lighting, and banners, coupled with clearly delineated
parking areas will help provide the foundation for private investment focusing on revitalization
though in-fill development, redevelopment, and façade/structural improvements to buildings.

An example of an applied mansard roof
frequently used to update older commercial
buildings in the mid 20th century.

The challenge in Washington Square is
establishing an identity that draws potential
customers from the tourist-oriented
downtown area to Washington Square.

Identifiable gateways, consistent streetscaping
through plantings, street trees, lighting,
and banners, coupled with clearly
delineated parking areas will help provide
the foundation for private investment
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The Plan Design and Policies
The charrette process identified several design and policy changes that would enhance the assets of the
sub-area and work to overcome some of its challenges.
• Expand Land Uses. Expand range of uses to increase flexibility without undermining existing residential neighborhoods.
• Gateway Improvements. Provide entry features, such as monuments, sculptures or signage at prominent gateways on Ferry Street and Washington Street.
• Streetscaping. Refine and improve streetscaping to help delineate the public and private realm and
provide a consistent image along the Ferry Street corridor, the Washington Square commercial
node and Washington Street west to US 31.
• Shared Parking. Enhance shared parking opportunities though signage.
• District Expansion. Expand the area and zoning slightly to the east of the current Washington
Square sub-area boundaries.
• Infill Development. The immediate Washington Square area (Washington and Ferry) is in need of
additional retail space and residential space to diversify the business mix and offer more street-level shopping opportunities. A neighborhood-scale retail anchor is needed east of the Crescent Theater to attract foot traffic east and west along Washington Avenue.
I m p l e m e n tat i o n S t r at e g i e s a n d P h a s i n g
The recommendations developed during the charrette process and outlined in this plan establish an
agenda for further action by the City and local businesses.
Expand Land Uses. Amend the zoning ordinance to include certain low-impact, neighborhood-scale
commercial uses, such as art galleries and cafes along key street segments as special land uses. Special
land use considerations may include:

…streetscape improvements at the actual
entries to the neighborhood gives a sense
of arrival to motorists and helps to build a
“sense-of-place” in Washington Square.
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• Impact to residential uses
• Impact of lighting and noise
• Level of traffic generation
• Availability of parking
• Hours of operation
• Proximity to Washington Square commercial node
Wayfinding and Gateway Improvements. The primary access into Washington Square are
connections at Ferry Street and Jackson and Washington Street and US 31. However, the neighborhood
is somewhat isolated from these access points and stronger wayfinding markers would help to draw
visitors to the area. Wayfinding markers could include signage, landscaping and monumentation.
Providing an intense level of streetscape improvements at the actual entries to the neighborhood
gives a sense of arrival to motorists and helps to build a “sense-of-place” in Washington Square.
Entry features on Ferry north of Fulton, and on Washington about one block east and west of the
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Washington/Ferry intersection should delineate the approach to the commercial area. Additional
improvements in the commercial node itself will be important to further delineate the commercial
uses from the nearby residential uses. Decorative street signs, landscaping, and low plantings,
especially near the curb-corners provide a more interesting experience for pedestrians and encourage
lingering in the primary retail area.
Streetscaping. Develop streetscape plan for Washington Square, which would include recommended
street furniture, pavement treatments, lighting, plant materials, and neighborhood identification. A
design palette similar to other commercial areas may be used and the common light fixtures used by
the BLP would be appropriate. However, some unique features should be incorporated to give the area
a distinct identity. This might include banners, container plantings or textured pavement or other
elements to add character to the area.
Shared Parking.
• Review any approved site plans for the commercial uses along Washington Street to determine if
any shared driveways, shared access or shared parking was approved. If so, verify that such allowances are being respected.
• Work with the Eastown Association to conduct a parking study of the commercial properties along
Washington. Determine current uses, hours of operation and reasonable parking demand based
on the most recent version of Parking Generation by the Institute of Transportation Engineers
compared with the parking requirements and allowances in the Zoning Ordinance. Use the results
as the foundation of a discussion with business and property owners about the merits of shared
parking for the viability of the commercial district as a whole.
District Expansion. Include the entire Washington Square sub-area, as its own specific land use
category in the proposed future land use plan. Such an expansion would include Phaff’s Pharmacy
along the north side of Washington so that the planning areas and the NMU zoning district have
common boundaries that extend about five or six parcels east of Ferry.
Infill Development. Infill development opportunities within the Washington Square sub-area include:
• Infill along Washington to turn one of the three parking lots into a new, 2-story retail/residential
building. Locations may include the parking lot located east of Frank’s Market which would help to
anchor the Crescent Theater at the opposite corner. After parking is better delineated on Washington and Ferry Streets, and the two existing large parking lots become public or private shared lots,
there would be sufficient parking to accommodate new infill development. Discussions on new and
redeveloped properties should consider potential brownfield redevelopment incentives for obsolete and/or contaminated properties.
• Infill at northwest corner of Columbus and Ferry, in front of proposed teen center.
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BEECHTREE CORRIDOR
Challenges and Assets
The Beechtree Corridor runs north/south from Robbins Road to Fulton Street. The auto-oriented
corridor is home to multiple vehicle service businesses, former and existing industrial uses, and
a varying array of one story retail buildings. Flanked on both sides by single-family residential
neighborhoods, the corridor has a range of challenges and assets.
The nearby wastewater treatment plant and the variety of eclectic building styles and uses present
unique challenges to the Beechtree Corridor. The corridor is characterized by a lack of consistent
form from one block to the next and, due to the relatively shallow parcel depth, on-site parking is at
a premium for many of the business along Beechtree. Some feel a need for more off-street parking
through a municipal lot or shared arrangements.
There is a notable contrast between the auto-oriented uses that front Beechtree and the surrounding
residential uses. This contrast is emphasized by a lack of a buffer, an abundance of access drives for the
commercial uses, and varied building setbacks along the street. Bolt and East Grand River Parks soften
the feel of the corridor and act as a green oasis; however they appear to be underutilized. These are not
well signed, can be difficult to access, and are not highlighted as principle features along the corridor.
Beechtree’s only direct connection to a major road is to Robbins Road at the south end. Traffic is
filtered through many of the residential streets possibly reducing the exposure of businesses further
north. Additionally, with over 40 curb cuts within nine blocks, there is little connectivity between
business parking lots, opposing curb cuts are not aligned, and traffic can become congested and even
dangerous.

Many auto-oriented businesses are
found on relatively shallow parcels,
requiring parking lots and drive lanes to
virtually merge with the roadway.

Beechtree’s only direct connection to a major
road is to Robbins Road at the south end.

In 2010 and 2011, the City rebuilt Beechtree Avenue as part of a larger effort to enhance utility and
stormwater systems. This reconstruction included the complete reconstruction of the roadway from
sidewalk to sidewalk for the segment from Waverly to Fulton. To the south of Waverly, extending to
Robbins Road, the watermain replacement entailed a significant improvement of the restored travel
surface. The reconstruction of the roadway improved both the streetscape and access control.
Due to the wide variety of land uses, there is little to suggest a unifying identity for the corridor.
This, combined with the limited connectivity to other major streets, reduces visibility for potential
customers, inhibits residents from finding valuable resources such as parks, and decreases the
opportunity for redevelopment along the north section of Beechtree. Finally, the shallow frontage
parcels can also inhibit future redevelopment possibilities with inadequate depth to accommodate
larger buildings, landscaping and on-site parking.

The reconstruction of the Beechtree
roadway in 2010 for utility improvements
presents an opportunity to improve the
streetscape and access control.
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The Plan Design and Policies
• Expand Boundaries: Carefully enlarge the sub-area and zoning to permit reasonable business
expansions.
• Buffers: Use service lanes as buffers between commercial and residential uses.
• Parking: Create shared public parking in East End Park and Sluka Field and in applicable areas
along the corridor.
• Connectivity and Access: Plan for future access to Jackson at the North End. Evaluate opportunities to combine curb cuts and reduce the number of access points on Beechtree.
• Way Finding Signage: Expansion of the City’s way finding signage program using a consistent
design to help draw people to businesses and community facilities.
I m p l e m e n tat i o n S t r at e g i e s a n d P h a s i n g
District Expansion: Carefully expand the sub-area and Beechtree Zoning District to permit reasonable
expansions of commercial uses into adjoining residential. The boundaries of the Beechtree subarea are based on the existing Beechtree Zoning District. These areas could be expanded to improve
connectivity with the surrounding areas but with careful attention to the integrity of the surrounding
residential areas. Caution should be taken to recognize unique uses such as the Municipal Wastewater
Plant as these uses have characteristics, challenges, and opportunities that may not be consistent with
the nearby Beechtree sub-area.
• Expand the boundaries to include the nonresidential properties between Colfax and Waverly
on the west side of Beechtree. There properties have gradually become commercial in nature,
taking on the characteristics of the adjacent properties on Beechtree. This will also support
the redevelopment of the entire area where the evident piecemeal expansion of the past has
further limited interconnectivity between properties. Furthermore, an important aspect of any
redevelopment project will be a discussion of potential brownfield redevelopment incentives for
obsolete and/or contaminated properties.
• Expand the sub-area boundaries to include properties contiguous to those fronting the west side
of Beechtree between Columbus and Washington, and Franklin to Slayton, to maintain commercial
viability by increasing the depth of the Zoning District.
• The exact boundary lines need to be established in a way to protect the residential character and
whenever possible, create a buffer or transition area between the commercial and residential uses.
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Buffers: As a way to reduce the impact of expanding commercial uses on the surrounding residential uses,
private service drives could be established in conjunction with the limited expansion of commercial sites.
The inclusion of hedge rows, knee walls, or similar physical separation would further soften the transition. In
addition, the excess degree of access along Beechtree, especially for corner lots, may be reduced by providing
alternative service drive access.
Private service drives could
established in conjunction
with the limited expansion
of commercial sites

• To reduce noise and impacts of the commercial uses along Beechtree, site design standards should require
knee walls, hedgerows or larger trees to improve privacy for residential uses adjacent to the commercial
uses on Beechtree. These should be large enough to block the views for the building without inhibiting
access down the service drive.
Parking: With parking being a concern for many of the residents and business owners, shared parking at East
End Park and Sluka Field would decrease the demand for parking at the business locations, promote pedestrian
traffic along Beechtree and potentially increase the usage of the parks. This is probably best suited for longterm parking by employees, not for shoppers, however, and it should be located along the easterly portion of
these facilities, as close as possible to the business corridor. Furthermore, it must not diminish the function of
these facilities for recreation use but may also reduce the demand for on-street parking in the first residential
blocks off of Beechtree.
• The City should explore the possibility of creating shared parking between the commercial uses and the
parks. The parks are located close enough to the corridor that they would provide easy pedestrian access to
businesses and could serve for employee parking, relieving nearby parking requirements.
• The City should work with existing businesses to provide shared parking and allow for flexible
parking requirements. When possible, shared parking areas should be designed to take advantage of
interconnectivity between businesses, align curb cuts as to not create left turn conflicts, and maintain a
character consistent with the entire corridor.
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Connectivity and Access: The Beechtree corridor has good connectivity on the south end where
it meets Robbins Road but the residential streets, especially to the west of Beechtree, see increased
vehicular traffic along the northern sections. At the north end of the corridor, a more direct connection
to Jackson and US-31 would help channel traffic away from many of the residential streets and
improve exposure for businesses further north, and promote better traffic flow along the entire
corridor extending to Beacon Boulevard. A likely increase in traffic that would result will help promote
redevelopment possibilities for vacant industrial properties along the north.
• Such a connection falls outside the sub-area plan boundaries, but is addressed as part of the North
Beechtree sub-area plan. One objective should be to promote a preferred route for easy access
to US-31. This could improve the visibility of the businesses along the north end of the corridor,
promote a transition into the other sub-area, and provide improved development opportunities for
properties at major intersections.
With more than 40 driveways and curb cuts, the neighborhood and the roadway would benefit from
a selective reduction of points of access, especially at intersections where many properties have an
excessive number of access drives. At the same time, planning and providing some new points of
access to parking lots and business from the alleys and from the parking lots of adjacent business
would improve interconnectivity between business, reduce the need for additional curb cuts, and
potentially improve traffic flow throughout the entire corridor. The reconstruction of Beechtree
Avenue as part of the underground utility work will offer an excellent opportunity to evaluate
curb cuts on a parcel-by-parcel basis and identify those that may be closed to improve access
management while protecting the economic interests of abutting businesses.
• Establish unified streetscape features including consistent decorative light posts, tree and
streetscape patterns, roadway cross section, crosswalks and landscape standards for the corridor.
Again, the reconstruction of the Beechtree roadway utilities offers an important opportunity for
strong streetscape improvements.
Way Finding, Streetscape and Signage: One way to improve connectivity along all of
Beechtree is with improved signage and way finding systems as part of a streetscape
improvement program. The City’s existing way finding program may be expanded to
strengthen the prominence of the Beechtree corridor and to direct visitors to parking and
community facilities.
• The City should work with the business leaders along the corridor to work within the
existing way finding theme to identify important features such as the location of parks,
preferable access to US-31, and the location of shared parking.
• Entrances to the shared parking should be made visible with easy to find signage.
• Improved landscaping and street furniture could offer better screening of parking
areas, improved pedestrian lighting and help to screen overhead wires.
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Explore forming a Corridor Improvement Authority. Act 280 of 2005 authorizes the establishment
of a municipal entity with tax increment finance authorities to plan and implement a program of
improvement along a defined commercial corridor. The tax increment financing aspects of the act
provide a funding source that is locally generated to be used to implement a broad range of public
improvements. This could include some or all of the costs of road improvements, improved streetscape,
land acquisition, site redevelopment and other related improvements. The tax increment captured by
the Authority would include the City levies as well as the levies of other taxing jurisdictions that agree
to participate.
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NORTH BEECHTREE
The North Beechtree sub-area is located in the northeast portion of the City, immediately north of
the Beechtree Corridor along the Grand River. The existing land uses include the former Eagle Ottawa
tannery facility (now an RV park), the former Challenge Machinery manufacturing and foundry facility
(now home to Glassource Inc. manufacturing and office space), the former Bastien-Blessing foundry
(now the boat storage facility) and similar “heavy” industrial facilities. These were traditionally some
of the largest employers in the area and a brief history is in order to put the economic and social
background of the sub-area in context.

A brief history is in order to put the economic and
social background of the sub-area in context.

Eagle Ottawa Leather Company has occupied portions of the sub-area since 1868, when Clark Albee
completed construction of a new plant on this site. In 1916 the Eagle and Ottawa companies were
combined under the name of Eagle Ottawa Leather Company and established a cutsole plant in the
former Van Motors building at` W 230 North Hopkins Street. In 1926 Eagle Ottawa bought the Hayes
Body Company plant at 1301 Fulton Street for use as a cutsole division. By 1927 the company had 500
employees. In November, 1942 Hatton Leather, a local company, bought out the Eagle Ottawa Leather
Company and combined operations, but continued the company name. In 1961 Albert Trostel & Sons
acquired Eagle Ottawa.
Eagle Ottawa had become a worldwide leader in the manufacture of quality leather upholstery and
the largest producer of automotive leather in the United States. The Grand Haven facility performed
complete leather processing, from bovine hides through finished leather. Eagle Ottawa also operated
Eagle Tanning Co. in Waterloo, Iowa, and Pierpoint & Bryant, Ltd., in Warrington, England. These plants
processed hides only through the first two stages of production. The hides were then shipped to Grand
Haven to complete the processing.
In 1961 the facility had over 330,000 square feet of manufacturing and support space on 17 acres. Over
a 10-year period, Eagle Ottawa had invested more than $20 million in building improvements and
equipment. In the last five years, production had increased 75 percent. With up to 800 employees, Eagle
Ottawa was Grand Haven’s largest employer, and one of the largest in West Michigan. A long-standing
company objective was to reduce the environmental impact of its operations. Eagle Ottawa was a world
leader in developing new technology and processes that continually reduced manufacturing emissions
into the water and air.
The company remains active in upholstery production worldwide, but ceased operations at the Grand
Haven plant in 2007. In 2014, the site was redeveloped to house an RV resort for campers and visitors to
the area.
1400 Fulton Avenue. Most recently known as Fricano’s Pizza Tavern, this two-story frame building
originally served as a boarding house for factory workers. Known in its early days as the Fulton House
and then as Ottawa Tavern, the business opened in this location in 1910. The tavern was on the first
floor, and hotel rooms were available on the upper floor. The building was one of several moved by
Eagle Ottawa from downtown Grand Haven to this neighborhood to house hundreds of employees hired
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to work at the tannery.
Challenge Machinery Company broke ground on a 55,000 sq ft facility on February 1, 1903, on a
nine-acre site at 1433 Fulton for a new manufacturing business. It started with about 30 employees and
manufactured printers’ equipment and precision parts along with a grey-iron foundry. The Challenge
Machinery Company was recognized as one of the world’s largest manufacturers of printing machinery
and accessories, as well as the leading producer of precision surface equipment for the machine
industry. From the beginning, the chief products of Challenge were machinery and equipment for
the printing industry. In 1907, management added an on-site foundry so that paper cutters could be
made from start to finish at the same facility. In 1970, the Challenge Machinery celebrated its 100th
anniversary of continuous operation. The building was renovated in 2014 to accommodate Glassource
Inc., a local glass fabricator, and the remaining building at the corner of Beechtree and Fulton Streets is
being renovated into office space for a local construction company.
Fountain Specialty Company/Bastian Blessing Company was induced by the Grand Haven Board
of Trade in 1910 to move from Indiana to Northwest Ottawa County. The company specialized in
producing soda fountain fixtures and accessories. Nash, originally of Chicago, in 1918 helped bring
about a merger of Fountain Specialty with Bastian-Blessing of Chicago. Combining the companies
resulted in 75,000 sq. ft. of manufacturing space, making the new firm the world’s largest producer of
soda fountains and food service equipment at that time.

Unlike many waterfront industrial areas in
the Midwest, this area is not characterized by
insurmountable environmental challenges.

Grand Haven Brass Foundry was started by William Zoerner in a barn at 507 Monroe near Sixth
Street. The Grand Haven Brass Foundry was taken over on February 20, 1919 by Alvin E. Jacobson I
and Paul Johnson I. On December 23, 1919 the plant burned down for a total loss. The Cut Sole Plant
at 230 North Hopkins Street was immediately purchased from the Eagle Ottawa Leather Company
and construction began January 1, 1920. The company employed six persons with an original floor
space of 2,000 sq. ft. making toilet seat hinges, plumbers’ brass goods, automobile brass parts, brass,
and aluminum castings. In 1927 Jacobson and Johnson bought out two metal working plants, Grand
Haven Stamped Products and one in New Jersey. In 1965 the company, with its modern foundry and
machine shop was considered one of the largest in the brass goods field. Diversification of products
was the backbone of the firm. The firm produced a wide variety of plumbing brass goods, castings, and
electrical service fittings, along with castings and fittings for water services, water softeners and water
meters.
Challenges and Assets
Clearly, the strong industrial heritage is represented in the remaining structures in the sub-area and
in some of the remaining uses. Its remnants can also be found in the soils and groundwater, but unlike
many waterfront industrial areas in the Midwest, this area is not characterized by insurmountable
environmental challenges that might inhibit a transition to other uses.
In terms of location, the sub-area separates commercial uses from marine and waterfront uses
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along the river and suburban service and commercial uses to the west. The municipal wastewater
treatment plant is located immediately to the southeast of the sub-area and a fairly stable residential
neighborhood contains the sub-area directly to the south.
Thus, the North Beechtree sub-area plays a transitional role in the community, in a variety of ways.
Land uses in the sub-area are in transition as the older plants and facilities either find new uses or are
removed in favor of new development. The location of the sub-area is characterized by the transition
from the commercial Beechtree Corridor to waterfront uses to the north and regional commercial to
the west. Many property owners see greater potential in the area if it is allowed to capitalize on its
waterfront location by shifting toward residential and commercial land uses. The Zoning Ordinance
recognizes this aspect of the area by placing it in the Transitional Industrial zoning district. Finally, as
the area’s economy adjusts to new market realities, there is a potential that this sub-area may play a
role in the transition of the local employment base.

The North Beechtree sub-area plays a transitional
role in the community, in a variety of ways.

This transitional nature creates both challenges and opportunities for the area, and this is embodied
in the existing built environment. Many of the older industrial buildings are structurally or
architecturally significant. As is common in older industrial areas, some environmental contamination
is likely present. This may inhibit reuse but it can also result in brownfield redevelopment incentives
that would not otherwise be available. The area is still home to many viable industrial, warehouse or
heavy service facilities and may provide ideal conditions for start-up businesses. Taking advantage
of the nearby waterfront, boat storage and marine service businesses are expanding, providing new
investment, but consuming large portions of the sub-area in relatively lifeless development patterns.
In addition to the form and function of the existing buildings, the area is challenged by traffic and
connections to the larger community. North-south traffic on Beechtree Road must find its way through
the sub-area to connect to Jackson Street and eventually to US-31 to the north and west or to Robbins
Road to the south. The preferred route (Beechtree-Fulton-Griffin-Jackson) includes three 90-degree
turns in relatively close proximity to existing buildings. This slows traffic and can result in congestion
at these intersections.
Since the nearly ½ mile of Grand River frontage has been privately owned for a number of years, public
access to this important community asset has been denied. Beyond access to the river, the area also
lacks good pedestrian and non-motorized connections to the remainder of the community. Certainly
there are sidewalks along most roads, but there is a strong desire to offer greater accommodation for
bicycle travel which is not readily addressed. The high volume of truck and commercial traffic that
must use the Beechtree-Fulton-Griffin-Jackson route makes this a poor location for cycle travel. Steps
were taken when the RV park was approved to provide pedestrian facilities along the waterfront, and
the property owner was receptive at the time to consider allowing public access through the RV park.
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I m p l e m e n tat i o n S t r at e g i e s
Waterfront Features. This capitalizes on the Grand River frontage with the establishment of a linear park.
Conceptually, this would include walking and bicycle trails, including a trail loop in the wetland area north
of the boat storage buildings. There are several potential locations for pavilions and overlooks and the trail
network would be connected to sidewalks along the northerly extension of Beechtree and to the existing
sidewalks south of Fulton.
An important feature of this plan is the potential for a new boat launch facility at the southeast corner of the
site. This area adjoins the Wastewater Treatment Plant and, as such, it is not a place people would normally
desire to linger, but it can function for the transitory use of launching and retrieving a boat.
Streetscape Improvements. In addition to streetscape improvements on the northerly extension of Beechtree,
this area would benefit from the addition of street trees along Fulton and Griffin to make this primary
access route as attractive as possible. There are numerous trees along portions of the Fulton Street frontage,
but the Griffin Street streetscape is dominated by hard surface with broad parking areas and driveways. A
detailed landscape plan for this area must take into account the needs of the existing businesses and the light
industrial and heavy commercial/service nature of the uses. However, it is possible that in many locations this
“hardscape” can be improved without unnecessarily encumbering the businesses there.

The concept envisions the reuse
and renovation of portions
of the facility as well as new
construction of a small campus
of institutional or office buildings,
a public waterfront park, boat
launch and a wide mix of uses.
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DOWNTOWN
The following paragraphs present a summary of the Downtown Vision Plan developed
by the City in 2004. The reader is referred to the text of the original plan for a full
presentation of its findings and recommendations. However, this summary is presented
here to incorporate the Downtown Vision Plan as a part of this Master Plan.
The Downtown Vision Plan focused on an area of approximately fifteen blocks centered
on Washington Avenue and extending from Sixth Street to Harbor Drive. This area
incorporates the traditional “downtown” of Grand Haven, but the study also considered
the “Hilltop Neighborhood” which is comprised largely of the civic uses surrounding
central park, the waterfront (see below), Centertown and the Old Town neighborhood.
The planning process involved a steering committee comprised of downtown business
owners, economic development professionals and City officials. It also took into account
earlier efforts including the Hyatt-Palma Downtown Blueprint of 2003 and a downtown
traffic and parking study conducted by Wade-Trim.
Challenges and Assets
The Downtown Vision Plan identified many key elements of the neighborhood that will affect future
growth and development. These are summarized and paraphrased below:
• The proposed Grand Water development (now Grand Landing) will be an important anchor to the
northern portion of the downtown coherently integrated with the Central Business District along
Washington and with the adjacent Old Town neighborhood.
• One of the challenges and opportunities for revitalizing downtown Grand Haven will be attracting
more of the US-31 traffic to the downtown.
• Both public leadership and private capital will be needed to transform deteriorated public
infrastructure and under-performing private properties.
• There needs to be stronger visual and physical connections between the Grand River waterfront
and the Downtown, especially at the Washington Ave and Harbor Drive intersection.
• Under-developed portions of the downtown include the northeast corner of Washington and
Harbor and the Stanco property.
• Public infrastructure includes a wide variety of street and sidewalk surfaces, uncoordinated
plantings and tired street furniture.
• Vacant lots and un-utilized upper story spaces undermine the vitality of the downtown.
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The Plan Design and Policies
The Downtown Vision Plan calls for a number of policy shifts and it suggests several design
improvements for the Downtown. The following are selected policies (or vision) statements excerpted
from the Plan:
• Washington Avenue is the heart of Downtown Grand Haven and contains great vitality and also
great potential for improvement. Both public and private leadership and capital will be needed to
transform deteriorating public infrastructure and under-performing private properties into more
desirable Downtown assets.
Key opportunities for the Downtown District include:
• Washington Avenue at Harbor Drive Intersection
• First and Second Street Corridors
• Alley Improvements and Mid-block Access
• Beautification
• Infill Opportunities
Strengthen Washington Avenue through a coordinated, comprehensive program of new public and
private sector improvement projects, revitalized and new business ventures, and infill projects
which increase vitality, raise community spirit, and increase the tax base of Downtown.
• Add new building(s) containing a mix of retail and residential uses in order to create a stronger
connection with Harbor Drive and intensify the physical continuity along Washington Avenue; add
components which create public gathering spaces and foster the year-round appeal of Downtown.
• New, mixed use projects including residential, lodging, and supportive retail and service businesses.
There are also important, complimentary infrastructure improvements to be undertaken to the
street, sidewalk, and utility systems.
• Update and freshen public street and sidewalk finishes in a comprehensive program. Similarly,
improve street trees and consider adding flower planters with irrigation to the street. Provide clear
wayfinding signage directing visitors to parking locations, the waterfront, and other key areas in
the Downtown District. Improve sub-surface utilities to serve robust redevelopment.
• A vibrant retail business district characterized by full store fronts and complementary businesses.
A vital upper floor environment, which includes service businesses and residences, adds depth and
market opportunities to the entire district.
• Enhance the “jewel of the community” through improved public access and usability, protection
of key views and vistas, additional residential, lodging, and commercial re-development project
opportunities.
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Qualities of the Vision
The Downtown Vision Plan articulates an attractive future for the vital heart of the City. In addition to
the graphic elements of the plan, the text describes the future vision with the following qualities:
• Authenticity: Projects should be true to Downtown Grand Haven, with unique, one-of-a-kind,
solutions to particular design and marketing opportunities. Projects should celebrate the roots of
the community; including its extraordinary natural assets and Great Lakes cultural history.
• Family Focus: Downtown and its events should be attractive to both local and visiting families.
Projects should be personal and intimate in scale and provide safe walkable conditions.
• Quality Outcomes: Down town should foster and encourage quality developments that provide
long-term stability and lasting value to the community as reflected in their design, choice of
construction materials, and integration with the rest of Downtown.
• Smart Development: Projects should have synergetic qualities that strengthen Downtown as a
whole. They should address the public street and sidewalk and encourage an overall healthy mix
of businesses and activities. Each individual project should reinforce the Vision and Framework of
actions and projects.
I m p l e m e n tat i o n S t r at e g i e s
The Downtown Vision Plan was more than an effort to express a vision for the core of the community.
An important part of the plan is the Strategic Work Program Matrix, which is reproduced on the
following page. The matrix identifies 42 projects or programs intended to advance the vision and
establish a timeline, assign responsibilities and set forth priorities for their implementation.
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Appendix A. Sub-Area Plans

Grand Haven Strategic Work Program Matrix
Page 1

KEY

1
2
3

Importance
1. Catalytic/Very Important
2. Very important
3. Important

1
2
3
4
5
6

Time Frame
1. Now
2. Soon: 1 - 3 years.
3. 3 - 5 years
4. Ongoing/As Available
5. Under Construction
6. Complete

1
2
3

Responsibilities
1. Lead or Coordinating
2. Key Participant
3. Task Force Opportunity

AREA



Significant Involvement

IMPORTANCE

Downtown District
Washington / Harbor Drive Intersection
Expand green and open space
Eliminate / minimize intrusions
Create more gathering places
Redesign intersection to make
more pedestrian friendly
First and Second Street Corridors
Beautification program
Infill projects
Gateway enhancements (see below)
Improve integration w/ Downtown
Stanco property re-development

Other / Private Responsibility
LF - Loutit Foundation
CC - Chamber of Commerce
VB - Visitors Bureau
CF - Community Foundation
AC - Arts Council
OTNA - Olde Towne Neighborhood Asso
Other / Public Responsibility
DPW - Public Works
BLP - Brd. Of Light and Power
P - Parks
CS - Community Services
PS - Public Safety
HB - Harbor Board

PROJECT

Beautification
Street landscape program
Street furniture
Flowers / planters
Light fixtures
Traffic signals
Banners / flags / poles
Ground surfaces
Snowmelt system

1

TIMEFRAME
PUBLIC RESPONSIBILITIES
Plan/Design Implement CBDDA TaskForce CityMgr Plan/Dev Other

2
1
2
1

4
4
4
1 or

2
1
2
2
1

2
2
2
2
1 or

1
2
1
2
or
2
1

1
1
1
1
1 or
1
1

2

2

4
4
4
2

2

2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2

3

Infill Opportunities
One-story buildings
Vacant / underutilized bldgs.
Vacant / underutilized lots
Parking lots

1
2
2
3

Alley Improvements and Mid-block Access
Surface / beautification
Underground utilities

2
2

1
1

or
or

2
2

2
2

2
2

2
2

1
1

or
or

2
2

2
2

1
2

Trash / enclosures
Rear entrances program

4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4

2
2
2
1

2
2
2
1

2
2
2
1

2
2
2
1

Gathering Places
Intra-block passages
Pocket parks
Corner lots / harbor
Stadium (see above)

3
2
1
1

4
4
2
1

4
4
4
2

2
2
2
2

Hilltop Neighborhood
Enliven Central Park
Consider stage, gazebo….
Add benches, picnic tables, lighting
Encourage public use by all (no fee?)
Community input on changes

2
2
1
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
3

2
2
2
2

Encourage new / infill projects
Ottawa County court expansion
Re-vitalization of Community Center
Re-vitalization/re-purposing of Library
Re-use of Council on Aging (if moved)
Study corners for re-devel. opps

2
1
1
2
3

or
or
or
or

1
1
1
1
2

2
2
2
2

DPW
DPW
P
DPW

DPW
DPW / P

2

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

DPW
DPW
DPW
DPW / BLP
DPW/BLP/PS
DPW / CC
DPW
DPW / CS

2

2

Parking Lots
Configurations / nos.
Signage / function
Beautification
Resident parking opps

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

2

3

County/
State/
Federal

City
Council

LF / CF

MEDC

2
2
1 or 2
1

1

CC

LF /CF
LF / CF
LF / CF
LF / CF
LF / CF
LF / CF
LF / CF

3

2

2
2

1
1
1

FUNDING OPPORTUNTIES
Public
TIF/SA
Private

PROJECT

DPW

First and Second Street
Beautification program
Infill projects
Gateway enhancements
Improve integration w/ Dwtn
Stanco property re-development
Beautification
Street landscape program
Street furniture
Flowers / planters
Light fixtures
Traffic signals
Banners / flags / poles
Ground surfaces
Snowmelt system
Infill Opportunities
One-story buildings
Vacant / Underutilized bldgs.
Vacant / Underutilized lots
Parking lots

1
1
1
1

Alley Improvements
Surface / beautification
Underground utilities

DPW
DPW

Trash / enclosures
Rear entrances program

1
1

2
2
2
2

APPROVALS
Plan.
Harbor Bd. Other…
Comm.

Washington / Harbor Drive
Expand green and open space
Eliminate / minimize intrusions
Create more gathering places
Redesign intersection to make
more pedestrian friendly

1

1
1

3

PRIVATE RESPONSIBILITIES
Property Downtown
Other
Owner
GrandHavenInc.

1
1
1
1

DPW
DPW
DPW

County

2
1 or 2 DPW / P
1
CS
1
CS

1
1
1
1

DPW / P
DPW / P
DPW / P
P

2
2
2
2
1

1

Gathering Places
Intra-block passages
Pocket parks
Corner lots/Harbor
Stadium (see below)

1
1

County

County
CS

Parking lots
Configurations / nos.
Signage / function
Beautification
Resident parking opps

CF
CF
AC / CC
AC / CC / VB / CF

Enliven Central Park
Consider stage, gazebo….
Add benches, picnic tables.
Encourage public use
Community input on changes
Encourage new / infill projects
Ottawa County court expansion
Revitalization of Comm. Center
Revitalization/repurposing of Lib.
Re-use of Council on Aging
Study corners for re-devel. Opps

Waterfront
Encourage devel. on Harbor Dr.
Evaluate Chinook Pier viability / value
Evaluate Farmers Market relocation
Attract additional housing & lodging
Redesign stadium area for
more uses, vistas, flexibility
Aquila property re-development

1
2
1
1

2
2
2

1

1

3
3
2
2

3
2

1
1
2
2

2
1
2
1

1

1

Gateway Locations
US-31 at Jackson
US-31 at Franklin, Washington, Columbus
Jackson at First, Second, Fourth
Franklin at Fifth
Identify and prioritize
Develop designs consistent w/ Downto
Work w/ constituents
Test w/ locals, visitors

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Centertown Neighborhood
Gateway enhancements (see above)
Beautification program

2
2

2
2

2
2

2
2

1
1

Olde Towne Neighborhood
Identify infill projects - housing, other
Gateway enhancements (see above)
Improve connections w/ downtown

1
2
2

2
2
2

2
2
2

2
2
2

1
1
1

3

2

MEDC

1

US-31 at Jackson
US-31 at Franklin, Wash., Colum.
Jackson at First, Second, Fourth
Franklin at Fifth
Identify and prioritize
Design consistency
Work w/ constituents
Test w/ locals, visitors

MDOT

1
1
1
1

Encourage devel. on Harbor Dr.
Evaluate Chinook Pier
Evaluate Farmers Market
Attract add'l housing&lodging
Redesign Stadium area for
more uses, vistas, flexibility
Aquila property re-development

Gateway enhancements
Beautification program

1

2

Identify infill projects
Gateway enhancements
Improve integration w/ Downtown

